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INTRODUCTION

The study of the archaeology and topography of the Central
Anatolian Plateau has been subject to great fluctuations in

interest and emphasis. It was begun, to all intents and

purposes, by Leake, Hamilton Texier and Arundell in the
first half of the last century. Interest then waned somewhat
until Ramsay, in the early eighties, took up the subject with
an enthusiasm and brilliance that made him within ten years the

almost undisputed authority on the topography and epigraphy of
the Plateau. After Ramsay's retirement from active field-work
the American Society for Archaeological Research in Asia Minor

began the programme of work that resulted in the publication of
Monuments Asiae Minoris Antiqua. The emphasis, in this series,
was primarily epigraphical, and although points of topography

arising from individual inscriptions were faithfully dealt with,
no general revision of Ramsay's topographical scheme was

attempted. The value of the seven volumes of MAMA, so far

published, lies in their consolidation of so much of the basic

material on which future topographical and epigraphical studies
will have to be based and in the standards of accuracy and

objectivity that they have laid down.

Archaeology in the more general sense, the study of the

ancient inhabitants of an area from the material remains of their

civilisation, has made less progress on the Anatolian Plateau

than in most other areas of western Asia simply because there

has been no excavation to speak of and the material remains
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visible above ground are limited both in variety and quality.
She number of standing pre-3yzantine buildings in the Central

Plains is very small. It includes the temples at Ankyra and

Aizanoi, aqueducts at Antiocheia and Tyana and the badly-damaged
remains of a few theatres. Sixteen hundred years of Byzantine

and Turkish stone-robbing have resulted in the destruction of

everything else, except in montainous areas such as Pisidia and
Cilicia Tracheia, where the population has been much reduced in

numbers since the Roman period. But if the monuments are few

on the ground, publications concerning them are even more meagre.

Excavation and architectural survey work has been confined, for

practical jeurposes, to Aizanoi and Ankyra. Antiocheia was partly
excavated by Ramsay and Robinson many years ago, but the results
have never been published.

A.

Byzantine buildings are far more numerous than Roman ones,

and far more of them have been published. The pioneering work
ox Crowfoot and SmirnoV, which formed the basis of Strzygowski's
Eleinaslen, was followed by Rott's Kleinasiatisehe Benkmaler,

Ramsay and Bell's Thousand and one Churches, and de Jerphanion's
monumental Sglises Hupestres. But the almost complete lack
of internal evidence for the dating of these churches still

remains to be made good, and this will, in the end, involve a

good deal of excavation of the most meticulous kind, a process

which has as yet only just begun. Until it has been carried much

further, a balanced judgement of the importance of Anatolian

church-architecture and of its effects on Byzantine art as a

whole cannot be attempted.
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VI

Our knowledge of the Classical archaeology of Central Asia
Minor is now at a point where it would be possible to compile,
without further field-work, a very bulky corpus of its

inscriptions, a map showing the majority of its cities, some of
its villages, and the greater part of its Homan road-system, and
lastly a fairly comprehensive general work on its churches.
From inscriptions we know a good deal about its social
anthropology, its provincial and municipal administration, and
its religion. Of the daily life of its inhabitants, we know

nothing except from literary sources, from the reliefs on their

gravestones and to some extent from the study of the village
life of the present-day lurks, who, although differing from their

r<jw

predecessors in religion and to a large extent in^s-tfcial origin,
have inherited from them many of their traditional crafts in

building and agriculture.

It is inevitable in any subject that the emphasis laid on

it depends largely on the nature of the evidence. The earlier

nineteenth century travellers had ir many ways a more balanced
view of the archaeology of Central Anatolia than we can have

now, simply because the remains of antiquity that they saw around
them were better preserved and more varied. They identified
ancient sites by the ruins of buildings upon them, as one can

still do today in Syria or the more montainous parts of Turkey.
Most of these ruined buildings have since been removed to provide
material for Turkish houses, and today the best indication of an

important ancient site is the presence of inscriptions in a

modem village. As a result, almost all the work done on the

subject in the last years has had an epigraphical bias. In another



hundred years the number of inscriptions will have been much
reduced and we shall fall back more and more on excavation and

the study of pottery, neither of which has yet been seriously

attempted on the Plateau, so far as the Classical period is
concerned•

In this volume I have attempted to maintain a balance

between the three points of view, architectural history, epigraphy

and what, for want of a better term, is often called field

archaeology.

My introduction to the Plateau came in 1954, when I

accompanied Professor Calder on epigraphical journeys to the

Upper Maeander Valley, the area between Amorion and 3oz Pag, and
Sidamaria. Prom 1955 to 1957 a grant from the Tweedie Fund and

a Treasury ("Scarbrough") Senior Studentship, enabled me to

travel extensively over the whole area from the headwaters of

the Maeander to the Gilician Gates, recording a total of nearly
500 inscriptions as well as a number of churches and other

monuments. Rather more than half of this material is

reproduced here.

My thanks are due to the Tweedie Committee and HM Treasury,
who provided the funds, to the University of Edinburgh for the
use of its Land Rover, to the British Institute of Archaeology
at Ankara for its hospitality and assistance over the practical
difficulties of travelling in Turkey, to Mr. Gough for his help
and advice throughout, to Miss Joyce Reynolds for advice on the

Latin inscriptions, to those at the British School at Rome who

helped to put this thesis into its final shape, and most of all
to the late Sir William Calder, v/ho suggested the project in the

first place and gave me the full benefit of his great experience
towards carrying it out.
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PIIBYJI; PAGAT IANA

The Upper Plain of the Haeander

From Apameia, the modern Dinar (pp. the Maeander
flows in a generally NW direction for some 8 km. before passing

through a narrow defile, between the modern villages of

Seydimelek and Kabaklif. This defile forms the natural boundary
between the small plain of Apameia and the much larger and more

fertile alluvial valley that Pliny (NH v, 113) calls the regio ...

Eumenetica, after Bumeneia, the most important, in Roman times,

of the cities among which it was divided. Beyond Eumeneia^
which lies at the N corner of the plain, some 35 km. NW of

Apameia, the valley makes a right-angled bend and continues in

a SW direction for a further 45 km. to Lounda, where the

Maeander drops into a deep gorge. It is from 10 to 15 km. wide

throughout its length, with a flat floor across which the

Maeander wanders with its proverbial lack of decision.

Eumeneia, a Pergamene colony and a city of considerable

wealth in Roman times, though it decayed rapidly in the fourth

century, lay at the modern I?£kli, a pleasant, well-watered
situation of no military strength, on the road from the Pentapolis
to Apameia and Hierapolis. Behind the ci*fcy, on the N and E, the

mountains close in rapidly, culminating in the formidable massifs
of Ak Dag and Burgaz Dagi, divided from each other only by the
narrow valley of the Eufi (£ay, down which the road must have
passed.

The only ancient building of which any traces remain in
situ is the garrison barracks, a square about 105 x 105 m., with
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walls of mortared rubble at least 2 m. thick. Only fragments

of the walls survive and there is no trace of the gates. The

ditch, which appears to h&ve been separated from the wall by
a pronounced berm, can be traced at some points, though the

surrounding ground has, as is normal on the outskirts of a

Turkish village, been disturbed a good deal. This is presumably
the castra restored by Severus in 196 after an earthquake

(MAMA iv, no. 328). Its small size suggests that it was built
to house a cohors uuingenaria^^.

To the SE of Eumeneia. the plain is cut in two by a great

marsh formed by the spring that pours out of the hill behind
/ 2 ^

the city • This may have been of smaller extent in ancient

times, but must always have formed a definite division between

the plain of Bumenana. proper and that of Siblia (below)#
Attanassos, known as a bishopric from the 9th century, may

have been in the area of Buraemia. Hamsay's theory (CB i, pp. 241
ff.) that it was at Dedekoy, a now deserted village with an old

mosque near the modern Ilaydan (Aidan), seems to be based entirely
on the very slight resemblance in name between Attanasso^ and

Aidan, and on the assumptxon that Attanassos, being obviously

pre-Greek in name, was the site of the hieron of Apollo

Propylaios, who, as is shown by reliefs on dedications to him,
was a local Anatolian god. There is enough Roman pottery at

Dedekoy to prove that it was an ancient site, but such evidence

as there is tends to put the hieron of Apollo Propylaios at

Kogak, 4 km. HW of Dedekoy (below, noJc).
Hierocles appears to be practically valueless, in this area,

as an indication of position, and the site of Attanassos must,
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until more positive evidence becomes available, remain

completely uncertain*

Peltai, already an important place in Xenophon's time,
received a Seleucid colony (HN(2), p. 682), later fell under
the shadow of its Pergamene rival, recovered sufficiently to
issue coins in the 2nd century A.D. (ibid) and finally emerges as

a bishopric (CB i, p.249)»
The only precise evidence for its position is in Xenophon

(Anab. 1,2,10 ff.), who puts it 10 parasangs from Kelainai and
12 from Keramon Agora, and in the Peutinger fable, which marks
Pella on a road from Eumeneid. to a junction with a road

(3)
Ilierapolis-Apameia * The distance from Apameia appears to

be given as 26 m.p., which suits a position near Seraserli,

where the modern road and railway from Dinar to Qivril cross
the Maeander. A mound is marked on the map and would be worth

investigation. Ramsay's two sites between Melho§ and Karayah^iler
(JHS iv, 1883, p. 398; CB i, p. 240) are also possible, though

they fit the Table's distances less well. The road from Eumeneia

to Apameia given in the Table presuraably kept to the W of the
Eumeneian marshes, rather than following ,the steep and stony
route along the hillside past Homa. The Table's station ad Vicum

should probably be looked for near Tekkekoy or Irg£ll£.
hounda. This city is known only from Iiierocles (667), from

ecclesiastical sources (CB i, pp. 2J7 ff.) and from am

inscription (JHS iv, 1883, P-395, no. 15; CB i, no. 84), where
the initial letter is missing from the ethnic but there can be

no reasonable doubt aa to its restoration. The site was near

the bend of the ilaeander some 40 km. SW of Eumeneia; for the
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purpose of the present study, Lounda is of interest only as

giving some idea of the extent of the territory of Peltai on

the SW.

Siblia. The evidence for putting Siblia in the plain of
the Maeander, up-stream from the Eumeneian marshes, is strong

(CB i, pp. 221 ff.). Anderson's inscription (JHS xviii, 1898,
pp. 93 f*» no.32) mentioning the 27 f was found
built into the £>latform at Evciler station and may have come

from some distance. But while it does not necessarily prove

that Siblia was at Evciler, .the possibility remains, since Evciler

was certainly an ancient site (03 i, p. 227). Ramsay's location

of the Byzantine Lampe at Evciler (ibid) or at Appa (CB 1, p. 347)
is based on slender evidence. An alternative site for Siblia

is Siitla^ Huyiik, where there is a large, partly natural mound
covered with Roman occupation debris, while in the surrounding
fields columns and sarcophagi are said to have been dug up. This

does not affect the location of the Byzantine Soublaion at Homa,

which, although uncertain (RE s.v. Siblia) seems quite possible
in view of the nature of the site.



NOTES

(1) E.G. Collingwood Archaeology of Roman Britain, London 1930,

pp. 24 f. on the size of cohort forts, gives 2-3 acres usable

space for a cohors quingenaria and 4-5 for a cohors milliaria
(more if eguitata). Cohors I Raetorum which was probably the

first occupant of the Severan fort, as eguitata but probably not
milliaria (E. Ritterling, JRS xvii, 1927, p. 31» RE iv, col. 326)
The usable area of the Eumenia fort is approximately 2J acres,

which is perhaps a little cramped for a cohors eguitata. But

virtually nothing is known of cohort forts in Asia minor.

(2) Identified by Eamsay (CB ii, p. 354) as the Cludrus of Pliny.
Raaet (Studies Ramsay pp. 315 ff.) has attempted to transfer
both the Cludrus and the Glaucus (identified by Ramsay with the

Kufi §ay) to another Eumeneia in Caria, recorded only by Stephanus
Byzantinus; he defeats his own argument by admitting that the
known Eumeneianrt coins, presumably including those with the type
of the river-god Glaukos (BLIP Phrygia p. 214), are to be assigned
to the Phrygian city. Photographs of the spring I,Lu.IA iv,, pis.
10-11.

(3) Ptolemy (V,2, 17-18) vaguely indicates a position either
in this plain or in the Pentapolis for the Peltenoi; the order

of Hierocles (667) puts between Lounda and Eumenia.
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Upper Haeander Valley

Inscriptions

1. KAYAK, in a well-head. White marble block, broken above,right,
below and behind, later reused as the winch-stone of a wine-press,
H. 58 plus, w, 64 plus, th, 61 plus, lett, 3»5» Pis. ^ ,

? (5°J X t u) v (V| A [- 3 K L C % - ~ -J
o y tj f,,\ o ^ rrpos £t° v5J ?

[•?]TToXc- >T*S
?0]l <rrp*revc-tfMj x**0'']7

5. ot V Tot >') (3o-vA ^ °
The figures on the right indicate the smallest number of

letters likely to have been lost.
The historical setting is most uncertain. Possibly an

incident in the war between Septimius Severus and Pescennius

Niger. The lettering suits that date (cf. no. 97 ). The

inscription is likely to belong to Peltai rather than to

Pumeneia.

2. KOCAK, in a house; said, to have been found by children on

the hill above the village. Marble stele, broken in three

pieces, but not recently* H. 44, w. 18.5, 15-16, 19.5,
th. 5-6.5, lett. 1.5 - 2.6. In the pediment, circular boss;
on the shaft, double axe and snake in relief. Pis. 1 , P * .

EvTD XoS
«t © X

wv I | M pcTj
rr *uX d \ to
j /

5. 6 v>X '
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This is the fifth epigraphic mention, of Apollo Propylaios
at Eumeneia. The others are CB ii, no. 195 (dedication from

Kogak), ibid, no. 196 (a priest of the god, from Isikli), AB3A
xi, 1904-5, pp. 28 f., no. 1 (dedication from I^slkli), JRS xvi,
1926, p. 66, no. 187 (dedication from Balgikhisar)• Tbe

discovery of a second dedication at Kogak suggests that the

sanctuary of the god should be sought there rather than at

Haydan (above, p. 2 ).

3. SERBARSAH (Savransah), in the foundation of a wall. Plain
whitish limestone homos, buried above. H. 93 plus, w. 47, 35, 47,
th. -, -, 47, lett. 2.2 - 3.0. Pi. 1

Tpof'^os 'lovXtots
'lovXivJjs oWovq-

4 rrat v ^ ~

cal-v"!"Co r"yv Koii -

5.o-*(i)p* A O [vy^ivov - ^

^S/ T A yv^[t]Ki OC'VTO-V/
K ct *•

rA to

T v T »»«£.—

10 • v $ v<* c

11. 7 & 9, v* used instead of fj,
1.8 A used instead of d .

There is a tendency for q»kovo(m.q« , some at least of whom
were presumably of servile origin, to give the names of their

employers rather than their patronymics (below, no. 237).

a ^ . y4. TUGCU CIFTLIGI, outside a house. Bomos of whitish crystalline&



marble, buried below, probably cut off above. H. 64 plus,
w. 43, 34-35, th. 44, 34-35, -, lett. 1.5-2.0. A lion-head
in relief on each corner, connected by garlands and ribbons.
From the centre of each garland hangs a bunch of grapes, except
on the front, where it is replaced by a tabula containing 11. 6-12
of the inscription. Above the centre of each garland a figure
in relief; on the front an eagle; on the left, defaced relief;
on the right, female bust; on the back, not visible. PI. Pi •

fe SliVoi- v-"|

On the right side, level with 1.10,

0 vpot
1.12 The amount of the fine does not appear either on the

rim of the tabula or immediately below it.

Published C3 ii, no. 272.

10. Siv i <r \4 • TC -

Q » • O 5 ^ t 6
h .Xi 'p '7<r£' otTTo -
TfiCfe I TC3 I 0*K U>

(see.)

5. KOCAK, in a yard, where it was in use as a dibek tasi; said to
> >

have been brought from Islkli. Whitish crystalline marble block.
s
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broken right. H. 82, w. 59 plus, th. 65, lett. 4-7. PI. $ •

C. , C - [jfJ
I (\i\o^ /•\*'<xb>-vs

$,*-*«. UJbeirjfoj
^pot p»os. £$ > Tot ^ (TC-X * [v&£ p tj]

5. Grois l^P?&7
dje is |T1 a n«b u|s J
5<X C f \.k rYt

11. 3-4 Sita or Sitae was probably a Moesian or Thracian;
cf. RE s.v. Sita, Sitae, Sittas, and B. Beshevleev, Epl^raphic

Studies, Sophia 1952 (in Bulgarian), no. 91» the epitaph of

Mucatral(is) Site f(ilius) natio(ne) B(essus) m(iles)

c(o)h(ortis) ii F(laviae) B(rittonum). " "***

6. YUVA KOYt), in the wall of the mosque garden; formerly in a

cemetery between Yuva Koyii and Kayacik. Greyish-white marble

block with inscription in panel. Broken above, buried at one

side. H, 53 plus (panel 48 plus), w. 108 plus (panel 90),
th. 33, lett 2.1 - 2.8. PI. 1 . < \

IT A«x(to0 TU-v\C-,^os irb^tvfvs /3ooaX e "Ow /Tco^xot/
K*, ' i-'.Itovffop(c)v TiS r. is.^X>w
afv-ro-u . T«prvUw r-us i<(£Kq?€--u^evto -
Tlo '0 of^Tov A vp- ^T.U n*

To5. oiw£j oS sjc to\J^
C-r C-T(^P0jr 0*!v*« e'croi<r6l 7TpocrrC-'(^o[y C-/sJ
plA'l * *'• 0>e'Oi X-r^KeV-KT^lK-. #0
TOV S6,5 r? gTpPov

Z^M5nr i*™ Alx- NocrroS rw"
ic• $. »_«'*

oi. To-o TTdt-ukc-ivov AiXio' ttocros lld-uXeii/os
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7. YALINLI, by a well in the village. Marble bomos, re-cut as

a Byzantine capital. H. 81, w. 27, th. 29, lett. 1.3-2.5. On
the front, signs of defaced upper mouldings and circular relief.
PI. 1 .

? r&A»wvi ^03
to»s rrpo*e <p. £ ~

VO«i.

re KVoU

P , * ' f' Kc ?>.« y

6 «o-

V V K (

& i, vC<A I I ^ "

r i A *■

10 K> fo vo I <TI 6- TC- P ^er<- p

R(. otSe.v]t c-^ecr-
p- y. t (9 £ * 1 °5 ^ ^
[<5 iT>X<- >3 B"

4 TTpocTj e ipO"V is
15 •jT'Tc t«<(. f-v e < o v ^ (p J

On the back of the stone, monogram.

0 ~u p
Restorations exempli gratia.

8. SERBAITSAH (Savransah), in the wall of a house behind the

mosque. Marble altar, broken right, cracked across, upper



moulding cut away. H. Ill, w. 34 plus, th. lett. 2 - 2.3*
At the corners, lion's heads, connected by swags and ribbons.
On the front, above the swag, a whorl. PI. Pi •

C- /]
c- KTO

5.

10.

V-J
^ r-<s v k <J i

TfltT!

T1

T fj y%> iso( Ij^K
i O0* 'J

i <Jx>TcU"J

? 1> "]

rois. T6kvo[js
3 (. « _ I— 3 1

tcxj tS o a < l_o-uxj
£> 6 <r r * i k -j [S e vo"<x
X^pts two' yj^y

(AC- VW V 6 |
J ->

Se- f-i ^ o sj
•■jce-1 & ■j ~J

15. *13

6( v C T7 i X 6 i j?
<$ £■ j is Tcv /\ £po vj
(J> I cr K O W X ^

j(Wv6iJ?V<vt KoU (TV

V

9* KIZILCA SOGtlT, by the mosque. Grey limestone bomos, broken
above and below. H. 83 plus, w. -, 46-49, -, th. -, 32-36, -,

lett. 3*5 — 4.0. PI. 3 •

A itc XX to vi oS

Heo-aiv %pou
JT v-i, %s X ^ K. < JToi u—

TitO (uA^^pvi/^S
5 • C- * c- K C- V ,



10. BQZHDyUK, in the wall of a house. White limestone fragment
with tabula ansata, broken on all sides. H. 40 plus, w. 58 plus,
th. -, lett. 3.1 - 3.4. PI. 1

11. YALINLI, in a house wall at the N end of the village. Grey-
marble block, probably complete. H. 54, w. 32, th. 25, lett.

1.7 — 2.0. pl* 3 •

11. 3-4 There has been some confusion between cvu/Sfos and

12. COPLt) (now renamed Senkoy), in the D-de by the mosque.

Greyish-white crystalline marble bomos, buried below. H. 42 plus,
w. 23, 19, -, th. 25, 20, -, lett. 2-4. Above the inscription,
defaced relief (cross?). PI, 1 •

A m l Q e i vo s k j, Tt- c —
- ' *

(O r-jpuJ-

CV" r7 Cr"
VVfcKf CX'VTO'U *<To -

I -> *
5. >S Ctl'To-V e-

( J

c r! (%) C-T<rpcS €-7Tt/-
4 t p yy r~ f / G e t T t
(. <r T'f- >y a 7~i^> Tfp c& T—
OV Qg-C.

y rtotTiov

S -u —

S «"j (LiC-
vos.



13* SOKMEN, in a yard. Shaped "block of yellow limestone, broken

above, left, right and behind. H. 46 plus, w. 51 plus, th. 52,
lett. 4.2 - 7.5. PI. 3 •

No transcription is attempted. The stone is rough, but
the letters are well preserved.
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Sebaste and the Southern Banaz Ova

The Augustan foundation or re-foundation of Sehaste (RE s.v.

Sebaste, 1) lay in the region of Selcikler, about 2.5 km. W of
the kaza of Si/asl^, which preserves the ancient name. There
is no evidence of its having been inhabited in pre-Roman times,

except for two large tumuli on the S side of the village of

Selcikler, and probably the tomb described below.

It v/ouid seem that, contrary to the view expressed in CB

(ii, p. 581), the site of Sivasli was not included in the city

proper. Since 1897 no new inscriptions appear to have been

discovered at Sivaslf (except no. 17), whereas the number known

from Selcikler has been more than doubled. This is not likely
to be entirely accidental, since four of the inscriptions given

in CB from Sivasli were still visible in 1956. The remains on

the ground confirm this conclusion.

Selcinler still has remains of at least two ancient

buildings. One, about 50 m. S of the mosque, is prouably of

Byzantine date and appears from the solidity of its construction,
in stone and odd pieces of tile, to have been of some size.

There is no sign of its purpose, but it may well have been a

church.

A little way south of the village, between the two large

tumuli, there are remains of a tomb, with some indications that

it also was covered by a small tumulus (pi .Pi, A ). It is built
of very heavy limestone blocks, accurately jointed. The two
slabs forming the gabled roof were originally about 3.20 m. long,
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2rf2o^wide, and 45 cm. thick. It is unlikely to be as late as
the Roman period, but appears to be derived from the Phrygian
timber chamber tombs exemplified by the royal tombs at Gordium.
But the persistence of pre-Roman types of tomb into the Roman

period is well attested elsewhere, and the possibility of a similar
'1)

survival at Sebaste cannot be entirely discounted •

A cistern, presumably of some size, is mentioned in

inscription no. 14. There is now no sign of the aqueduct that
must have fed it.

Villages dependent on Sebaste. The evidence for placing

Leonna or Leonnaia, which issued coins in the second century B.C.,)

in the territory of the later Sebaste, is slight>though the

inscriptions from Payamalan seem to support Ramsay's contention
(2)

that a city of some sort lay there . On a brief visit in 1954,
Professor Calder and I found nothing further of interest except

a number of carved slabs from a Byzantine church.

Dioskome appears to have been either at Kapaklar (labaklar),
where inscription no.\5 was found, or at the nearby K^rka. Both

are ancient sites, but to judge from the number of stones

visible and from local information, lilrka was probably the more
(3)

important • Both are surprisingly far north to have been

included in the territory of Sebaste, and it remains a possibility
that the stone has been carried from elsewhere.

Babdalai is known only from a single dedication (no. 16).
There are said to be remains of an ancient settlement between

Samatlar and Erice ^iftlik, which may represent its site.
Tyraxa, inferred from a dedication M^rpi (JRS

xvi, 1926,p. 94, no. 228; SEG vi, no. 190) and another village
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mentioned in an inscription at Tatar Koyii (JRS xvi, p. 88,
no. 218; SEG vi, no. 178) may have been little more than suburbs
of Sebaste, Alternatively, one or other may have been at the

"Hendek", regarded by Anderson as the site of 3ria (below).
No attempt has been made, in giving the texts of

inscriptions, to differentiate between Sebaste and the other
cities and villages of the Southern Banaz Ova. The northern

boundary of the territory of Sebaste has been arbitrarily fixed
to include Kapaklar, Klrka and Erice, but not K^zllca Sogut.

Bria. The location of this city remains in doubt. Hierocles*
order puts it between Pepouza and Sebaste, which is hardly
sufficient reason fox* locating it in this plain at all, so long
as Pepouza remains uncertain (pp>"74-h)» the few coins of the
Severan period with the legend are little help. The

identification with the modern Burgaz (Bulkaz), proposed by

Ramsay and independently by Radet, rests on a similarity of name.

Anderson accepted Burgaz as the modern successor of Bria and

discovered a possible site for it at "Hendek" ("the ditch"),
(4)

3 km. NW of Burgaz and 3 km. SB of Tatar . "Hendek", in its
final form at least, is a "village fort" of Byzantine date, though
Anderson adds that the surrounding ground also showed signs of
ancient occupation, a point which I may not have investigated

sufficiently thoroughly, not having seen Anderson's description
before visiting the site.

The line of the main wall of the fort (pis.2 »Pi,3), which
enclosed an area of about 180 x 208 m., is visible axcept at
the NW corner, though in most places it appears only as a ridge
of earth with large blocks of stone, mainly reused, protruding



through the grass at intervals* There are traces of at least
five small towers, apparently semicircular and without back
walls. A shallow ditch runs round most of the circuit, but

is replaced on the W side by two small scarps parallel to the
wall. On the W half of the N side there was probably only one

scarp. "Both the scarps and the inner edge of the ditch were

revetted with stone; there is nothing to show whether the

revetments were carried up above the level of the berm, to

form a small wall or breastwork, as it certainly was, not only

in the fortifications of the larger Byzantine cities, but also
(5)

in some smaller forts • There is no obvious reason why the

ditch should have been cut in some parts and not others; the

surrounding country is flat, and an attack on the fort could

have been made equally well from any direction. Possibly the

W and NW sides, which have no ditch and are less regular in plan,

represent a later addition.

The interior of the fort is littered with rubble from

buildings, and a depression near the NW corner marks the spot

from which blocks and some red marble columns are said to have

been removed.

The pottery is consistent with a date between the 4th arid

7th centuries A.D., which suits the style of fortification well.

For other early Byzantine village forts, see pp . 20Z f 239 f,
There is also an extensive ancient site at the foot of

VY

Burgas Dagi, 2 km. S of Cabar and 6 km. SB of Burgaz. It is*y *-*'

about 400 m. in diameter, but it is always difficult in such

cases to determine without excavation how much of the area was

occupied by buildings and how much of the immense quantity of



rubble lying on the surface comes in fact from the walls of

gardens and yards. Here some of the better walls had massive
stone orthostats at intervals, a system of construction often
found in late Soman and Byzantine sites in Asia Minor, for
instance at Maden|ehir in lykaonia, where the lines of
orthostats with their tops just projecting from the ground, can

still be followed at some points on the outskirts of the modern
(6)

village , The site at Gabar is certainly Byzantine in its

present form, but it has never been ploughed and may well conceal

earlier remains.

Alydda-Elouza. The identification of the Ilouza of Hierocles

(the Elouza of the Kotitiae) with the Alydda of Ptolemy and the

Aludda of the Peutinger Table (RE s.w. Alydda, Iluza) is

reasonable. Ramsay's location of it at Hadjimler (which, like

Honigxuann on Iiierocles , I assume to be the Hocalar of the

Turkish map 10 km.ESBof U^ak) is supported by the Table's
distance of 25 xiup. from Akmonia.

Other siies in the S Banaz Ova. At Piyanli, between Erice

and the gorge of the Banaz Gay, there are remains of a church,
with signs of Roman and Byzantine settlement round it. The church

(pi.4 ) was of some size, about 27 by 12 paces. In the summer ot
1956 it was being energetically robbed out, the apse had already
been removed, and part of the east wall had been uncovered but

not destroyed. The S and W walls were approximately marked by

ridges of broken stones lying on the surface; of the N side

there was no sign. The walls were of rough stone and mortar,

though the apse may have been of dressed stone. A Montanist

gravestone (no. 51 ) was among the stones removed from it. The

floor was of marble slabs, 5 cm. thick.
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NOTES

(1) Gordium, AJ A lxii, 1958, pp. 147 ff.» pis. 23 ff • At Pergamon,
tombs of pre-Greek type were still being built in the Roman

period CPergamon i, Text, 2, pp. 243 ff.)* In Lykaonia, Roman
tumuli with stone-built chambers are not uncommon (As,viii j p,227),
while two tombs at Degile (1001 Churches, pp. 236 ff.)which can

hardly be pre-Roman, are poor examples of the Selcikler type.

(2) CB ii, pp. 597 f. and no. 499; in reply to this, R-g-v i'v>(ysd

p. 7-^% ; RE s.v. Leonna.

(3) CB ii, p. 583; Aus Lydien, p. 169#

(4) Hierocles 667; BMC Phr.ygla, pp. xli, 109; CB ii, pp. 576 ff.
J.G.C. Anderson in JUS xvii, 1897, pp. 415 ff.

(5) At Emporio on Chios, the small Byzantine fort (dated securely
about 600), had a similar revetted scarp or outer breastwork

(JHS lxxiv, 1954, p. 163). At Dekibyza (Gevze) in Bithynia, a

more ambitious castle of similar or rather later date, the

breastwork still stands to practically its original height

(personal observation; the two publications mentioned in

Bibllyografya p.136 are not available to me).

(6) Also around the Mayav-dey gorge ? personal observation. The same

system of construction is common in parts of Tripolitania.
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Sebaste and South Banaz Ova

Inscriptions

14. SIVASLI in a street, from a recently demolished fountain.
Cornice of greyish-white crystalline marble. H. 30, w. 116,
th. 71, lett. 5. The front and right hand end have decorated

mouldings. The inscription must have begun on another block
to the left, and have been continued either on another side of

or p
the building or on the architraveAfrieze. PI.< 1 •

j q Ztfcote- r n,] ^ v be v. s ' ° vSp«« o ^ /k t<6V i -
{_ % l lO V fi" X _j
Published CB ii, no. 483; X.Kourouniotes pc\oy tor tvJs

exx^Sos
f 5.925, p. 407; thence BCH xlviii, 1924, p. 511,

and SEG- vi, no. 181.

15. KAPAXLAR (Tabaklar), in the base of the minaret. Bomos of

coarse whitish marble, upper and lower mouldings cut off, chipped
left. H. 110, w. — ,47,— , th. —, 44, —, lett. 1.6 — 2.1. Pi • 3.

A'VTcvtpoLi opi 1 c~oL("J
1 W A ' It II *Sj

I fK<A I ' W
v 7 t O) Ku.' T(Sv Zi /B t<C-TUJ *

5 [cJtcUS tA ^ [n(so$)j$C:K*rc-U ''f
KoCTO'K lot

jrj"i* k ^jt.i ttp (jT ?/t i~j$
jy* I "j v /To X e 45 Jf « "uj v

iTopju^f To hp vo v k/ Jj-j
TLO C-€ Htv f/T//U £

i/u)v A • yZJ^ TI o v rX T- K - j
M £" * * * ^ ~^"c''4 ^ Ll -I



ov rrcT^^'0^ ^[52]*'
4 4 9 J "

Kswv ^^v-^T.o-v A ovyo-v
qtj rvicv '(ry^Tlo£vj H o( «Tcsv K<^ CLJ

fed rj O

v o *v <A i /(a,c? x.iyLi. •

r 0 Y £ £ /3>o< rT ^ V o!
4 «

The letters were never deeply cut, and the stone has decayed

in a most unusual way, apparently due to a moss or alga that has

caused pitting. In many cases this pitting follows and even

accentuates the lines of the letters. The drawing attempts to

convey this effect by closely spaced dots. Ramsay's hand copy

is a very creditable rendering of the text, but omits the last
word of 1.18 and can be corrected at several points.

11. 1-3, Ancient erasure.

1.6 Dioskome, see p. IS .
A

1.9 The y of the word restored as (pyc is practically

certain.

1.12 Ramsay has T'A as the last three letters, mA is more likely

1.13 Ramsay's rr*rp»o*£wo-u is too short to fill the gap.
fo(»ov might be either a patronymic or a cognomen; cf. IGR iii,
no. 412.

I.16 The first word is very obscure. Ramsay's Vtdvov is

understandable. The third letter appears at first sight to be

N, but the oblique stroke is probably a natural crack in the

stone. A praenomen is required at this point, and fohe>-u (or Uir0v)
is the most likely.

II. 17-18 The end of 1.17 was never engraved, and the same
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may "be true of the middle, though the stone at this point is

very badly pitted. Eamsay suggested FX 6\/Jjyoi-> but the syntax
is quite uncertain. Ztf ^We-T^vuV would have been expected but
is not on the stone. ZV fldc-r^vov is a possible reading.

Published JHS iv, 1883, p* 415, no. 29; thence CB ii,
no. 498, IGrR iv, no. 635•

16. Between SAMATLAR and CIFTLIK, in a fountain (G-eycek Cesmesi).
v v >

White crystalline marble bomos. H. 85, w. 58, 50-52, 59, th. 42,

33-35, -, lett. 2.5-3.0. PI. 4 .

) o V* -u C t © s M v -

<2 <tv|oC^u-
g-VOS

j< (■ W T"OJ

5 » To" X KifctKOX)-

&i\/

2 ^
She text is certain; for the formula of dedication to a

god and a community, cf. XHS xkx i, |C?i' ,(*- '5"6 ,*->c 4ff, r07s rrpo-
7* V p4 JtVjvi. IOOIS 0£o<S •<■<? TVj Kilsp-v^.

17. SIVASLI, in a house. Marble stele with pediment above and
tenon below. H. 43, w. 33, 30, 34, th. 8, lett. 1.0-2.2. On the

shaft, relief of a human leg. PI. 4 •

A "up Aarv slXes 4 y
VOC~€> i:> Cru> 0 C-1S (- vft •

u) pi A n r «-o 1

id f jw <F <f 1 »TpoKot
5 0 ^ A-v £ V* ^ ^ ^f l€f.

A/ ™ V/^'S
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1.4 The two Hemeseis of Smyrna (HE xvi, 2, cols. 2352 f.)»
who are represented on coins as far east as Kadoi and Synaos

(HN (2) pp. 668, 685}.
1.6 Perhaps the nymphs of the fountain at Plnarba|I, a

little to the south of Sivasll.

18. SELCIKLER, in the wall of the mosque garden. Greyish-white

crystalline marble architrave, broken left, upper moulding
defaced. H. 34, w. 73 plus, th. -, lett. (1.1) 5.0-5.5, (1.2)
4.5 PI. ^ •

]oS £ 0< T.OV

j v

19. KIRKA, in a fountain (Kavakli (^esme) 1 km. SSE of the
village. White marble door-stone, inscribed in two registers on

the upper mouldings. H. 89, w. 85 (doors 54), th. 32, lett 0.8-2.1
^

To-v Se-<fos ^ S * < v- iJ
v/;'l-jv''1 tivTov ft'0** Po~vcf>o$ o

Kit c-rpotrviy^-rv kU<
i Sc-K»!nc^Tfvrp{-'

« • » « •

vr \~i v^c7 yc-TJ<*s X*piv K rA ^

1.3 These offices were presumably performed at Sebaste, if
the location of Dioskome in this area can be trusted (p. /5" ).

20. DEDEBALLAR, in the wall of the school; previously, it is

said, in the cemetery. White marble doorstone with arched

pediment, broken below and right. H. 45 plus, w.57 plus, th. 15 j
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plus, lett. 1*3-1.5 * In the pediment, mirror and comb. PI. 5" *

M^CS Kali tvj^evr\s TCo
X^P'V.i. .

21. SELCIKLBR, in the cemetery. Fragment of white marble

doorstone, broken above and left, buried below. H. 105 plus,
w. 32 plus, th. 27, lett. 1.5-1.7. The entablature below the

gabled pediment is supported on fluted pilasters. PI. J .

22. SELCIKLER, in a wall near the mosque. White marble doorstone,

broken below. H. 29 plus, w. 61, th. lett. 1.2 - 1.5. G-abled

pediment with mirror in relief and acroteria above. PI.3 •

23. AKARCA, in a fountain 100 m. W of the mosque. Fragment of
white raai'ble doorstone, with arched pediment, complete above.
H. 47.plus, w. 57 plus, th. -, lett. 1.4 - 1.8. PI. 4 .

a & f 1

poSiTatt. TI-vT-2 Af-'
«

\/c 1 ipo^ijuos K d yd K -

t ^os C

<seS oTcS

The fifth preserved letter is £ on the stone.

5. r -3

24. KIRKA, in a fountain c. 1 km. from the village, on the way

to Kapaklar. Marble doorstone^ broken below. H. 66 plus, w. 88,
th. 15 plus, lett. 2-3»5« In the arched pediment, a wreath in
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relief. PI. 5 .

Cd ' o S TA-ri-L i c|>p£>V«^UlO K-fltl <^lX=^
«.*. <^v£tJ«P pv rd[r'is Xl*J?{v-

Published CB ii, no. 507*

25. KIBKA, in a fountain. Marble doorstone. H. 85, w. 54,
th. lett. 1.0 - 1.9* In the gabled pediment, patera or

circular boss} in the door-panels 1) lyre and plectrum ?,

2} keyplate, 3) stilus-case, 4) spindle and distaff. PI. l\ •

J€T£«

Tp&<d KcCIOCTT'lO d p (rjVoC) d
l\% p. II. OS ^
Udi 0ov & tg-

% *

5#£<A-vriu pov 0-j-
K(A, $ ju pt«<2 <Tvv/MU5 <rc-» ^<Tc§<0
v is. A T<? Tst-
j

^ /
eTo/r p<r-^v * f
•>
i ~rj

10.

1.4 Por Paithos cf. no. 31.
Date probably A.D. 215.

26. KIEKA, by the mosque. Marble homos. H. 77, w. 48, 35 - 39,
43, th. 41, 34, -, lett. 3.3". PI. 4 .

s ~ryt *1
Avp. Te-tjuov«.p-
^ T rj S ApT<l TLU (-

(sjc)



5 i3'<s> Vv"

[rjr"1 ro'5 Tf_T
ols i VTO£ TV« f* c LKJ

t

10. rin! Xo,V"
Date A.D. 255/6.

27 • ESICE, in. the porch of the mosque. Coarse marble bornos,
broken below, upper mouldings cut off* H. 81 plus, w. —, 44,
th. -, 38, -, lett. 2.5 - 2.8. Below the inscription, male and

The inscription, if ever completed, must have been continued

below the busts.

28. YAYALAB, by the mosque. Marble stele with pediment and
lateral pilasters, originally with tenon below; broken above

and below. E. 155 plus, w. 47, 44, 50, th. 17, lett. 1.4 - 2.2.

In the pediment, eagle with wings extended; on the shaft, wreath
with fillets. PI. 5 .

female busts; on left side, tablets and stilus-case. PI. •

- -

; - MfJ-
x di KXe -

c m ^ T p 1 (T u v ft> < yA "T1 -
K -uTdtT Tf X oipto



*f\ n i crT i vx> V

K At ©foy.C-V^S
V< l) p r) T P. L°J fH £? S
K<AV> £ -u<* Y ?(?@h

5# /\fT<>{X£>j ^ Vf" "
rp> $>\o<r t>-
f£ t< V tO

ivav r\ -

V '
f-\>". <> A0^- "
'Ml' * *

10* pt v
11.6-7 The alternative <p<\cT<p^ <<lt <£»XoreKfUJ is ruled

out by lack of space.

A

29. SIVASLI, in a street. Marble doorstone with gabled

pediment, broken above. H. 90 plus, w. 79, th. 18, lett. 1.5 - 2.
In the pediment, comb, mirror and bottle; in the panels 1)
plant ?, 2) key-plate, 3) boss, 4) ring. £1* 6 •

r Published CB ii, no. 490.^ . ,( V-WkX^s f?.* pnrp' X<*p*'
30. KIKKA, in a fountain by the mosque* Boors tone with gabled

pediment, broken below. H» 46 plus, w. 54, th. -, lett. 2.3-3*0.
In the pediment, circular boss. PI. ^ •

jy\j »S [^pjo [s] 'HXrdSr-j Xp»cm«LvCj
Montanist (see, p2S'A'2).

31. Ancient site between PIYAITLI and Balli Kaya, among rubble
from the destruction of a Byzantine church (pJ^ )• Marble



bomos, broken, above, mouldings defaced. H. 74 plus, w. -,

27-28, -, th. 26-28, -, lett. 1.6 - 2.0. On the left side,
in relief, hammer and bill-hook; on the right side, spindle,
distaff and comb. PI. £ •

k<A I

ry & a)T"o v

K~ SA**$*V-
Sp»l
sP« Kot' -ri r»of*W

1.6 Paithos, probably a variant of the Latin Paetus, occurs

also in no. 25. Confusion between theta and tau is not uncommon

in Phrygia. £}<xtH-e»s ^pvdey^iej"

32. SELCIKLER, in the old cemetery. Marble block, broken left,
. chipped right. H. 76, w. 54 plus, th. 26, lett. 2.0 - 2.2.

The right and bottom |?iges of the stone have a Byzantine cavetto
moulding, common in the sixth century suggesting that it was

recut at that time. Pif,6. Pi .

p... c S - -J Fl ■ >3 w ro, i<A H
[-- < f-J C roRGScoie [---J

„ „ «Tj r\ c V poSuif |1 vJJ St*"
ft»w ( O *\ I W C « rv\ S w- [&-J rVx- L^3 • CO

0*0. (e) CtnVKi'l-



eW **><<
kw ,n T<x sua a?*;|>J
XXv/'.'l si oats eWftm ^?j[u\J

10. e«-«t- p<-*y*r o««(? ---_-- 5-3
epelipe compos ,n ^a- ^ J

Jch f.so ^i<>^0US.Jyvievtarw 1:1 * *

C**r. *' SCrrp<"° /I". ,

fpjosi^o ^ ^>.1° *?** (uUO u.) .
15* \/ale »« ^6) Au W 'C'nJ

*

e s i\l -f c V"e.vi v • c • ? <r

0 is used for Q throughout. The lapieide also had difficulty
with F, L & R.

1.1 A Buraido (Christian.) at Hippo Regius, GIL viii, no. 5229,

ILS i, no. 2811.
1.3 Perhaps area nova (ablative).
1.5 Ursinianus, an eques stablesianus, is known from the

Greek epitaph of his daughter Hel(i)opolis, also at Selcikler;
JRS xvi, 1926, pp. 92 f., no. 225; SBG vi, no. I%1 • As his rank
is there not mentioned, the restoration given above is probably

to be preferred to the alternative ex tribuni. Date A.D. 3S0.

1.10 Perhaps Oenopionem. The family had a taste for unusual

names.

33. SELCIKLER, near the mosque. Architrave in coarse greyish-

white marble, with one end broken, the other recut as a phallus.
H. 45, w. 104 plus, th. 36, uninscribed. The drawing shows the

under surface of the architrave. PI. 6 •
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34. KIRKA, in a house* Head and elongated neck of a leopard
in fine white marhle, probably from a table-leg* A flat
fillet (6 cm. wide) runs down the back and continued above to

support the table-top. Broxen above and below. H. 27 plus,
w. 11.5, th. 24. Uninscribed. PI. Pi •

For the type of table, cf. G.M.A. Hichter, Ancient Furniture,

Oxford 1926, pp. 87 f., 139 f«» fig* 328, showing a complete

example. A closer parallel for this type of leg is BMC Greek

Sculpture iii (1904), no. 2526.
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PHRYGIA PACATIANA

Akmonia and the Northern Barxaz Ova

Akmonia. This is the one really certain point in an area

whose topography is far less certain than one could wish, in

spite of the very large amount of epigraphic material collected
in the past eighty years*

The ancient site lies just S of the modern village of Ahat,
on a steep-sided triangular spur protected on two sides "by the
Banaz Gay and one of its tributaries. The walls, now completely

destroyed, probably enclosed an area about 400 x 150 m. On the

SE, the only side that is not extremely steep, a broad flat
saddle connects the spur to the foothills of ^atmali Dag.

Y/ater was supplied under pressure by an underground aqueduct
of stout marble pipes, and the section that crossed the saddle
from the foothills into the city has recently been robbed out.

Some of the pipes were cut froxa statue-bases and architectural

blocks (e.g. nos. 33, 42-44) which suggests a late date.

'Within the city, remains of at least three buildings, one

probably a temple, are still distinguishable. One of the other

two was partially excavated in 1954-5 by Bay Siileyiaan Gonger,
Director of the Afyon Museum. It consisted of a rectangular
room terminating in an apse. The floor was of geometric mosaic

except in the apse, where there was a rectangular panel depicting
three pairs of wrestlers, with inscriptions giving their names

and places of origin. Above this panel was another representing
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a table, apparently for the prizes, and on either side of the
main panel smaller ones containing female figures, inscribed

'/Vj us vcGe-cand (Vjoc^c-tolp)Cioh respectively. On the floor lay
two life-sized marble statues, probably representing an Emperor
and Empress, which had fallen from niches in the wall of the

ajjse. The building, presumably some part of a gymnasium,

appeared to have been destroyed by an earthquake; other rooms

of it were not excavated.

The above description was kindly given me by the excavator.

Eothing was visible above ground except part of the wall of the

apse. The text of the inscriptions is given below (no. 41 ).
The other buildings described by Hamilton (Researches i,

pp. 116 ff.) appear to have been entirely destroyed. They

included a theatre, an odeion or smaller theatre, a possible

church, considerable stretches of the city wall and a paved
road leading in from the SE.

0+ lrC\*awcpcU/>
Traianopolis and Grimenothyrai. The sitayis roughly fixed

by three inscriptions (no. 36; IOR iv, nos. 623, 627) in the

area of Gavur Oren, Ortakoy and Carik Xoyii. Gavur Oren, near

the village of Mesudiye, was certainly a settlement of some size

in the Roman period, though there is nothing about it at present

to suggest that it was a city. The only new inscription found
was no. 70, a very poor object. At Iyilesler Kayasi, a cliff

3 km. to the north, there are a large number of rock-cut chambers,
some virtually inaccessible, that seem to have been hermits'

cells rather than tombs. Many of them have rock-cut chutes in

the cliff face that might have been used for hauling up supplies
or for sanitary purposes. Beyond the cliff is an extensive

* Pi. Pi,A .
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ancient quarry. The stone is a greyish-brown volcanic tufa,
remarkably like the Gabine tufa used in Rome. If this was the

principal material used at the Gavur Oren site it may well

explain the lack of ancient building blocks at Mesudiye.

£arik Koyii contains a large number of ancient stones, but
the surface remains of ancient settlement are less obvious than

those at Gavur Oren, perhaps only because Carxk Koyu is older
D

and more prosperous than Mesudiye. Buresch (Aus Lydien, pp. )
was under the impression that both Ortakoy and Carxk lay on parts

of the same large ancient site, and if this is correct it see.as

highly probable that Traianopolis was situated there. Some of
the stones there (e.g. nos. 37, 69, 71) are very large and are

hax*dly likely to have been carried far.

According to Ptolemy ( V, t, 1^ ) Traianopolis belonged
to the Griiaenothyritai, who, as appears from coins., had a centre

called Grixienothyrai, which struck coins both before and after

the foundation of Traianopolis. It is generally agreed that

this Grimenothyrai was a separate city (HE (2), p.674, RE s.w.

Grimenothyrai, Traianopolis) but we have no indication of its

position, except that it cannot have been further south than

garik, so long as the location of Dioskome at Kapaklar or Kirka
(p. 15 ) is accepted, There is plenty of room for it further
to the north, where the tribe no doubt owned much of the southern

foothills of Murat Dagx.

Tehienothyrai-Flaviopolis. The approximate position is
fixed by no less than eight inscriptions recorded at Usak (Keil-

't t

v.Premerstein,!! ,p. 133, RS s.v. Temenothyrai). Any inscription
found at Ujjjak is automatically a little suspect, as the town was
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for many years a collecting-centre for the antiquities trade,
so that this evidence cannot he entirely relied on. A suitable

site near U^ak has yet to be found. In 1956, after a powerful
spring had broken out under the new post office, the dee£> trench
that was cut right through the town to carry off the water

produced negligible archaeological results. ^
C *~y_

Alia, placed by Radet and Ramsay at Islam Koyii (Phry&ie

P* ? » CB ii, p. 593 )» depends for its position entirely on

Hierocles (668),who puts it between Akmonia and Siokharax.

Keramon Agora, mentioned only by Xenophon, is probably

somewhere in this area, as Hamilton calculated from Xenophon's

distances (Researches ii, p. 203), but greater accuracy i3

impossible (RE s.v. Kep^wv ).
Other ancient sites in the northern Banaz Ova. At Banaz Koyii

there are signs of ancient settlement a little NW of the village.
At Karlik a Roman cemetery at the E end of the village was being

destroyed by gravel workings in 1956 (cf. no. 67), but there was

no positive indication of an inhabited site to which it could

have belonged. At Kxzilca Sogiit, the large number of inscriptions

(nos. 66, 72 and a number of quite illegible doorstones) suggests
the presence of an ancient site in the vicinity.
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Akmonia and the Northern lianaz Ova

Inscriptions

35 • ISLAM k0YTJ (Banaz lfazasl), in a yard near the railway

station. Bluish-white marhle "block, later re-cut as the wineh-

-"bed of a wine-press, and said to have been brought from

Hatiplar. Broken above, at front only. H. 95» w. 54.5» th. 54.5»
lett. 2.5 - 3-5. PI. 7

15. vf<Avoi>.
*

11. 1-4 There is room on the stone for a maximum of four lines

most of which was probably taken up by a dedication to Caracalla,
as it seems unlikely that money collected to pay for auruai.

coronarium would have been applied to other purposes.

C-- ■

[- -

c- -

-A
-rl

10.

s
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11. 6-7 On Caracalla's exactions of aurum coronarium cf.

Dio Cassius, lxxviii, 9» 2.
I. 8 Marius Maximus was proconsul of Asia in 214/5; Roman

Rule ii, p. 1585.
II. 13 ff. The original text probably ended at<VpX0v/r^ ;

cf. no. <37 •

36. ORTAK0Y, in a fountain on the main street. Grey marble block,

part of a base. H. 109, w. 56, th. 52, lett. 2.6 - 3»4. PI.7 .

jfjyjvt Qrj T vX»7
f/ f$ox> /pj * °f ^7 r °s L° ]
jj-~| U i U v c77* \ C- I 7 U> v j_ v<vC ?]
tav]ej i [i°p* K^'<1

5 • |~6"fl/po/ A E C M T i fv I C V 2-
[p ^ *1 © v y^s i (yU.kst.js ~J
[*.] i'js fs_(^ ^ o v,

5

[Vvp s v-aC <rT«i <r <*■ to S
j~fj sT ( f X r) 0 £- V I UJV

io. fafMsQ*5?0'0 Kc'u-p°$ <—/^]« 4)'!M!TfTov !:ioSov
l^jf ahOJ**ov °^>c-P,cv

**' To*

J5 ro#»e*v 'Ovij <r ijuov
yfv^* i—-

Qlj^f ' ^1-1°"" ^"r°"t'S CTM |3,

Modern attempts to decorate the face of the stone have

resulted in the destruction of many letters seen by Buresch.
These are underlined in the text given here.
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11. 4-6 In Inscr. Bur. and IGR the titles of Trebonianus

Gallus are restored at tliis point, though this involves the

assumption that Traianopolis, which in earlier inscriptions used

the Sullan Era, later switched to the Actian Era. No certain

traces of letters are visible in the erasure, which was very

thoroughly carried out. On the improbability of a change of

era, see RE s.v. Traianopolis 2.
Date. A.D. 197/8 or 251/2.
Published, Inscr. Bur., p. 33, no. 60; thence IGR iv, no. 626.

37. (jJARIK KOYU, in the kibleh wall of the mosque. Block of
blue-veined white marble, chipped right. H. 166, w. 82 plus,
th. -, lett. (1.1) 5, (remainder) 3*5 - 4.0. PI. 7 •

\TJ p 9 C* 146 /VvTC'VCp ylTC-
K* t\cv« IOV AtpqX I o[v]

Z & fiotcrrc* *A f; p- c" "

5. H J p 9 >KC?V K6

v 14. K O V K" € fl^SiKoV l<:*\ £
hft j, »j tscXiS

10. tin ' If poKX C-0-J5 ApXc-75 ApX*

t|3' ya/-
r



added much later, below the main inscription, in letters 2.5 -4.5*
*£ti<(yJdefaced Maltese cross*

1.8 The k of MnS.«cv has been altered from X •

1.12 Possibly £p|wori^o-u , not c£; c?i>s,
1.16 crvc-i' confirmed by further removal of plaster after the

impression, on which the drawing was based, had been made.

1.17 The final letters are certainly yoi , perhaps, as
i

suggested by Ramsay, an error for , being the day of the month.
1.18 The y stands quite alone and ha3 never been satisfactorily

explained•

hate; A.D. 167, August-September.
Published CIG iii, no. 3365 c; CB ii, no. 516; Inscr. Bur,

no.62,

38. AHAT, in the wall of the school garden, by the main gate.
Whitish marble block reused as a water-pipe. Dowel-hole in top;
bored through from right to left, broken below, sunk in concrete

right, chipped above. 11.53 plus, w. 40, th. 39, lett. 1.7 - 2.2.

PI. & .

Ay u6!f T£X"j7
t'l o
(. ~ e > f 'i v Ky[* * * ?J
KAo/v$iov TTitcyp-1

p»ou KX^ ■vSj [o
(-vcu

c
V ( 0 V

fV *
u Kjy.-

o^v/r<sl <t*ty\crd^T ^ ^K riv' / v7
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ig/w* Z^voSoT" [°J
pftTo-u TWV bp C- £" fre-uj

10. [- - - <.«—D <^r°v' ^
(>

The underlined parts of the text are not guaranted by any
A

facsimile.

1.10 perhaps $, j t > '✓ J-vtcv C- v v c »d ✓.

39• AHAT, in the wall of a house near the school* Off-white

marble base, with slight mouldings above and below. Upper

moulding broken. H. 104, w. 49 plus, 44-47, 56, th. 45' plus,

43-46, 51, lett. 2.7 - 4.5* Plj, 8 jPi *
c -<> K V"J vC ci t O ^ ""

r.j fofiov KX^Siov
y v- oi"T»ov j3<y£\Xiov-

5* (}vof ) OtjX«T»ov
ft V' TWVICV/ t * U>X • (jj*J
T<f pe vt v X X vc v
Of'pX p<? iov Aertc^s

C

f K yovo^ i e /">
10. $,J[ (3to-u noni e-.Tic|>^-

V6erT<VTO*U
*

\ L

ft 6 « X n rTtt v «<5<' * y io> -
J

v/(i0€T^v ru- v pfy^-
\wv 1\crx.y «7 'ftiov

15* *«*• r» «*»£*•</*
U«£. f'UKtv itsif-——4 , > *
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1.6 For the spelling of TfuAiwv * cf. BMC Phry^ia, p. lxx.
1.12 Asklepios often appears on coins of Akmonia, 3IIC Phrvgia.

pp. 4- ff.

40. ISLAM KOYUj in a fountain. White Bokimian marble stele with

pilasters at sides and tenon below. Broken above and at sides

of base. H. 212 plus, w. -, 66, -, th. -» 19-21, 28, lett. 1.8 -

2.5. PI. 8 .

[ - - - - v y|-
V«/iK6J 'E XX »") V t -

S<es T(r KJ , L pLVp.d.1-
d i C TG- < »] <"""0* V TV"

5. Ttjw Mi^^Kp iToV

Tv-jv Kot» Tpu4>uic-»lv
yv'/o/ • M^VO -

r(jv M <? v c Wo v

Tc-V jjT, Ky W/C5

io. yipxntpyd*/ <?-v-

Ppy^Tiv ^ M, u4v'—
7^ K • p ^ Y <r v & 6-1

"Xo»-

r}S JpC-T^£ c-ve-
15. K«rV

Til V f iT f ^ v £ X v

7\C**~jcdVov Kpof-
T^TCS HVc1 Kp iTb V
Vo\> iC^1 M£vtX^e>"0 K »

20. TToTrXte-i/ ^TgTpuj-
>1- —

vso-v t u vcus



A1

M^veKpircu
Ay ot^oKX
£To"oS o' Cj

11. 7 ff. Menodotos Sillon is known from early coins of

Akmonia; BMC Phrygia, p. 6.
11. 17 ff. Krates son of Menokritos occurs on coins of

Akmonia under Augustus; BI.1C Phrygia, p.9«
Bate A.D. 6/7.

41. AIIAT, in the wall of a house. Marble base with traces of

upper mpuldings, broken below. H. 54 plus, w. -, 58, -, th. -,

58, ~, lett. 1.2 - 3.1. The two exposed faces, front and left,
have sunk panels. PI. A' •

p-upu X oXo-o SV-u—
T TjilBoWOf
rr -V u rjy si

11. 12 The reading is certain and there is no sign of erasure

above. The text presumably began on one of the two sides now

hidden, and contained other elements of a senatorial cursus

honorum. Possibly -fVfvt^v £i7'AertJs cv KifS-vpot , though I

cai^find no parallel for such an expression or for the use of
\c%o$ in the sense of legio.

42. AHAT, outside a house. Marble base, moulded above and below,
later bored vertically for use as a water-pipe. Broken behind.
H. 36, w. 70, 63, -, th. 63 plus, 60 plus, ~, lett. 2.5 - 3»5*
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diameter of hole 22. PI. 8

oiy TX q1

K| {3 C1 "U X ^ Kdt ^ j^-C s
4t~£-1 ") a-aLV A'i X l<2v
TfusAXoi-V oLpeT^S t (rK£-

43-44. AHAT, in a lane below the ancient site. Whitish marble

base, later cut in two and bored vertically to make pipes for
the aqueduct. H. (43) 60 plus, (44) 60 plus, w. 59, 53-55, 62,
th. 58, 55-58, 63, lett. 2.9 - 3»5 with some exceptions. PI. 9 •

^3) ^ y oi <. T~-vX rj1
T. cjbA. Mc v-rdi/o v
Mdj-ifULidVev TCV
KpdTf<r7~bv/ Kv<A/crTcf>oL

5. rd/^idv 'A4plKr|s
o(. y © p dvtf C"PCrc2A f o V
crrp d ry ycv

^ * eTu/^Ar-ryv
#—

L
10. [

[--

L- -

--]
--3
- -3

■]
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11. 2 ff. The name supplies the restoration of an honorific

inscription at Ephesos (see £11 (2) iii, p. 160, no. 323)i T.
Flavius Montanus Maximianus was perhaps a relative of the

T. Flavius Montanus honoured as Asiarch at Akmonia and Ephesos|

PER loe. cit.. Social Basis, pp. 33 ff», 161 f.
11.8 ff. At least four lines have been lost in the recutting

of the stone.

45* AHAT, in a house. Upper part of a marble base with decorated

upper mouldings. The lower part was made from a separate block.

Broken right, behind and at top of left side. H. 36, w. 49 plus,

34 plus, -, th. 43 plus, -, lett. 4.5. PI. 9 •

k\/d. 0 r[ ["TvX j]
Published CIG iii, no. 3868 g.?

46. SUSUZ, in a fountain (Kavaclk Qe^mesi). White marble
architrave-block, probably unbroken. H. 35.5, w. 136, th. -,

lett. (1.1) 5.7, (1.2) 4.9. PI.. S .

-- Qecfjs z c-(hoiCTotS ikoU llpiO - - •
. _ o-t] vXA KUt Tcv € »T * alvTiov KC- - -

1.1 For the gender cf. IGR iv, no. 522, 0c- ^ <- vcott
0 € to t -vVK-X^Tuj*. .

47. AHAT, mosaic pavement of a building on the site of Akmonia

(see ) No measurements. PI. 9 •» from sketch by

Siileyman Bey only.
On the main panel, letters 6-7 cm.

Atovv- Bu v 0 X 4 s '£o v § os t V o jj ~ -*~J £ P A j> AM ■ &<"-*-
*'(«)*

^ _ _ Uf (sic)
n4vvns XXef<*^' '£ ^ <r v (a) S e fcr < (c)sj [- ]
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On the lateral panels.

.) 'AymvcQtcr^ *)

48. AHAT, in the stairs of a house near the river. Architrave,
broken above and below. H. 24 plus, w. 102, th. 44 plus, lett.

(1.1) 6, (1.2) 4.2. Not illustrated.
vft. c r e & -e w\ p V s s <x SeA ~

v a e . -e v is iTpocr K g |> ^ v^o t s

Probably part of the sarae inscription as I3ALIA vi, no. 333
and G3 ii, no. 541 (OIL iii, no. 7049). The parts confirmed by
an impression are underlined. The remainder of the text was

quite certain.

Published CJG iii, no. 3860 k 2, thence CB ii, no. 542.

49. AHAT, in a lane. Architrave and frieze block. The

architrave has a soffit-panel with two tritons, a fish-tailed

bull and a fish-tailed wolf or lion. The frieze is decorated

with an acanthus scroll, with a lion among the foliage. Broken

both sides* H. 54j w. 146 plus, th. (above) 50, (below) 33*

lett. 7.3 - 7.8. PI. P*
_ _ yX ~v k i»Tk~rj FTof t~p' $ i ~r j - ~ ~

50. SABAN, in a house; said to have been recently excavated

nearby. White marble bornos, broken below, upper mouldings damaged.
H. 50 plus, w. 31 plus, 28, -, th. 32 plus, 28, lett. 2-3.
Below the inscription, fish and trident; on the back, dolphin or

shark ?; on the left and right sides, wreaths with fillets.

PI. 9 .
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Ki. A^pKics
Ac-vTcuX OS

It v (g- & ""J K. £

51. GEDIKLER, in a wall; said to have come from an ancient site
between Gedikler and Oksiiz in 1952. White marble (of a type said

to have been quarried at Sazli Kuyu on Burgaz Dagi) post,

probably from the banister of an ambo-stair. In the bottom, a

dowel-hole; chipped above. H. 74, w. 13, th. 11.5, lett.
2 - 2.5. PI. 9

iujvos) } fVrovi)
C4!Cff
0 ( (r o) V K '

X €■ V C -

5. t -

vC To

6 iiv/ -

10 v <?<7-

t pi c v-

10. IT fk to -

<rf3-vr<?

pcv c «*oS s.
Date; according to the Creation date in 1.2, A.D. 1089/90;

but this should be the 13th of the indiction, not the 7th as

stated in 1.1. For a similar lack of correspondence, cf. no. 111.

52. BANAZ KOTO, in a house. Squat base of white Dokimian marble,
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moulded above and below. H. 19, w. 44, 40, 44, th. 28, 26, 28,
lett. 1.5 - 2.0. PI. 9

T D-vC-ij3iOi Aoyyos \/€U>T£p(cs)
K £ 'Yf i C-v o( 1 & * 'Ef> kcvprjTC'
To nJ.p' itveQ[('j~
<f^v V£t &T6/ *!']

1.2 Priests of the Kouretes, who themselves bore the name

Kouretes, are found at Ephesos; HE s.v. Kureten, col. 2205 f.J
The divine Kouretes appear on coins of Akmonia; HE (2) p. 663.

Date A.D. 115-21$.

53* KAYLI, in a lane. Bomos, broken below, left and behind.
H. 46 plus, w. 54 plus, -, th. 38 plus, -, -, lett. 2.0 -

2.5. PI. ,0 .

yol G rj I V X ^

I ] C -V V ft> I lO c- ' S
pA] x 6 rj c- '( XeuJS
£V~} oiTC I K lot. ■ c~ Ten $ T .

^ j \ er t-j ✓ tU TT'J yptuj p*. £ y it \ fa f t yG <-«J —
cv <? ^'Kotv fj

e-J- KJ' %('Kl (p^>Tf-S XotpA>Tpot
t/cf 'c>h

--■-]f[--3/>ri<e !?T0
1.2 cf. CB ii, no. 309 and note.

11• 3,5 Zeus Alsenos is known from several dedications at

Appola, near Polybotos; 'TAMA S , no, /f3S and note.
1.8 Possibly the members of the symbiosis were Eumeneians,

who, as their coinage shows, claimed Achaean descent. BMC Phry^ia,
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p. lxi; CEEP, p. 54.
Date A.D. 215/6.

54. SUSUZ, in the yard of a house by the river. «hite marble
base or homos, cut off below, left side recut as a basin or stoup,

with drain behind; top rough as if cut off. H. 106 plus, w. -,

46 plus, -, th. -, 52, lett. 3 - 3*6. PI. 10 •

I. On the front, in a moulded panel.

F'Aj O OJ
jjPj XoV IS J^rds c-rn O

PJO -V X p-vrrjS

\

C~T P J ~ y *7 C~</ i
II. On the right side, in a moulded panel.

JUJ V <al v <? (9 ry K oL
Kj) 7<j (ft /> n) (Tx>v-

v id

10 • p K po -o {SicTc-u II
(I Se TV 5 7 -rvfificss
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iTpidre -) y
* [*>~>YP<*fC''//7 •'■• ( pre baMj 'crt ■' «" tvC ® b^-C k)

I, 1.2 On the name, see CB loc. cit. infra, and cf• IGR iv,
no. 1510. In spite of it Alexandros can hardly hare been a

Christian.

II, 1.2 pd ^ also suggests that Alexandros was a pagan,
unless it means merely that he composed his own epitaph.

Publis ed (I only), CB ii, no. 462.

55. EMIRAZ, in a lane. I'arble homos with omphaloid top, moulded

panels on all four sides. On left side, patera (?) in relief, on

right side tablets and stilus-case. Broken abore and below.

H. 80 plus, w. 47 plus, 41, -, th. 42, 35, lett. 1.3 - 2.2

PI. w .

- • Q r-i[- - - - - -] pf ■ -J
[--] fo/» of V c s £ vju t v € Tj s flcy l A C- rjj-
T>] S (t)\>y *7 5 */\pTC- p* C-1 Ct d %o [sj
To $€ p<<*. Tcv £<j' L^V"J

5. To7> /3 tC'or yL> ^ <5 /o/ -7-
j- uJ K1» T<y Y X v k "V'TtX T f~-j {
Tf Kfvr fy /? vp rj X is/ /

Y ["' j X 'd ^ *J Ktlt T*i yvi/ > k

p* CO) f\%> p ' A V (£/ I $/at <7 iWA ij?
4

jlq }/\\/T to V t at Kd i To *5
re*s> {"ye*f!s.

p od Kdi~e c~K& v y <r«y
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To *■] p to C V O U £ 6 V '
I TC P to ^ o v ^<X ry1 / [«>j]

2JC ^ %fv(9rj ^at < € " JtTtp
I os J S ' <J * f'T/T^fV*
[c-tj Qrjc-~ei yjfs To >7p fj/ v]
fjt/fAcjtCV )( (p'

The surface of the stone is very worn, especially on the left

where some lines^ begin on the border of the panel.
1.3 The tribe Artemisias is known at Akmonia (CB ii, no. 532),

but not at Eumeneia (JRS xvi, 1926, p.71, no. 196).

56. USAK, in a street; said to have been brought from Hamitli

Koy* White marble stele with pediment above and tenon below;

complete but cracked across the middle. H. 205, w. 67, 56-58, 75,
th. 18, lett. 1.6 - 2.3» In the field 1) lion, 2) ox-head,

3) lion, 4-5) wreaths, 6) comb, 7) mirror, 8) tablets, 9) stilus-

-case, 10) spindle, 11) distaff, 12)tear-bottle, 13) crescent

PI. II , based on sketch and impression only.
£ Tens <r(l'

[Kj p tat ^ -v £ ^ e~ v v TtO <*V Sp >

'% n f \ xi ' TO*5 r?K s/ots %'c~o v#
Tas yA-vKi TvtTC'f /C '

^ /KV f"v 7 IjJ tfcp VO"\>Tiy y* /f *
jf

.V S / p 1 r

1.2 Kc-vpu on -the copy;/<^«-op>d. iS also possible.
Date A.D. 117/8.



57. SUSUZ, in a fountain (Kxrkpxnarlar Gesmesi) outside the
* s>

village. White marble block with tabula ansata, probably-

complete. 11.65, w. 73, th. lett. 2.2 - 2.8 PI. IO «

ie<».V (cIe•(-,
t, A-cU'wS . !».f- rab(i^) l/e -

rt a s hi s { y <r C o. r-s I -
Ck. i V *€ vl C «" t A. € W*0"

5. n swu®-e eh stWs £"vt 'J
fv « S ?J e h tYj i va n t -
us hi./. Sa b^^) hi'pus
rte liae L ■ f • rn
feilae uxo**i llsJc'

10. su&e eV~ sit* C" '3
L -1 1

The missing letters in 11. 5-6 and 10-11 were erased in

antiquity.

58.SUSUZ, in the wall of a house. Botaos, buried below. H. 60

plus, w. 46, 33, th. 41, 38, -, lett. 2.4 - 2.8. On the

front, below the inscription, a wreath. PI. Fz •

L ^ J ' h*c ~c cj: O S C dT(O (f^f
frtdji T") yV^iki
T*pT~«<l JcS* Kfrf-
g-Kf-V st V Tc yrj-

^ # jtA f i e v . ^e T> $ <>?f-
p (~T d Tc T£0tj v [d'~J

Te-f t Sdo ol LOpot 'T€ {j<Ve^3
jrpcB o i T [o]



11. 7-8 of. CB ii, no. 620 (=IGR iv, no. 665) and below, no.

59. HASAN KOTO, in a lane. Marble architrave, moulded on front,
back and left, broken right. H. 29, w. 50 plus, th. (above) 37,

(below) 17, lett. 4.9-5.2 PI. 10 » from sketch only.

To is vi foi5 - - - -

60. Between gABAN and ERCIS, in a fountain (Deydivan Qe^mesi).
White marble doorstone with arched pediment. II. 80, w. 51,

th. -, lett. 1.3 - 2.6. In the pediment, spindle, distaff,
mirror and coiab; panels of door blank; lateral pilasters have

scale or leaf pattern. PI. If),

fEpr°Y** r'? y7 "p-r*

61. AHAT, in the wall of a house at the north end of the village

by the track to Banaz; plain limestone block, apparently

complete. H. 82, w. 57, th. 27, lett. 2-3. PI. " .

AYpK ics A iov vncs KiL-
T o/cr k fr "u YrYs To

OV V^-vTw K of' T j y v v 4 > K t
Z <-0 T I K rj (- iT (• GOf* ^ *
p € 7«f- To ofiTcB & lo&r)v/i
To"v% ^vc cTs c/v ofy/-v^C-> 1 ?

jla v c| j~* « o v co p gt T~<£- K"
ifpc(ro iTc «_p c _
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62. AHAT, in a lane. Doorotone without pediment. H» 65, w. 58,
th. 23, lett. 1.4-1.7. In the panels 1) blank, 2} key-plate,

3) blank, 4) object resembling the handle of a bucket. PI. If .

TUJ CrQ f V v/-j < voC~ Q &- VCX> TOT/ fk-VKuJl/OS
\ A \ /

I, 4 t P I KAf j[S tav-U cr t at i-j Tp / s
ykpiv,

63* AHAT, in a lane beyond the bridge, at the foot of the

acropolis. Marble doorstone with rounded pediment and ivy-scroll

j.ilastex'3. II. 85, w. 73, th. 25, lett. 1.2 - 2.5« In the

pediment, cobbler's last(?), leather-kife, awl. In the panels;

1) blank, 2) key-plate, 3) blank, 4) ring. PI, 11-

TTf S (OS Tf (IKOVo'TOS Z'toyt to V t y{$C-X<fius
XVp < v
£/ T'S of-irc rfpr) ~ & \s er fT~a Tc"v S !$*o t/S .

The leather-knife (of. no. 65) is of a type still in use

locally.

64. AIIAT, in the wall of the school garden. Marble architrave

reused as a water-pipe. Broken or cut away above, below, left
and right. II. 35 plus, w. 67 plus, th. 48, lett. 6.5 - 7.0
PI. 11

VKXdjvS'cs

65. AHAT, outside a mosque by the river, below the acropolis.
Marble bomos with omphaloid top; broken above, buried below.
II. 110 plus, w. 50, 35, **, th. 48, 3o, —, lett. 2*t — 5*0. Qn



\

the right side, large hammer and two chisels (?) in relief;
on the left side, chisel (?), leather-knife (cf. no.63) and

awl; on the back, mirror, comb, swindle and distaff. PI. '2 .

£ Tod s Tel'
A v p. Tp-u -

cj> v & f e y £ -
v - r

V 0"V ( u)V (T -

\ ^

^ # "V T~ ud \K. t f

y X *u v< -v r^T'i
YvvjiiKi A pe -

|\a i ^ v£ t T o' S
T^KV/ClS -

10. T£6-(g)K6Vol -
t

<$CrV

y^p «v

Date A.D. 215/7.

66. KIZILCA sOGjT, in the courtyard of the mosque, llarble bouos,
broken above. H. 41 plus, w. ~, 29-31» 35, th. -, 28-31, 35»
lett. 1.6-2.8. On the left side, in relief, tongs, hammer and

anvil; on the right, mirror and 11. 7-13 of the inscription;
on the back, swindle, distaff and comb. PI. p-2 •

[A] TP
qI 1/ a p '
AV c-

5 p w ik"ot *

5#

A 4 4,aL Tl~°
S*VT>js
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10.

[\ l O S <o p <0
Kolt

»£ »

TuJV

rv
\ iT *u

Tu> TTol

u> all"

y-v/

X^'V
^<Taf

67. KABLIK, in a gravel pit ( ancient cemetery) at the top of
the village. Crystalline grey marble blocic with decoration of
doorstone type on the front. The latter part of the inscription
is contained in a panel, below which is a comb in relief. H. 102,
w. 142, th. 45, lett. 1.5 - 3-0 PI. Pr. •

I. in a single line below the pediment. <~~

eTo-i>S T-ft' ys)(vc%) TTd>]<i> o-wA«os ru>v
II. Above the panel

^ o-u
» *"

CTl'jrolv Tu3
III. In the ^anel.

<^Tto> i7J"rpi

5» 'Apc**-1 vr» -
to K^t T>^

•"|jm to V
JJox> ^ <r id

io. r^nrv
XX/3 'V.

Bate A.J. 218, May/June.



68. KARLIK, in the wall of a house; irregular hlock of local
brown tufa, possibly complete. H. 25, w. 64, th. 21 plus, lett.
2.5 - 5.0. PI. !2- .

06 i; M i O A vf I rs A f ~J I" 1 2-
F i7 O rr M K O ft T o y T H L

Apparently an illiterate version of a fine or curse formula.

69. (JJARIK KOYt), in a fountain on the N side of the village. Triple
doorstone of grey marble. H. 84, w. 221, th. 30, lett. 1.5 - 2.0.
The spandrels and lateral pilasters are covered with acanthus

scroll-work. In the pediments; 1) eagle, 2) basket and vase,

3) lion. Each of the doors has a key-plate in the upper right

panel and a lozenge, enclosing a circular object (patera?) in

both lower panels. The upper left panels contain respectively;

1) stilus-case, 2) mirror, 3) four-petalled flower. The

inscription runs round the arch of the left door-pediment and

finishes on the capital immediately to the right of it. Pl$. '2- , P2.

TO. MESUPIYE (Gavur Oreni), in the stairs of a house in the upper

part of the village. Greyish-white marble stele, broken above,

buried right, damaged below. H. 79 plus, w. -, 51, 57, th. -, 21,

23, lett. 2.3 - 3,0. PI. i2

Restoration exempli gratia.



71• CABIK KOyU, in front of tie mosque. Grey marble quadruple

doorstone, broken below. fhe lower part (H. 59 plus), lay nearby,

thickly encrusted with modern mortar. H. 48 plus, w. 202, th. 38,
lett. 3.5. In the spandrels of the arched pediments; 1) palmette

acroterion, 2) vine or ivy plant growing from cauliculus, with

flowers at ends of the lateral branches, 3) chalice, 4) as 2, but

the flower on the left branch is replaced by a small Maltese
cross, 5) hidden by modern mortar. In the pediments; 1) and

2) mirror and other objects, 3) 4) wheel with six spokes, or

perhaps Gonstantinianom. PI. 12 •

To 7s $<rtvv 5 C d TsJ T rj i Krtl TiZ ' k\Z$pt Kci> Z T jj»* ToVC,
lKrj K.oti A, /So/ <rtXnl v T to / Ttot ivftolj

The decoration strongly suggests Christianity, the names

not necessai'ily so.

72. KIZILCA SOgOI, in the courtyard of the mosque. White marble

bomos, H. 66, w. 38» 30-33» 40, th. 36, 30-32, 40, lett. 2.4 -

2.5. On the left side, raised hand supporting scroll; on the

back, raised hand supporting wreath. 11. 12 .

I >f . £TIO~]-VS rXo'/

5 . }JV " c ' ~ ' L f J

.JJcf
--33«-

Tta y > -v x -u

(vx«?-v rfKva Tc-fety-
p (.0 «J 1



v"v »"j ^ ^jv* <~j ?
10 • piU Xpf TT(ol/<5 / ,

The Montanist character of this text, already suggested

"by theXp£'T'^VQ'' of line 10, is confirmed by the name Mo-vy^Uy^
(Montana) in line 8; see p. is 5 u.2.

Date A.D. 293/4.

73* QARIK KOYO, in a fountain. Whitish marble doorstone, with
tabula ansata above an undecorated door. H. 113» w. 81, th. 24,
lett. 2.2 - 3.0. PI. iT .

0e o S u; pov
X ft (• • c~ r

r*') r 1s Lxj^ P' *
Published, Inscr. Bur, p.34, no. 61; Bulletin of the John

Rylands Horary, xiii, 2, 1929, p. 2.6/ (as "probably

Montanist").

74. BARAZ KOyO, in a house. Head of a lion in white marble, bored

for use as the spout of a fountain. The inscription runs across

the forehead; broken below and behind. H. 30 plus, w. 32, th. 37
lett. 1 - 2.2. . IS !3 , P3 .

vnfp f I'X fj s KoC T Of' Y -
TtVov iipcrp' tvoJ •

1.2 Presumably for Trpoo-^ ov</f>i © v.

75. AKAT, near the school. Marble slab with moulded border and

relief of Pan, holding curved stick in his right hand and one

end of a large garland in his left. Broken below and right.
H. 37, w. 43, th. 4, uninscribed. PI. Pj •
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PHHY3IA PA CATMA

The IJoxeanoi

Coins of the Moxeanoi (HIT(2) pp. 671, 685) show them to

have had at least two cities, Diokleia and Siokharax. The first
of these appears also in inscription 76 found at Dogla (Tola
in .! ;»1A» Dolaj on the Turkish map), which obviously retains the
ancient name. As has been pointed out before, (C3 ii, p.642;
IfuAIA vi, pp. xvii f.)3 no remains of a city hctve been seen at

Dogla. Ahxrhisar (IIAIIA loc. cit.) S km. TTE of Dogla, was

certainly a place of some importance in Phrygian times, but there
i3 little or no trace of Homan occupation; the exact site of
Diokleia therefore remains uncertain, though the probability

is on the side of Dogla as the k0man period site.

The territory of the hoxeanoi is shown by Ptolemy (7,2,18^
cf. CB ii, pp. 664 f.) and by the inscription at Dogla to have

covered most of the hilly area between the Banaz, Sandiklf,
Slncanlx and Ku$uk Sxncanlx Plains. The order given by Ilierocles
(653) puts Siokharax between Alia and Diokleia, suggesting that
it should be looked for to the N or of Dogla rather than to
the S or E. This probably rules out the otherwise unidentifiable

bishopric suggested at Yanxk Qren (p. 81 ), but accords well

enough with .Ramsay's tentative location of Siokharax at Oturak

(CB ii, p. 533)•
Other sites probably belonging to the Moxeanoi include; 1)

an ancient village 1 kxu. SE of the modern Kilber; 2) a site
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1.5 km* UNW of Yavaslar with many Roman or Byzantine tiles but

no pottery, which may have been the site of the church from
which inscription no. 78 and a caxjital accompanying it were

obtained; 3) a fort of unsquared stones on top of a hill about
1 km. SW of Yavaslar (not visited); 4) remains of a small

farm on a ridge 1 km. SE of Devlet Han (Dolatann in CB), with

numerous stones, including the winch-stone of a wine-press (cf.
Stadia Bontica i , p. 15 ) and fragments of large pithoi.
The two estates mentioned in no. 77 , were presumably also in

this area.



The Moxeanoi

Inscriptions

76. DOG-LA, in a fountain (Yeni £e|me) 1 km. WSW of the village.
Whitish marble block, originally the shaft of a large base,

complete. II. 94, w. 54, th. 46, lett. 2.5 - 3-5 with exceptions.

[A -vTovc p AropotJ
[\<j!c-oipei A&-uJ
Kiev <L £ y oy/

2T (• v p o v TT <? pT i -

5, vd*.! f~6 p~

^9(v ikcv Bp * ^ ^ ,k °y
EeB^Tov vecv i5j>>'ov'
^ TTpoKC k p Cr vyj Tcx> Mo|<?-
(j/ v CO v A IO*X 6-1 ol

10. »«<^p
^t-u-rcov K TTerpco vio-u -
rr»r to ve s -^.iTc-p

T"c-U Vtcv f-WpKo-u Ko<» 'Pe-vcfov 'Po-u -
♦

(t)p ic-u K'p tc<Tcv 1^1 ' V V S #= A c^o "V
15. A'}f''-jTp'CV ypZ^^Z-rc-v-

Qo Tt' 5 To -L> p* ou
M JpKCU jV Tt^ Ovo£ '
X <f- p • C"V f f 0"V S & H oi .

11. 5 f. On the confusion of Severus1 titles with those of

Commodus, see CB, loc. cit. infra.
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l.S On the position of Liokleia, see above, p. 53 .

hate A.D. 196/7.
Published J IIS iv, 18831 p. 422, no. 34; CB ii, no. 615;

ICR iv, no. 664.

77. KILTER, in a fountain about 1 km. from the village, on the
track to Yavaslar. Marble slab or block, probably broken above

D

and below, chipped left and right. II. 38 plus, w. 56, th.

lett. 1.7 - 2.0. PI. 11 .

The general situation is clear. The manager of some estates

has complained of trespassing and various unauthorised exactions

by some soldiers, presumably belonging to the auxiliary cohort
stationed at Eumeneia (p.5/1-1). The inscription gives the text

JfvV r po~cy ,p[po]*T,<r?, .rfirc-b
Wo* v~icr& TUi . cx'"

TC S vQ-V~lrJTCS ^ - - - - -
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of a rescript, presumably from the governor of Asia or his legate,

beginning (11. 1-4) with a brief statement of the circumstances
and continuing with an injunction (-viTc^pofcJ?"] )• A*yu[*os?J ,

presumably a procurator or other official, shall take steps to

prevent any further trespass or damage; the commander of the
cohort receives more detailed orders to restrain his men from

exacting free meals or other perquisites which the proconsul (?)
has not authorised (?).

I.1 The syntax is very uncertain but it is not improbable
that the name is that of the magistrate to whom the complaint

was addressed. T. Flavius Sulpicianus, proconsul of Asia under

Marcus Aurelius or Commodus (PIE (2) iii, p.173, no. 373), is

thus just possible.
II. 13-14 W|u.TpoTjT©s probably refers to the proconsul, who

may have laid down some definite rules on the conduct of the

trooxjs •

78. YAVA^LAR, in the wall of a sugar-mill. White Dokimian
marble lintel probably from an iconostasis (cf. MAMA iv, no.40),
broken left and right. H» 15, w. 0.33 plus, th. 9 plus, lett.

(I) 1-2, (II) 1. In a circular medallion (diam. 12.5), incised

portrait of beardless saint with large nimbus, holding a book
in his right hand. PI. 12

I) on the fillet above the medallion.
virep pA vlic-TopcS Af wvrci ( «A (■ © v ros^

II) in the medallion.

0 'A ( 7 «o i ) (|) i X i iT o s
. f.

Here, as in no, 90, (*<*■ »crTu»p is probably a master-mason (Du
Cange col. 845)



PHRYGIA PAGATIANA

Kidyessos and Aristion

Kidyessos is well known from coins (HN (2), p. 670) and

other sources (RE s.v. Kidyessos). Ramsay's discovery of a very

battered dedication bearing the name of the city, at Bulca in

the NE Sincanlx Ova (JHS viii, 1887, p. 467J GB ii, no. 625) is

now confirmed by a milestone giving the name and a distance of
1 m.p. and by the epitaph of some members of the family Peinarii,
which is connected with Kidyessos by its coins. Both these

inscriptions were found at Bal Hahmut, 2 km. NE of Bulca (nos.
79, 81).

It was thus certainly situated near the NE corner of the

Sxncanlx (Sxyanlx) Ova. The exact site remains somewhat doubtful,
but the following locations are possible.

1) Gokge Iliiyuk (officially K%uk Ilk., locally pronounced

Guguyuk). A very large mound, marked Mani Kk. on the Turkish

map, 2 km. ENE of the village, Is pre-Roman, the surface pottery

being exclusively Iron Age. Just outside the village, however,

there are remains of ancient occupation, with late Roman and

early Byzantine pottery as well as what is said to be the site

of the church where a large Byzantine capital now in the village
was found. The extent of the site could not be determined owing
to growing croxjs, but the pottery was of poor quality.

2) At Bal Mahmut itself, on the hillside just above the

village, there are two enormous stones (one 240 x 114 x 42), with

holes for iron cramps of the usual Roman type, indicating that
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they formed part of a building. The ground around them shows

signs of occupation including a certain amount of Roman pottery.

3) 200m. RE of Bal Mahmut station and about 2 km. RE of
the village, is a Roman and Byzantine site about 100 m. in

diameter, with a rather regular pattern of robber-trenches. A

short distance down the railway in the direction of Afyon is

a cliff with tombs cut in it (not visited).

Rone of these three sites has the appearance of an ancient

city, but the presence of the inscriptions and of a marble

water-pipe from an aqueduct suggests that Kidyessos was situated

at Bal Mahmut rather than at Gokge Ilk. (but see below, under

Aristion)• Bal Mahmut is conveniently situated in a gap in the
hills leading down to the Arapir Dere (headwaters of the gaystros)

■»

which provides easy access to both the plain of Afyon and the

upper Tembris valley. The road Rakoleia - Konne - Eukarpia -

Eumeneia, shown on the Peutinger Table, to which the Kidyessos

milestone must have belonged, probably passed through this gap.

Aristion; this town, of which neither coins or inscriptions

are known, poses a more difficult problem. Hierocles (668$
gives it in Pacatiana, between Diokleia and Kidyessos, and this
is virtually the only key to its position. It was apparently
of no importance until the Byzantine period. As Ramsay pointed
out (CB ii, pp. 633 f«) the Sincanli Ova was more capable of

supporting a second bishopric than the mountainous country of
the Moxeanoi a third. There are a number of sites in the

Sincanli Ova that might qualify for the name of Ariston.

1) Karaca Qren. An Iron Age, Roman and Byzantine site in
flat ground about 2 km. SE of the village of the same name,



cd vering a low mound about 100 m. in diameter and spreading
over the adjoining fields. There are a few inscriptions in the

villages round about (CB ii, nos. 622 ff., below nos. 83» 84).
2) <£ayhisar. Fortified site on hill just opposite (NW of)

the village, with good quality Iron Age, Roman and early Byzantine

pottery. Recent digging has produced several fine decorated
and inscribed stones, probably all from a church (nos. 85, 86,
93, 94).

3) Akga^ar; Iron Age, Roman and Byzantine site to the
E of the village; extent uncertain on account of growing crops.

Three Byzantine inscriptions in the village (nos. 87-89).
Of the three sites, (^ayhisar appears on the evidence of

its remains to be the most likely site for Aristion. The soil
is also more fertile in this part of the plain than at the west

end. Two inscriptions of obviously civic character, one at Eirka

(CB ii, no. 626; IGR iv, no. 668) and one at Sinan Pasa (below,

no.80), may well belong to Aristion, if the latter was at

^ayhisar, and already had the status of a city in the Roman
period. If on the other hand Aristion was further to the W,
or was not a pre-Byzantine city, they must be ascribed to

Kidyessos, in which case the latter should probably be located
at Gokge Kk. rather than at Bal Mahmut•

Other sites in Sincanlx Ova. 1) Saraycfts Alani, a small
site in the hills about 6 km. SE of K^rka, with Iron Age to

Byzantine pottery and remains of a small vaulted brick and stone

building, probably Byzantine rather than early Turkish, as there
is no sign of glazed pottery in the vicinity. 2) A church near

Sultan Boyali is mentioned in CB (ii, no. 671 bis); I have not

succeeded in finding it. There are both a turbe and a medrese

there (PI. P35B).
* P1. P3 ,A.
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Kidyessos and Aristion

Inscriptions

79- BAL MAHMUT, in the yard of a house. Coarse breccia column,
broken below. H. 120*.,diam. 33» lett. 4-6. PI. •

It is uncertain whether 11. 3-5 have been worn away, erased,
or were never inscribed at all. At the bottom of the preserved

part of the shaft there are signs of an even more worn dedication,

probably tQ the letrarchy. for the position of Kidyessos, see pp.&^-f.

80. SINAN PASA, in the wall of the principal mosque. ?sfhite
marble fragment, broken all sides. II. 61, w. 41, th. -, lett.

2.9-3*2. PI. '3 9 from photograph only.
^ £ p j v f C- ov >") j fi vool '\



jjrJ <l: p i Tt] / -1 C C- u L£ pj"
j^y] 6 <r» of S . T V olvdcr jPr-J

10 • ^crjn/ Tt?-u c/vCpi^v #7
rrci^cof /u e vo-u M [vp~J
[rx]v*^os M ^c"t' f<?XJ
Qx o [ y » p* o v |3o j'f \Jg V (jcX7

1.7 iTc^e-Tp'i °iis would have suited the context better,
but the reading, except in the last three letters, is certain.

81. BAL MAHT.IUT, built into a step in the vestibule of the mosque.

White marble block, broken right, buried above and behind. H. 31

plus, w. 172 plus, th. 20 plus, lett. 3*5 - 6.5. PI. •

L " - J
M pciK%<x^io Gjo-Uc. p t P, p-ct!~<\<r«o PhroMt-fo^ <J

f(iln's) Su € iS

If] t jy - - - - -Je A.-f • PreenloA intcri StA«ve j] ""7
e k(oc) eo k(e <f es) sfe^uehi^
1.2 Flavius Peinarius, who was high priest at Kidyessos under

Domitian, (BI.1G Phrygiat p. 150), was no doubt a relative, and

may well have been a contemporary.

1.3 The gentile name of the wife has been erased. Such faint

traces as remain are consistent with the reading given above.

82. TOKUSLAB, in the wall of the cemetery. White marble bomos

with omphaloid top, broken below. H. 67 plus, w. 33, 26-28,
th. -, lett. 2.7 - 3* PI* '3 , from impression only.

A -v p ZwTiKOS
A»v© rurrnous

K € *3 C~~u v jit o'> d %> -



T o -v /Wp • ' 0
5. 0^y^rpi @*-o-

Jo'oXf-j K- T f kvq f]%~j
?WTIKU) K- ["- - -

£ X i p»*J

83• GtlTIEY, by the new mosque. Whitish Dokimian marble bomos,
the lower end recut as a moulding, broken above. H. 74, w. -,

28-30, -, th. -, 27-28, lett. (I) 1.2 - 1.7, (II) 1.2 - 1.3

Pl.lZ^ .

I) On the front.

*A <|> <|)»dU 4 Ep p rj cr v v 1 -
u) 7^<r«Jt *- (ct-vT^ K~

, i
„

TCIS TfK/OU dViC't-

s Tpo<|i 1 jM ^ k- ' lr fy«£
5. K- AV^oIvovti T<ckv[O]-

»S vXvK VToiTOJS (- 17 Q l_t ~J
II) On the left side.

Incised cross?

ji*\/rj fLA*j $ )(elptv
X p1 c" r»o( v* o •

Montanist (p.74,hl).

84. CrONEY, in a house in the lower mahalle. White marble slab

perhaps from the tympanum of a doorj broken right. II. 87,
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w»■ 57 plus, th. -, lett. 1-3• On the left, panel with a date

palm incised in it; on the right, part of an arch supported
on a column. The inscription runs down the moulding separating

the two and along the edge below the panel.pl. P3,
I) To right of panel.

f A 6 M ! 0Y OJ , j'yos , <5'y»os , k'y">s , K^p'os Qeos eerpoir,ujV up

II) Below the panel.

u) Qtos L~ " ~ * * *
.. _,-u.

I. The letters at the beginning may be a quasi-magical

formula. Than follows s. quotation from the Sanctus (Epinikion),
ending, apparently, in an abbreviation mark.

85. CAYHISAR, outside a house on the right bank of the stream.

White Dokimian marble base or column-plinth, said to have been

brought from the castle, inscribed on three sides; on the

under surface is an incised circle, as a setting-mark; broken
above and behind. H. 36 plus, w. -, 45, 51, th. 40 plus,

43 plus, lett. see below. PI. •

I) On the front. Lett. 4.5

h & 9' 6 0^5
II) On the left side. Lett. 1.8 - 2.1.

-J TH - "3^
- . _JT ^vJSC-O MolT-p^V

Jjf V< o* K sL V tio/vV"

5,...]vT<lS yC- <9e-K*5
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III) On the right side. Lett. 2.0 - 3.1.

Hps Tpt|l$
\ft v (sol no v ) K's'i kJ&'o er i uj [r(C-^v)]

✓ er TJ «/ r t W# d ✓ j
f v'os T '1 y t o£

^ Tp»iSi kvec-Ttftrcl ifc.f
II appears to be in verse.

Ill, l.l Perhaps rtp<<n^6«Tos np^"~cc»~cs -rp»/3ovves.
1.2 The reading of the first letter is certain. ? or

an error for v(*(iopus*) ? Por «<< $oe-«wp. (c-vu>»^ cf. MAMA, i, no. 169b.

86. CAYHISAR, in the same yard as no. 85. Lintel of greyish -

-white Dokimian marble, with mouldings above, below and left

corresponding to those of no. 93. 10 cm. from the left end of
the under surface is a dowel-hole for attachment to the jamb;

the decoration of the main panel consists of an incised f-length

figure of a saint at the left end and busts of five others

enclosed in circles; broken right. H. 19, w. 60 plus, th. 11.5»
lett. 0.7 - 1.3. Pi. P3 .

Ilames of the saints, reading from left to right.

1) o d\i\cs 'Aj^epKios
tj

2 J C Ji y ' o S IT 1 -u <r » k d K e> S
f tf

3) ° d I io 5 Iv
4) G Galois
5)
6) (^) p [O(( o)-u]

87. AKCA5AH, in the stairs leading to the roof of the mosque.
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Limestone cornice or string-mould, broken left and right. H. 16,
w. 76 plus, th. 29 plus, lett. 1.7 - 3*5. PI. /3 •

? & y 6-Vc u To ^ Kt o]t£$ v~ep> C-iy^fS f\kc^*"$po-v Gpc-1jtto-oJ
- - - -3 A APT K(- iTdvTos To XI ytvoxj(s) d i> rjo x<J

1.2 The first four letters are an abbreviation; A\c- ?

88. AKCA^AR, in the W wall of the mosque. Bluish-white crystalline
marble lintel, probably from an iconostasis. Broken left and

right. H. 14.5, w. 27 plus, th. 10 plus, lett. 1.7 - 2.3.

Pip. lij ,

-TJ (V^KtcJ^opcv U11 ^Tot) [_*
The natural explanation of this inscription is that it gives

a date by the consulate of Nekiphoros, probably the Emperor

Nicephorus I (802-811), who appears to have been the last emperor

to use the consulate as a means of indicating regnal years.

It is however possible that the Nekiphoros of this inscription

was one of the officials who acquired the right to use the

consular title after the emperors had ceased to use it. (Grumel,
Chronologie. pp. 346 f.)

Bate A.D. 802-811?

89. AK^A^AR, in a lane. "Double column" of Byzantine type in
local conglomerate, broken above and right. H. 120 plus, w. 60
plus, th. 22, lett. 4-7. PI. >5 .

{JK-Vp ( c- [IcqQiJ
|? feny,cpco
"TO "V y p Nj/ v -
TvS \> .
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I.7 For n"pooiKou| Cf. *"©"« in no. 90, 1.8

90. (JOBANOzt), in the wall of the mosque. Yellowish sandstone
block or slab, broken left and right. H. 96, w. 86+^ th. -,

lett. 3.5 - 5.5. PI. .

(3*o-u rrpo-
V V ot S t TO "V

yp)( oi ^ y c- kcx/
h*v*To TO

5. epyov <=-. 'Yo-vX'"-" <fixp/j^«-wr«-v)?]
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j-v. nVvn>s tcv vko-u jJ*vTc^J
rf)CKkK<l'ru]

10. ^

f£ O I* rfi'e-Top 1 ^ [5 ' r ^ ?j
pfj ^ v V^f

The exact amount missing at either side is uncertain, as

the stone was probably always of irregular shape.
II. 5-6 The distinction between genitive and dative was

often not appreciated by Byzantine la^icides.
11. 9-12 Probably to be understood as a blessing on the

congregation that had subscribed the funds and on the master-

-mason (cf. no. 78) who had been responsible for the building
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of the church.

91. GOBANOzt), in the wall of the mosque. Block or slab of
b

yellowish limestone with rough geometrical design, broken right;
not measured. Fl. *5 , not to scale.

C- V € To To ^ V |j: - -

92. BAL MAHMUI, in the wall of a house. Grey trachyte block
with large incised cross. H. 62, w. 75, th. 69, lett. 2-»5.
PI. .

e < c&s % ~ f p <~ i> X q s k p >1
toT vj p'skS P ^yovt —

0"U Hfovcv/OS

93* CAYHISAR, in the same yard as no. 85; said to be from the
b

castle. Greyish-white Dokiraian marble pilaster, moulded at the

edges an<3 decorated down the centre with a panel of vine-scroll
filled with birds and beasts in relief. The sides and back are

carefully dressed, and one side has a rebate for a slab,

showing that the pilaster was originally part of a screen or

iconostasis (cf. no. 86). Broken above and below. H. 58 plus,
w. 16, th. 11, uninscribed. PI. P3 •

94. CAYHISAR, in the same yard as no. 85. White Dokimian marble

Ionic capital and base, said to have been brought from the castle

opposite. Capital; h. 21, w. 55-43, th. 44. Base; h. 21.5» w. &
th. 45-49. The numerous other stones in the same yard, said to be

from the same source, suggest that the capital and base had been

reused in a church. PI.P3 •



PHRYGIA PACATIANA(?)

The hykaones

Ramsay'a placing of the Lykaones in the montainous area

S of Sfncanl^ Ova and IT of the Pentapolis (CB iif pp. 664 f.,

693 f«) seems convincing in spite of the necessity of

rearranging the text of Ptolemy. More field-work is needed in
the Kiiguk Sincanli Ova. There is no reason for attributing the
Monastery of the Lykaones to this area rather than bo

Constantinople (R. Janin, Geographie Ecelesiastique de 1'Empire
Byzantin, Pt. I, vol. iii, Paris 1953» pp. 323 f.).

PHRYGIA PACATIANA

Pepouza

Before leaving Phrygia Pacatiana for good, it is impossible
to avoid mentioning the problem of Pepouza ^• Robert's

rearrangement of Atyokhorion and Dionysopolis (Villes d'Asie

Mineure, pp. 127 ff.) has left little room for Pepouza at
Bekilli. As was pointed out by Sir William Calder (Byzantion vi,
1931» p. 425), there is no evidence for Montanism in the area

of ICarbasan and Karahallr, further to the east, and Pepouza
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cannot be put there, as suggested in CB ii, p. 573» n.l.
Pepouza must be looked for in an area where Montanism was

strong. Neglecting isolated examples, Montanist inscriptions
(mainly epitaphs of XplC~ri^°' ) are found in a belt running
from the region of Bekirli approximately NNE via the middle Banaz
Ova and the W end of the Sincanli Ova (one example at Guney,

no. 83 ) to the upper valley of the Tembris. There was probably
(2)

also a small colony of Montanists at Apameia .,

Hierocles' order (668) runs Eumeneia-Siblia-Pepouza-Bria-

-Sebaste, and if the fWv-cf inscriptions can be trusted as

an indication of Montanist'influence, the most likely positions
for Pepousa, which will put it into the area where the inscriptions
are known to be common without doing violence to Hierocles' order,
are in the neighbourhood of Bekiili and the hilly area N of

Sebaste, around Kizxlca Sogiit (nos. 31j ~]23 "73 ); hut there is

an immense amount of almost completely unexplored country N of
Bekilli and W of Sebaste, and it is probably here that Pepouza

should be sought. The site at Yaiixk Oren (p.31 ) which appears

to have been a bishopric, fits Hierocles at least as well

(except that it may have been over the border in Plirygia Salutaris)
but has produced no epitaphs of and is some way from
the area where they do occur.

NOTES

(1) The latest detailed discussion, by Huge in HE,s.v. Pepuza,

recapitulates previous theories but makes no constructive

suggestions.

(2) Calder in Bulletin of the John Bylands Library vii,3» 1923,

pp. 1-46. More recent discoveries of inscriptions mentioning

Xjmc-rivvoi include those in Byzantion vi, pp.421 ff.; I.LJ.iA iv,
no. 313; vi, nos. 234-6; above, nos. 30, 31, 72., 73., 83 .
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PKRYGIA SALUTARIS

'I lie Pentanolis

The Pentapolis of Phrygia is known as such only from

Byzantine sources (CB ii, p. 678; RE s.v. Pentapolis) hut as

the five cities of which it consisted, Eukarpia, Hieropolis,

Otrous, Stektorion and Brouzos, had existed much earlier, the
name also is doubtless pre-Byzantine• The area as a whole seems

also to have been known as the Eukarpitikon (below, p.77 )•
The territory of the Pentapolis is a plain, the modem

Sandxkli Ovasi, well defined by mountains on all sides. On the
V

71 it is divided from the upper valley of the Maeander by Ak Bag

(24-49 m.) and from the plain of Sebaste by Burgaz Dagx (1990m.).
On the E, the long range of Kumalar Bag! (2290 m.) cuts it off
from the plains of Synnada and Metropolis. On the NW and N it
is bounded by the hilly country inhabited in antiquity by the
ffioxeanoi and (?) the lykaones, while on the S a low pass leads

over to the plain of Aurokra and to Apameia.
The Peutinger Table shows a road running from Borylaion to

the upper Maeander Valley, via Nakoleia-Konna-Eukarpia and
Eumeneia. This road must have passed through Kidyessos (p.t^)
and the Kiigtik Slncanlit Ova and along the NW edge of the Pent.apolia
to Eukarpia, which was probably at Emlrhisar (below, p."78)»
From Eukarpia to Eumeneia the only practioaole route runs down
the valley of the Kufi gay, between Ak Dag and Burgaz Dagx. The
distance is, as pointed out in CB (ii, p. 691) nearer to xxv m.p.

than to the xxx given by the Table.
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It is probable that there was also a direct road from the

Peritapolis to Apameia via the plain of Aurokra, but it is not
a

likely to have been much used as^-through route# The rise of
Afyon Karahisar at the expense of Synnada and Prymnessos has

pushed the main line of NE-SW communication further towards the

W» and the importance of the Afyon-Sandikli-hinar road has been
further increased by the fact that Dinar was for some time the
terminus of the railway up the Kaeander and Lykos valleys#

The plain of the Pentapolis is divided into two parts;
the northern half is a triangle about 25 km. from E to W and
20 from I to Si Sandzkli, which has been the administrative

centre since Seljuk times, stands at the SE corner of this
northern section. The southern part of the plain forms a

rectangle 20 km. by 9, running SEW from Eandxklf.
The topography has been discussed at some length by Huge

in RE (especially s.w. Otrous and Pentapolis, 2, also under

the other cities). Otrous is the only one of the five cities

that cannot be placed with reasonable certainty, in spite of
their proximity xo one another.

Sukarpia. That Eukarpia was the principal city of the
area in Imperial times can be deduced from the coinage. Under

Augustus, the only coins issued in the plain bore the legend
P'yKAPfi \TiKoY (hit(2) p. 673), and the phrase rOr c-v CJ-
p(p/TExet^v' is known from an inscription (AS vi, 1956,
p. 4-9, no. 2), at Sandiklf.

Two epitaphs put up by S9 bouleutai of Eukarpia are known.
The first of these (AS loc. cit. no. 1) is from Exaircik in the

territory of Eumeneia and obviously has no bearing on the location
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of Eukarpia. The second (below, no. 110) is from Emirhisar,
where it was said to have been excavated recently in the

immediate vicinity of the village. The example of the Emircik
text shows that this in itself is not enough to fix Eukarpia

at Emirhisar; but the case for Emirhisar (C3 ii, pp. 691 f.) was

already fairly strong and the presence of the inscription

strengthens it further.
Surface remains at Emirhisar are now confined to pottery

and occasional blocks. In Hamilton's time (Researches ii, p. 169)
numerous buildings were still standing.

The only real objection to Emirhisar as a site for Eukarpia
is that it does not correspond to the distance from Eumeneia

given by the Peutinger Table. Kilandiras, suggested by Eiepert

(EGA ix, text p. 7,n. 98; cf. RE s.v. Eukarpia) is not generally
held to be an ancient site of any importance, and already has

an ancient name (cf. Kelenderis, modern Gilindere, in Cilicia)
of its own. The correctness of the Table's distances for this

road can only be checked when either Konna or Eukarpia is located

with certainty, but the overall distance of 92 m.p. from Dorylaion
to Eukarpia is certainly 15-20 m.p. too short.

Hieropolis. The three known inscriptions that might fix the
site (GB, ii, nos. 630, 656, 657) are widely distributed, though
all were found in the IT section of the plain. The first is
from one of the three villages called Kuyucak, in the centre,
the second from Kilandiras in the extreme IT and the third from

the south edge at Hudai Hamam. If, as suggested in OB (ii, p.680)
the name Hieropolis in itself implies some striking natural
feature such as hot springs (as it does in the case of Hierapolis
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on the Lykos), this would tend to place it near the Hamam,

probably at Koghisar where there are various signs of ancient
settlement including much surface pottery and the building
described by Bamsay as a peripteral temple, a few blocks of
which were still in position in 1955• This places it within a

reasonable distance of the milestone recorded at Kuyucak (JHS
iv, I883i PP* 430 f., no. 41; CB ii, no. 630; IGR iv, no. 695)
erected by the city of Hierapolis, with the distance m.p. i.

The Hamam, which lies about 4 km. SSW of Koghisar, is said
to be fed by twelve springs, of which one, needless to say, is
claimed to be radioactive.

According to the Acta of St. Avircius, the stone that the

saint used for his epitaph at Hieropolis (CB ii, no. 557) was

brought from Rome by a devil cast out of the Emperor's daughter
(JHS iv, I883, p. 425)» careful comparison of specimens of the

native Hierop0litan rock with the epitaph itself, now in the

Lateran Museum, shows this part of the story to be quite unfounded.
Brouzos. The site is fixed at Kara Sandxkli' by no. 97, now

confirmed by the epitaph of two Brouzenoi (no. 101), also at

Kara Sandxkli'. The site has beeu described by Bamsay in BOH vi,

1882, p. 504.
The classical doorway described and' illustrated in CB (ii,

pp. 683 ff.) is still standing, though the mosque of which it
formed part has been rebuilt. The only evidence that the

doorway is in situ is a piece of architrave projecting from an

adjacent building which in all other respects appears to be

modern (plan, pi.% ). Even if the door is in situ, there is

no indication of the nature of the original building. It may



well have been a church, though the door itself is probably to
be dated to the 2nd century A.33. (according to Mr. D.E. Strong,
who adds that the mouldings on it (pl»P4 ,A-C ) do not correspond
to any of the normally recognised stales of that period), The
marble is probably from Dokimion, which besides being the centre
of the export trade in "Synnadic" purple-veined marble produced
a considerable amount of grey and fine white marble for local
use. The remains of arches within the building may be partly

Bysantine, but are more likely to be TurkishfPl, P4;,C).
Stektorion. Stektorion lay between the modern villages of

Mentes and Ala (Elli) Mescit, and its territory must have included

most of the southern arm of the plain. The site is marked by

a low but extensive mound known as Koca Kuyiik; the walls

mentioned in GB (ii, p. 689) are no longer visible, though the
mound retains the characteristic sharp edge that indicates the
former existence of fortifications. The Grvaeeo-Koman city

extended over a considerable area beyond the mound. A dedication

to Eerva (no. 96; assures the identification beyond doubt.

Immediately to the IT of Mente^ there is a small fort
(plan, pi. -1G) on a spur overlooking the plain. It has a double

circuit of walls, with remains of a third, outer, circuit on

the SE, where the slope is less steep than elsewhere, and on

the SW, where the ground rises above the level of the fort. On

this side there is also a tower, apparently solid, incorporated
in the inner ring of walls. The walls are about 120 cm. thick,
built of irregular lumps of stone without mortar, and are

presexved in places to shoulder-height. The only two pieces
of pottery found were quite unidentifiable, and both the date

1e Pi. P-4-J 0 , irom South.-west.
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and the purpose of the fort remain obscure. It is however

probably pre-Roman r&ther than Byzantine.
Otrous. The fifth city of the Pentapolis, Otrous, has still

to be satisfactorily located. Three sites have to be considered.
1) (Jorhisar, identified as Otrous in GB (ii, p. 687) is a

low mound between Ko^hisar and Emirhisar, partly occupied by a
modern farm. The pottery is less rich than would be expected
on a city site, and there are very few squared stones to be seen.

The inscription in honour of Alexander (IGR iv, no. 692)
has, as pointed out by Euge (RE s.v. Otrous, cols. 1885 f»),
no certain connexion with Otrous.

2) Yanik Oren, between the modern villages of Qtluk and

Gairek, in the valley of the Kufi £ay that leads down towards
Eumeneia, is a Byzantine site with traces of earlier occupation,

but its situation in a narrow valley with little cultivable
land is hardly consistent with that of a city. The epitaph of
an 11th century bishop (no. 112) suggests that it was a

bishopric, and if this is so it is more likely to be Otrous than,
for example, Pepouza (p.75 ) or Siokliarax (p.58 )• The site

has been described by Hamilton (Researches.ii. p. 168). There

is said to be a fort in the hills nearby, which I was unable to
visit. A fragment of a Byzantine cross, originally decorated
with enamelled medallions, and a clay aqueduct-pipe (cf. Pergamon

I, text iii, beibl. 96) were among objects recently dug up

(pi. 1b). The name Otluk is a Turkish word and unlikely to have
been derived from Otrous.

3) Sandlkli. The Germiyanid oastle, built in 1324 (I.H.

Uzun§ar§ilioglu, Eutahya Oehri, Istanbul 1932, pp. 73 f») stands
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on a mound which appears at a distance to he partly artificial#
I regret not having examined it more closely, but if it should

prove to be an ancient site inhabited in the Roman period, it

may well be Otrous. Hamilton (Researches ii, p. 170) expresses

doubts of its antiquity, though perhaps having just visited the

exceptionally well preserved site at Emirhisar, he had come to

expect too much.

None ofythree sites is entirely satisfactory; as has been
pointed out by Ruge in his exhaustive summary of the evidence

(RE s.v. Otrus col. 1888), the only inscription (IGR iv, ho. 693)
that aj)pears to mention Otrous is of quite uncertain provenance;

it is built into the mosque at Kiland^ras with another (IGR iv,
no. 694) which certainly belongs to Hieropolis, and both are

therefore suspect (see above, under Hieropolis)• Only the

discovery of more definite epigraphic evidence will settle the

question.
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The Pentapolie

Inscriptions

95. BANjJIKLI, in a fountain (Ug
marble block, cut away on left,

w» 44 plus, th. 53» lett. 0.6 -

-lines. PIS '7 ,

Column I

^/frumenti
/hardel
Zcentenuia sive sicale

/mlli pie/7ti
5* (/mili in/tegri

^/panicii7
Zspel/te Biunde

/jscj^/ndulae sive apelte

Zfap7e/P/?re7>j/
10. /£eib/e nou prese

Zle/Pticle
• •

Zhe/rbilie
/jpi/se fracte

Zpi/se non fracte
15. Zc.i/ceris

/iy ervi

/a/^bene
Zl/aeni greci

/ITupini c/r/uai

Kurnali Ceame). Greyish white

chipped above and right* H* 109»
1.2. Puled horizontal guide-

ft.Mo.i ft s7 I 1

ft.Mo.i ft 1xj
ft.Mo.i it i*7
g./jlo.i ft £/
(ft.M0 a) ft 1 5

ft.Mo.i * 1

ft.Mo.i •£ c

ft.Mo.i ft
•

XXX

ft.Mo.i ft c

ft.Mo.i ft Ix
10

ft.Mo.i ft c

ft.Mo.i ft lxxx

ft.Mo.i ft c

ft.Mo.i ft lx

ft.Mo.i ft c
15

ft.Mo.i ft c

ft.Mo.i ft XXX

ft.Mo.i ft c

ft.Mo.i ft Ix



Column I

20. /l/upini cocti
•

ital.i ft iiii I 20

/f/asioli oicci ft Ho.i ft c

/li/ni seminis ft Mo.i ft cl

/o/rile raunde ft Mo.i ft cc

/ti/sane munde ft Mo.i ft c

25.
f ""7
/a/lice aroride ft Mo.i ft cc 25

/ses/arai ft Mo.i ft cc

/fae/^ni seminis ft Mo.i ft XXX

/Ms/'©dice seminis ft Mo.i ft cl

/ca/' uiabis seminis ft Mo.i ft Ixxx

30. /bi/cie sicce ft Mo.i ft Ixxx 30

/pf^/paveris ft Mo.i ft cl

/c^j/raini mundi ft Mo.i ft cc

/se/minis rafanini ft Mo.i ft (c)l

/si/nap is ft Mo.i ft cl

35. /si/napis confecte
* ^

ft i ft viii 35

/jito/m vini Piccni ft Ital.i ft XXX II 1,1a

/li/bortini ft Ital./i7 ft xxx

^Sa/bini ft Ital.i ft XXX

/Z7iainnei ft Ital.i ft XXX

40. /Sa/iti ft Ital.i ft XXX 5

/Sv^'rreritini ft Ital.i ft XXX

/Pa/ierni ft Ital.i ft XXX

/iten/ vini veteris

/pri/rni gustus ft
a

Ital.i ft xxiiii

45. /virj7i veteris se/ci7( uentis)gu(atus) ft i ft xvi

/yin7i rusxici ft Ital.i ft viii 10

/cex/*vebiae sive cam! ft It. i ft iiii

/zyt^ii ft It. i ft i



So

/iten/ carveni Meonii ft It. i ft XXX

50. /chr/usattic/i/ ft It. i ft xxiiii

/dec/octi ft It. i ft xvi 15

/def/riti & It. i ft XX

/oon/diti ft It. i ft xxiiii

/aps/inthii ft It. i ft XX

55. /r.hos/ati ft It. i ft XX

/Item/ olei
•

III 1

/olei/ floris ft It. i ft xl 1 a

/olex s/equentis ft It. i ft xxiiii

/olei c/ihari
•

ft It. i ft xii

60. /olei /7ai'anini ft It. i ft viii

/aceti/ ft It. i ft vi 5

/liqua/minis primi
• «

ft It. i ft rvi

/liqua/minis secu(ndi) ft i ft xii

/sails/' ft 210. i ■a*
ui. c

65. /sails/ conditi ft It. i ft viii

/nielli/s optimi ft It. i ft xl 10

/iiellis/ secimdi ft It. i ft X-x/iiii/
/mellie/ foeaiciiii ft It. i ft ■Tiii

/item ear/iiis IV 1

70. /carni/s porcine Iti.pO. i ft xii 1 a

/carni/s bubule It;.po. i ft viii

/carni/s caprine sive
verbecirie Iti *po • i ft viii

/bulba/e It »po. i ft xxiiii

75. /sumin/is It •po. i ft XX 5

/ficati/ optimi It .po. i ft xvi



Column I 86

/larid/i optiini
/perna/e optim% petaso-
/nis siv/e Venapicae

80 • /vel Ce/'rditane
/ilarsic/ae

It.po.

It.po.

It.po.

i 36 xvi

i 36 xx

i 36 xx

Column II

/adipis recentis It.po.
/axungiae It.po.

/ungellas quattuor et aqualiculug/
/eodem7 pr /etio quo car^

5. /o/ distrahitur

isicium porci/num unciae
isicia /b/ubul/a It.po.

Lucanicarum /it.po.
Lucanicarum /bubula;;/

10 • vac rum It »/po.
fasianus past/us
fasianus agres/tis
fasiana pasta

fasiana non past/a
15• anser pastus

anser n(on) pastus

pullorum par

pedix unus

i 36 xii?7 IV 10
i * xii7

i 36 i±/
i ft xj
i 36 xvi/

i * i7
36 ccl/
36 cxxv/
/i cc7

36 c7
/i c^7
/ic7

i/36 1^7
36 /xx2j/

15

20



Column II

turtur pingu(i)s xvi7 IV 25

20. turtur agrest/is unus ft xii/
turdorum decuria

• #
3

palumborum par C3
coluabinorum par ft /xxiiii/
attagena * XX 30

25. anaturn par xl
«

lepus
•

cl

cunicuius xl

aapeliones ping(ues) n.x s
#-
C3

agrestcs n.x *3 35^

30. ficedulae n.x. ft xl
•

passeres n.x ft xv/i7
glires n.x ft xl

pavus mascuius ft ccc
•

femina « cc 40

35. coturnices no.x XX

stumi no.x XX

aprunae It .po. i ft xvi
*

cervinae It .po. i ft xii

dorci sive capreae vel

40. dammae It.po. i ft x/l17 45

porc/e7lli lactantes vac.

vac. in po. i ft xvi

agnus in po. i ft xii

haedus in po. i ft xii

45. sebi
•

It.po. i ft vi

buturi It.po. i ft xvi 50



Column II 32

[ijtem. pise Is V 1

piscis aspratilis ma-

rini It.po. i ft xxiii/i7 1 a

50. piseis secundi It.po. i ft ^xvj7
pis(cis) flubialis opti^i vac •

vac. It.po. i * xii

piseis secu(ndi) flub(ialis) po. ft vi/ii7
piscis salsi It.po. i * vi 5

55. ostriae no.c ft c
•

echini no.c ft 1

echini recentis pur-

gati & It. i ft 1

echini salsi & It. i ft c

60. sphonduli marini vac.

vac. num.c ft 1 10

intiba optim(a) nu.x ft x VI 3

sequentia nu.x ft iiii

malbae maxi(mae) nu.v ft iiii 5

65. malbae seq(uentes) nu.x ft iiii

lactucae opti(mae) nu.v ft iiii

sequentes nu.x ft iiii

coliculi opt(imi) nu.v ft iiii

sequentes nu.x ft iiii 10

70. cumae opt(imae)
•

fasce(m) i ft ±±±£7
porri maximi nu.x ft ±/li±/
sequentes nu.xx ft ii/ii7
betae maxime nu.v ft iiiZ£7
sequences/ nu.x X iii/i7 15
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This long and well preserved fragment of the Edict of
Diocletian is principally remarkable for adding virtually

nothing to the established text (E.R. Graser's revision of
Mommsen and Bliimner's text, ESAR v, 1940, pp. 307 ff.).

It does however confirm a number of points where the

established text has been restored from the parallel Greek text,

and repairs one or two omissions.
Col. I, 11. 9-25 (ESAR I, 9-25). The measures are given,

as in the Greek text. In the Stratonikeia text they are

omitted•

Col. I, 11. 23-25 (I, 23-25). Confirms the restoration

based on the Greek.

Col. II, 11. 23-32 (IV 34-38). Confirms the restoration

from the Greek.

instead of singularis is an interesting variant and provides a

better equivalent to the K'TUpoL 0f the Greek, as well as a

better antithesis to agrestis. Singularis is given in both the

Stratonikeia and Bargylia texts.

Col. II, 1. 41 (IV, 46). Porcelli lactantes, nominative

plural, is perhaps preferable, in view of what follows, to the

lactantis of the established text.

Col. II, 1. 47 (V, 1). Piscist genitive, is probably better
than pisces of the established text. The headings of sections

3 & 4 are given in the genitive.
Col. II, 1. 54 (V, 5) Piscis salsi, preferable to the

Variant readings.

Col. II, 11. 19 & 28 (IV, 25 & 34). The use of
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piscisalsi of the established text (based here on both Strat.

& Barg.)

Orthography*

In minor points of spelling, there is little to choose
between the Sandikli text and those from Stratonikeia, Bargylia

and Apollonia, which are the only ones relevant to these sections
of the Edict.

The Sandikli text is much more inclined to use je for ae in
the feminine genitive singular and elsewhere, but is rather more

classical in its use of b and v. For example; Col.I, 1.72, sive

(Strat. sibe), Col. II, 1.33» pavus (Strat. /pa/bus), Col. II,

1.38, cervinae (Strat. cerbinae), Col. II, 1.45, sebi (Strat.
& Barg., sevi); on the other hand Col.I, 1.17, /a7bene (Strat.
avenae)•

Errors.

Other variations from the previously recorded texts are due

to the errors of the lapicide or scribe, as opposed to differences
of opinion as to the spelling of Latin words at a time when this

was in any case somewhat fluid. These include; Col. I, 1.10,
Prese for frese, Col. I, 1.23, /o7rile for orize, Col. I, 1.3b,5
Piccni for Piceni, Col. I, 1.37 /Ti7bortini for Tiburtini.

Col. I, 1.49, caryeni for caroeni, Col. I, 11.79-80, Venapicae
for IIenapicaet/Ce/rditane for Cerretane, Col. II, 1.18, pedix for
perdix, Col. II, 1.19, pingus for pinguis.

Col.I, 1.33 (I, 33). The difference in price, 50 denarii
as against the 150 of the established text, is certainly due to



a mistake; the Greek text and probably the Apollonia fragment

give 150.

Abbreviations.

There are rather more abbreviations in this than in other

Latin texts of the Edict. The pecularity of having the prices

in figures, instead of in words, is shared by only the Aizanoi
and Synnada (JRS xlii, 1952, pp. 72 ff.) texts.

Date A.D. 301.

96. MENTIS, low down in the W corner of the Tekke. Limestone

block withoutcaouldings, buried below. H. 48 plus, w. 58,
th. 55, lett. 4.2 - 5.5. PI. 17 .

Imp. Nerva Cae/s7
Aug. pont. max.

trib. pot. p.p. iii

cos. civitas

5. vac. Stectoren(orum)
Date A.D. 97 (January to September) On Stektorion, see pp.

Published CB ii, no. 640, GIL III 12238.

97. KARA SANDIKLI, outside the mosque. Plain shaft of greyish-
-white marble base; the upper and lower mouldings were on

separate blocks. H. 90, w. 55, th. 50, lett. 3. PI. H .

pslTop'' KtLi crjo£ p oi |
/\ , Ic-uTip'OV j\ o-y J]
npov c vc*T7e [pt -^]



5.

rfot ltP(drTc*) Ap^e6«") 'ASj^JV'J-
kw TiJp6",c" r[fvur"]

Bpo -uJ rj jjAmvJrc?v

rroXts l«°£

10.

X^|V bvJ-rTtcriv ii ©i-Vl3v ,T£"

p, 'Airexxj3' rc^ ^K,01/
v^xL °ipXuvTMV t<<*> ZK<Z'

rr.wvos fl' Kd! TTwX.^voS
Kc>(; ArroXX^viov T\i-
irr.c^ *££

j /

The inscription originally ended at «pXovTioVin line 11,
the names of the other archons being added in a different hand.

Date A.D. 198-208

Published with slight differences, BCH vi, 1882, p. 514, no.

1; JHS viii, 1887, p. 480; CB ii, no. 634; IGR iv, no.681.

98. EKI17QVA, in a lane. Fragment of limestone column, perhaps

a milestone, apparently complete above. H. 35 plus, w. 33 plus,

th. 30 plus, lett. (line 1) 9» PI.'6 .

Jviiif
vac

j™r
• •

99* MENTES, in a yard (with no. 116), said to be from the site

of Stektorion. Arched marble slab, probably from a ciborium;
broken right, upper moulding defaced. H. 37 plus, w. 71 plus,
th. 9 plus, lett. 2.0 - 2.7. II. '<=> •



at crown of arch.

croas £T [irl — £ \f<r v(r i q]
TOIM [o TO c'pyov ei»ij

^

Vn ictk [oiio-u QgonpcM.ov ?]
monogram on circular medallion in the spandrel.

0c- on po~io\f (of 0pc- l> ~0"u)
For the form of the stone, compare no.<23.

100. KARA SANDIKLI, in a stable; said to have been found

recently near the mosque. Y<hite marble moulding, perhaps the

coping of a screen. The inscription is on the upper suriace

and may represent a re-use of the stone. Bromen right. H. 18,5,
w. 93 plus, th. 11.5, lett. 1.7 - 3*0. PI. <7 •

cross K"(up »)e To-uS i-C-lXc-S jM-0 VTo^sj To 6 P ~
yov Tov 11 poS|?opo-ucrosg

The inscription refers to the building of a church of St.

John the Baptist or of some part of it (cf. nos. 90, 91).

101. KARA SANDIKLI, in a house opposite the hamam. Doorstone

of Dokimian purple-veined marble. H. 53, w. 26, th. 7.5 - 9.0,
lett. 1.2 - 3*0. In the left panel of the door, female bust,

spindle and distaff; in the right panel, mirror and comb. PI.18

A-vpv-jV■ o• rutos Ajvki -
C*V KCcA * M c4 p ^ Zw~ OU

t-j </ V T C~V 15 p* o~u J n
__ _ — »*>ohg -----

c ^ \

_ _ _ - - — u i CIS

TO?S yX VKvTo/TolS
A-upnXiOS Zwr,i<w
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A-t <f.
C-\ T'S St nperoici

10• x^'P^ Tv\s/
B^p"^-

(j) 00VOV
§ i«rc~o I S <$iop©t£
Tf<?■ p • TT(- Co * TO

15 • £r v (- cr ej.- e -

p<* <s

11. 4-5. Probably an unsuccessful attempt a-fc ^vres <j>povowvrtj
<- 0 ^ K | p C- V ( Sj_c) •"} p tOC

11. 9 ff», cf. JBS xv, 1925, p. 155, no. 141, Epigrammata ex

lap.nos. 376 a. ,

I i . t ? -f . ^ c v sr v 4-1 ° J 's *

102. OOA KOYU, in the wall of the mosque, by the door. Block of

greyish-white marble, buried below, broken right. H. 84 plus,

w. 23 plus, th. 55, lett. (1.1)8, (1.2) 3, (11. 3-10) 3.5 - 4.0.
On the left side of the block, Byzantine interlacing decoration.

PlJ8 .

Ay* j&q i vX'1 |
A-up N Cfr ,K*1 c*~
T A ' p* |P*"O" v i

5. A-^p- TTfpoK XovJ
odvSp Bov]
Xc-"uTrj[v Tov yXvj
K uTal T [ov*



<35

10. 6 T fj CXa* J
Restoration exempli gratia

1.1 The purpose of the ^ is uncertain.
The monument does not appear to be an epitaph in the usual

sense of the word, but is more likely to have been the base of
a statue of the deceased, erected in a public place.

103. KARA SARDIKLI, outside the mosque, with no. 97. Grey-white
marble bomos with omphaloid top. H. 118, w. 38, 33-34, 40, th. 33

33-35, 42, lett. 1.2 - 1.8. On left side, in panel, stilus«case;

on ri^ht, in panel, scroll. PI. *8 •

tcS1 c-'r«u?c-v EvrpcTT,^
K-vp1^^ cvvf v^oi
Js cctyi*) S pc« C-<r)(cr p*«-
yTO TO olp 1 C~ 1 o~v S

5 # ov To tpqve cr -u v *cX <7 r / K "
t y 6 i/cS %td n I ' V

fTcAW tc- <5-
So,—Op**t* xdf.dTCiS TO
gXGouv/ S? 'S TtdrpiSd 9vc--

10. n/vrJTc fi.erce.TjUvr^
f-VX<r- ^ Tqtxoov
/„ u e~eQnKC" —f
<!•', Sc- "T'S rto TWAW rc-v-
T to \<dv<c6py*°L XO'pJ-

15. TTpeC-Ct £~<r'
ope}.*-"1 Xf + ff Tc-'<^



J

\

Kofi OlKOV ('-pn^oV

K-vptVV^T' oiAoXov

20# *) 5' <FT*pO* x/s TI^
0^<rc-l Tdf^C-t 10
X p -v e~ c "v S £ K o* To V

104# ODA KOYtJ, in a field 300 m. SW of the village. Grey-white

crystalline marble column, broken below and behind, buried above.
H. 9b plus, diam. 35, lett. 1.9 - 2.2. PI. n .

jAtWXIKO[S 'A]TT^^ui>
Ko(i 7V r - ^ to»S yp ~
V e -l> C i K d • A o v t S i w K. aJ I

'A K-vXoJ toTS <kS*X~
cj ^|)oTs Koii AttUA^ o-V € ~

|tw ^r6|3c-io(S Tf
J^v^v^s K'°'
w c w wpcX^y.^
K/. ro p^Af,<!V

1.8 Compare the sundial from Mykonoe, inscribed y/>io/)
which also appears to have formed part of a sepulchral monument,

P. Le Bas (ed. by S. Heinach), Yo.yage Archeolo^ique en Grece et

en Asie mineure^Paris 1888, p. 110, pi. 121.

105. OTLUK, in a wall between the upper and lower villages.
White marble doorstone with arched pediment, said to be from

Yanik Oren. The upper part of the door defaced by a circular
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hole. H. 131» w. 63, th. 22-27, lett 1.2 - 1.6. In the door

panels; top left, spindle and distaff; top right and bottom

left, paterae or bosses; bottom right, key-plate (?). PI. 18 •

T v. p€e? > i;r-> C«aV"[ ir.Ail Aovse
Actv-vios Kt<i y* '39 •Xp,i<rTn 1

^ ^ u oCvrwc "TfejKOVC-ot ^

Tw is ivO /vSpl «<*« K^p«io <jnXoSc-o-«7oru nStwi ^-t-Tc-v
C- T^ere- f - ------- -f'-22- - - - - -J A* I AMt- re u f. 2i -n * r ~i

- -3"^ D ~ ~ "J
1.1 Though the letters are badly worn, it is certain that

none of them is in the dative. If the restoration is correct,

the deceased was Achilles son of Achilleus.
v , 1 no 255

1.2 i^vSpt Ka<» nr-vp/w' cf „ Gyzicus p. 285. <p '^°Sf o-TToTos WOUld
normally be applied to a slave or freedman (MAMA iv, no. 336).

106. KOCKISAR, outside the mosque. Limestone bomos, broken above.

H. 50 plus, w. -, 35, 45, th. -, 34, 43, lett. 1.2 - 3.7. PI. >8 •

Q. - - - - 7-.]
T£ s & >7 rjjp j
T I £~V J" v T

|SA v r~j jVk * C> f y
5, To pvV ^ -

c-t(i)i tk' ft'
(t)\ Se ret s V c~ "
Tfpov guv^vov

10. ii'M f"0<) ^ To< f* ^
\

_ - ?z J ~

# Q* Kfll' » *7 ' *
y

■ j t * / ' \

Tpi f$l) * fv/. r5'c;
Date A.D. 236.



107. MENTES, in a lane. Limestone bomos, broken in two. (a)t
5>

h. 45 plus, w. 63, 50, -» th, 43, 35, -, (b)t h. 92 plus,
w. -, 50, 56, th. -, 34, 46, lett. 4 - 5.5. PI. •

a.

b.

5.

10.

cr i "U \X
J ' P )T

4 '*

[v.;
£0x1 T 'j & £»V' J

'K.I ^ "j
To< 'rKj

Xotp'v/ K<*« V* j>]
Tw pv. 6vOp*[L]'

TfO [*](*<)
060V r-} r,s «[*-]

[Tvj v/W
fyr*T0S »]{^*

11. 7-8 Lapicide's error for e-ropK 1 [Jof*.evoi Tor.
Published (b only) C3 ii, no. 661, with comment on 11. 7 ff.

108. ELLI MESCIT, in a lane. Upper part of limestone bornos,
broken below, upper moulding defaced. H. 55 plus, w. 35,
th. -, 37, lett. 2-5. Pi. M

vJ£L*r olS C-X <j) vZ> *<»■*
A^p< TTpcvcXo [s]
Avp; 'A~<$ tOtVU?

crr^c-f v
tov iiG0^0"
j»l'pn5 X^p ,v/J

5.

109. KQCHISAR, in a cemetery W of the village (Kocliisar minaret
bore 121 degrees). Limestone bomos, broken below. Ii. 98 plus,
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w. 55, 47, th. 50, 41, Lett. 3- 4.5. PI. .

A v • 'A V S p J / oi -
^9 OS JLo V 6 o*V -
TtS <- T uj v **> "

\\to K- T") yvvct-
5. [[]*' T^T.ot'] TO

Chi n^1 0V/ t^^Ttf-CKG
jVj^tre-v

Mtx. t X (4 p » ✓ "><_
(c-)« S* T IS C-H »Trj

10. %€-x>tr\ G*)c-> <?-i5 T"o
T)*?" X CP*?j

11. 3-4 0«AXu> is certain-

Published (11. 18) BGH 18S3, p. 276, no. 75; complete but

with slight differences CB li, no. 659.

110. EMIRHISAR, in the porch of a house at E end of the village.
White marble doorstone, said to have been dug up at W end of

village, broken below. H. 55 plus, v/. 65, th. 24-17, lett.

1.1 - 1.5« The door panels were never finished. P*- l*?-

^TcTJv* t• Ayp 5ArV£"lJ01/
yioJvX C -OT^S 7 yw-j ^4-roL A-up»q^^ Z^'TlVC^

KciTfrt<('V^C-^ TO fijl/res 4ot-v-
rcu TO»S T£kvo»S <cj T/5 * 7** T7J

5. 7 &Tepe\/ @dfc-t 7' TTctye-et Toj.
Tc-UTO ecrT* rfvrw /7>w rov . «'/> 7 CvT7

V-&C Tc'4 "Moip® yt »v^« s



l.X The date is probably T*a' ,possiblyTV. On Eukarpia see

pp.7H.
< 11» 6-7 G-ifyrf 'fats 7ToLf>C%iT«((S -

^ cf, CB ii, no. 656, (= IGfi iv, no. 694)
Date A.D. 255/6 (or 265/6.7)

111. BA2KUYUCAK, in a fountain* Double column of veined grey
b

Dokiraian marble, cut off above. H. 97 plus, w. 37, th. th. c. 26
lett. 2.2 - 3.0. PI. fl .

fjTCSS
K* X ■ 'A cr t oL

K\.

KX . iiXovCot -

Xu3 Kdu Av.
5 • <r »«l

^t-js )(ofp»V
pjjWv $e r»s
<fT£ pOV

0«1«r6* 3(-cr-
10 • TV t /vTW

jXpo<i ToV
06-ev ,

112. GtJHEK KOYt), in the steps of a house. Hough limestone slab,
said to have been brought from Yanik Oren. H. 95, w. 85,
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th. 6 - 10, lett. 2-8. PI. l9 .

croSji gKv^(-u)(/v © Soo>Xos ^ ^

ro-u 0(6°J^ A 6 iT/crKc/To 6) (^C-t(c-)l
y CO v (zcr € as) ^ (f> | 6 j^(l) ul C~($) P c ~° ^ ~
p , 0-v ©' »V S" f tKTiwvos) 3 u

The $ in line 1 and tiftcKoiTcfs} in line 2 were afterthoughts.
Date A.D. 1056/7 (according to the creation date) or 1058/9

(according to the indiction).

113. KOZVAis KUYUCAK, in use as a trough by a well. Sarcophagus—
-lid of grey-veined white marble, broken above. H. c.70 plus,
w. 227, th. 110 (internal h. 27, w. 200, th. 84). PI. PS .

The lid takes the form of a flat couch (k. 17), schematically

represented, the lower edges decorated with dentils and

cymation. The back and sides of the couch are raised a further

17 cm., and carry a continuous frieze of hunting scenes in high

relief. In front the edge of a mattress, with three bands of

embroidery, is visible; it was originally masked by further

decoration, consisting of putt! in very high relief, now largely
broken off; sufficient remains to show that the arrangement of
these putti was almost exactly the same as on the lid of the

Sidamaria sarcophagus in Istanbul (see below), except at the
left hand end, where the positions of the larger terminal putto
and of the edge appear to have been reversed, as on the sarco¬

phagus of Claudia Antonia Sabina (below). Two figures of
indeterminate sex, which have lost their heads and are partly

buried, recline on the mattress; that on the left holds a fold

of its cloak in its left hand, and a now defaced object in its
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right; both hands rest on the edge of the mattress. The figure
on the right holds a scroll (?), which is broken off flush with
the edge of the mattress.

The lid belonged to a sarcophagus of the "Asiatic" type

(C.R. Morey, Sardis v, pt.i, passim; M.Lawrence, Memoirs of
the American Academy in Rome, xx, 1951, pp. 199 ff«). Within
the type, of which several dozen examples are known,its closest
connexion is with the Sidamaria sarcophagus, the only one that

has a continuous frieze of hunting scenes around the back and
sides of the lid (Morey, op.cit.pp. 40 ff.; the lid is illustrated

by Mendel, Catalogue......Constantinople i, no. 112, and by Th.

Reinach, Mon. Piot x, 1903, p.92). The lid at Sagalassos (Morey,
op. cit. jJP» 53 £•» Pamphylien u. lisidien ii, p. 144, fig. 113)
is also fairly close in the arrangement of its putti, but

appears to lack the hunting scenes. Both the Sidamaria and

Sagalassos lids are assigned by Morey to the "Sidamara Technique",

whereas that of Claudia Antonia Sabina (Morey op. cit. pp. 6 ff.)
is assigned to the "Lydian Technique".

The distribution of sarcophagi of the Sidamara technique
in central Asia Minor is so wide that it is inconceivable that

they should all have been produced at a single centre. The

theory of a travelling team of sculptors using local materials

(J. Shapley, Art Bulletin v, 1923, pp. 62 ff.; Morey. op. cit.

p. 78) has much to commend it, though the centre from which

this team drew its recruits is still uncertain. Lokimion is the

most likely centre; it was, as an examination of its quarries

shows, the principal source of good quality statuary marble on

the i.natolian Plateau, and a number of signatures of Dokimian
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sculptors known (below, no. ) from all parts of the Plateau
show that they travelled widely.

Unfortunately the type of marble used in the Kuyucak lid
is uncertain. It did not appear to be Dokimian, and may well
be local. Quarries of greyish-white marble are said to exist
in Burgas Dagi, between the Pentapolis and Sebaste. The

Sagalassos lid is presumably of local stone, while a second one

of two from Hadrianoi in Pisidia (AS ix, 1259, pp» 108 f, pis.

xix-xx) appears to be a lid of the same type in an early stage
of roughing out. This would point to the use in some cases at
least of local materials, though it remains probable that a

factory on the coast, perhaps at Ephesos or Prokonnesos,

manufactured sarcophagi for the export market.

Date first half of 3rd century A.D.

114. SALx'IK, in a yard. Doors tone of white Dokimian marble.

H. 85 plus, w. 67, th. 27. In the panels 1) fenale bust, 2)
male bust, 3) comb and mirror, 4) stilus-case. The lateral

pilasters are decorated with vine-scrolls. Uninscribed. PI.

115• ODA K0YU, in the mosque. White marble haxagonal pillar
with capital cut from a single block. Gut off below. H. 66 plus
w. 231 22, th. 23, 12. Capital has defaced cross on front,
rosettes on sides, back plain. Uninscribed. fl.Ps .

116. ME1TTE3, in a yard. Said to be from the site of Stektorion.

Uninscribed marble slab, broken above and left. H. 104, w. 57,
th. 7. Decorated with moulded panels ana a peacock in relief;

originally served as the banister of an aiabo-stair(cf»Mon.Piot x,

1903, p*136, fig.17: Catalogue...Constantinople ii, nos.645-647,
MAMA v, nos. 58, 96, 145. PUp$-
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PHKYGrlA SALUTABIS

Pryianessos

Prymnessos lay just to the E of the modern village of Sugliiia,
on and about a very high mound which must be largely natural*
At the top, on the E side, is a large depression corresponding
to the cavea of the theatre (MAMA iv, p. x, pi* 1)* At the foot,
on the W side, are remains of an indeterminate building, heavily

constructed, while further to the SW (S of Sugliirt) the mosque

Cuma Garni'i stands on a low mound formed by the debris of another*

A large apse built of stone blocks and oriented SE, with a

pinkish cement floor, was being robbed out In 1959 immediately
Sin.*- v. n■?•••••?j^ssxstit.-

S of the S corner of the mosque* It may have belonged to a

church,or possibly to a gymnasium or other public building*
The sarcophagus of a tabularius regionaris Ipsinale) et

Moeteanae (no* 113) brings up once again the question of the

location of Ipsos. Prymaessos is 41 km. from <^ay, Ramsay's site
for Ipsos (reaffirmed in Social Basis, pp. 296 ff.), but only
18 km. from Sipsin, the alternative suggested by Honigmann

(Byzantion x, 1955, pp. 647 ff.) and supported with characteristic

vigour by Robert (Hellenica vii, 1549, pp. 217 ff.)* As they

point out, Ramsay's identification of the Hellenistic and

Byzantine Ipsos with the Roman Julia rests on quite insufficient
evidence* This inscription, by showing the separate existence

of an Ipsos, or at least a regio Ipsina, at a time when Julia

was flourishing under its own name (KN(2), pp* 677 f.) finally

disposes of it*
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For what it is worth, the Turkish lj200,000 map marks what

appears to be a very large mound at Sipsin; the resemblance
of name is striking, but the site requires examination on the

ground. Heedless to say, the position of Julia, at or near

the modern gay, which is well attested by the Peutinger Table,
is not affected by the removal of Ipsus (p. MO ).

Moetea, which might supply a further clue to the position

of Ipsos, is unknown.
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Prymnessos

Inscriptions*

117* SttGLtJK, in the doorway of a house* Fragment of white marble
architrave, buried above, broken left, right and behind* H. 26
plus, w. 56 plus, th* 38 plus, lett* 6* PI. |«jf •

■?'&] vtw vto?* -m-t

Possibly part of the inscription of which a fragment, "on a

cornice*} was seen by Hamilton; Researches, ii, no. 174, GIG iii,
3882 h.

118. SGGLUi:, in a fountain (Guvercinlik Cesmesi). Pink trachyte

sarcophagus, with tabula ansata, buried below. H. 57 plus, w. 207
th. 83, lett. 3-4. PI. .

d(is} m(anibus)
M. Aur. Victorinus leaf

Augustorum libertus

tabularius regionari(u)s
5*Ipstna(e) et Lioeteanae

Mauricius li(bertus) patrono v(otum)
fecit are&M tantum

T. £r4(?>os t-vv c-)(o f*<r)troL rr)v <n>pov e«T treGqt/*(i fapiv

The stone was covered with moss and dripping with water.
There was no possibility of making an impression, and I noticed
and cleaned lines 6-8 only after sunset, too late to photograph



them. Part of line 6 appears on the photograph from which

the drawing was made; 11. 7-3 are on the body of the

sarcophagus, below the tabula.
1.4 cf. the tabularius at Eulandra a little further to the

East; A3SA iv, 1837-8, p. 30.

1.5 On Ipsos and Moetea (?), see above,fp.10,1 Mo IT*s is
known as a personal name OB i, no. 78.
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PHRYGIA SALUTARIS

Ayaz Ini

The ancient name of the settlement at Ayaz Ini is

uncertain. A short and not altogether accurate account of the

church is given by Strzygowski , while an inscription and a

photograph of the exterior arc published in MAMA i, p. 202.
The church is cut in a cliff of vxhitieh volcanic tufa on

the W side of the valley about 500 m. S of the village. A

number of cells and arcosolia cut in the rock nearby suggest

that, like most of the Cappadocian rock-churches3it belonged
to a monastery. Since at least one of the toxubs further up

the valley is certainly pre-Bysantine, it is probable that there
was also an ancient village on or near the site of the present

nw
one, and the church may well have accomodated the local

A
~

population as well as the monks.

As the cliff faces E, the ttprthex lies on the inner side

of the church (pi. 11 }, and is reached by a rock-cut corridor

running the entire length oi the S side of the church (Pi."Pfe,ft).
The church proper is of cross-in square plan (pis. ilj T?63A5C3DX

The dome stands on a low drum, with a single window on the B.

The four arms of the cross are barrel-vaulted, while the spaces

in the angles have domical vaults (see below). The dome and

main barrel-vaults were supported on four piers, while two more

piers, separated from the W wall only by narrow arched slits,
carried barrel-vaults spanning N-S at a slightly lower level

sax
than the main vaults. All"Jrpiers have been completely destroyed.
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Most of the vaults are slightly stilted.

The main apse has three narrow windows, flanked hy double

niches, while that on the R is lit by a single small window.
These four windows, with the one in the dome-drum, can never

have lit the church effectively. The south lateral apse has

fallen. The position of the iconostasis is shown by two broken

projections on the R and S walls, just to the W of the line of
the E dome-piers.

The narthex and corridor are decorated with wide arched

niches some of which have mouldings; a cross and an inscription

in relief(MAMA loc. cit.) fill two of the spandrels of the

corridor-niches. The door-jambs and lintels are carefully cut,

with imitation mitred joints. The tympanum of the door between

the church and the narthex was perforated with holes 15-20 cm.

square. The mouldings are all well cut, but vary considerably

among themselves.

There is no sign that the interior of the church was ever

plastered. The careful treatment of the mouldings and vaults,
and the presence of the cross and inscription in relief, suggest
that it was not; nor are there any traces of painting on the

unplastered rock, such as is found in some of the Cappadocian
rock-churches.

The exterior of the east end of the church, including part
\U

of dome-drum, is cut in imitation of a built church.
A.

Internal evidence of date is confined to the absence,

apparently intentional, of painted plaster. This may be due
to reasons of economy or local fashion, or more probably to
iconoclasm. A date in the late eighth or early ninth century
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seems probable.

The plan is of interest as showing its derivation from a

type with a full two-bay nave as opposed to the single bay
usual in cross-in-square churches. The two westermost piers
were so close to the W wall that their replacement by engaged

pilasters would shorten the church by less than a metre, showing
them to be survivals from an earlier six-piered prototype, rather

than additions, for the sake of extra space, to a four-piered
, U)

plan .

One at least of the vaults over the corner-spaces is in
a

fact not so muchydoaical vault as a dome resting on four
rudimentary pendentives (pl.POjA); similar domes over corner-

-spaces occur in some of the Cappadocian rock-churches (e.g.
Eglises Rupestres, pi. 95) • The use of doraical vaults as such

is very rare on the Plateau, though common in the area of

Constantinople.

Ballik. About 2 km. up the valley from Ayaz ini, at a place

known as Ballik, is a small rock-cut chapel in a poor state of

preservation (pi. 12 ). The nave, measuring only about 4x3 m.,

is roofed with a somewhat flattened barrel vault, and has its

N and S walls divided into four flat niches divided by pilasters.
There are meagre traces of figure-paintings, probably of single

standing saints, in the niches on the IT side.

The nave was divided from the apse by a rock-cut screen

with two arched openings on either side of a central arched door,
and a small, roughly semicircular, lunette above.

At the centre of the apse is an opening leading to a

further small chamber, while at either side are remains of rock-

-cut seats.



NOTES

(1) Kleinasien, pp. 14-9 f., from P. von Reber*s account (Abh.
der III CI. d. Kais. Bayr. Akad. d. Wiss., XXI, 1898),

(2) St. Philon at Rhizokarpasia in Cyprus ( H ^pto-v , t
Vb-o^oLvnvl r^fs f±f Athens 1935, fig. 6, pis.10b, 1
appears, from the plan and photographs of the sur/iving-parts,-
to have had exactly the same arrangement of piers as Ayaz Ini.

The cross-in-square with a full extra bay added to the nave

from which this plan seems to be derived, is not a usual

Byzantine one, though there are several examples in Georgia,
of which the cathedral at Kutais (Armenier i, p. ? , fig. 195)
completed in 1003, is the best known. The Pantobasilissa at

Triglia on the Sea of Marmara (A3SA xiii, 1906-7, pp. 291 ff.)
was apparently of this plan, but the W end has been lengthened.
It is obviously rather late. In Constantinople, one of a group

of churches excavated on the site of the new University

buildings (N. Piratli, in Cahiers Archeolo,q ,ues v, 1951,

pp. 163 ff», eglise C) may be another example, though the dome-

-piers are linked by E-W walls and there is no indication in

either the text of the article or the published plan, that these
walls are not original. The excavator dates it to the sixth

century.



PHRYGIA SALUTARIS

Synnada

A visit to the Synnada area in 1955 added little to what
was already known of it. Most of the inscriptions given in MAMA
iv and vi have now either disappeared or been removed to the

museum at Afyon, and very few new ones have been dug up.
The city was one of the most prosperous in Phrygia, being

the meeting-place of a conventua that included, according to

Pliny (HE v, 105) places as far apart as Julia, Dorylaion and
Akmonia. It gave its name to the marble quarried at Dokimion
4-0 km. to the IT1TE, which was exported to all parts of the

Roman Empire. The exact function of Synnada in the marble trade

is still unexplained•

The site of the city was centred on a mound a little to the

W of the modern town of £|uhut. On the E edge of the mound,
which has a flat top rather over 100 m. in diameter, there is a

semicircular depression, now used as a cattle-market, that

represents the ancient theatre. The bridge over the Cakirozii
Deresi (Kttmalar Su according to MAMA iv, p.x), just to the IT
of the mound, has four arches and is probably of-Roman origin;

many of the voussoirs have mason*s marks in Greek. The upper

parts are thowever tTurkish*
There is no sign of other ancient buildings; the base of

the minaret of the principal mosque (no.US) gives a good idea
of the richness of some of those that have been lost.
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Other sites in the Synnadic plain include the following.

1) At Agin, settlement site with numerous rock-cut chambers
on a low spur NNE of the village.

2) Bede^; remains of a church are said to have been robbed
out about ICO m. SW of the Turbe. There are plenty of Byzantine

stones in the Turbe itself (nos. 130, 131; MAMA iv, no. 107)•
Ramsay (CB ii, p. 753) regarded Bede| as a suitable site for a
city and placed Sibidounda, now identified with certainty in
Pisidia (AS x, I960, pp. 68 f.), there or at Balglkhisar.

3) Alayunt (Anayurt); some Boman pottery on the outskirts
of the village; numerous Byzantine stones including nos. 122,

133» 134 and MALTA iv, nos. 98-102.
4) Atlihisar does not appear to be an ancient site. The

ancient stones there are said to be from Karakurtlar, some way

to the west, though Anderson, who placed Sibidounda (above) in
the neighbourhood of Atlihisar, seems to have found some traces

of a site there (JIIS xviii, 1898, pp. 104 ff).
5) Half way between Seydi Sultan and Halla^, by a spring

at the SB corner of an isolated hill, there are signs of ancient

habitation, with Roman pottery and recent robber-trenches on a

regular plan. On the hill, a number of tombs (pi. 20 ) and
two larger rectangular chambers (cisterns?) have been cut in

the soft volcanic tufa. This may be the site identified by

Ramsay ISocial Basis, pp. 268, 292) as "officina marmorum".

apparently the depot for blocks from the Dokimian quarries

awaiting transport to the coast as well as the main agency

controlling the working of the quarries. The exact function of

Synnada in the marble trade has yet to be fully explained. Ramsay
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(Melanges AH ii, 1882, pp. 290 ff.) attempted to interpret the

quarry-marks inscribed on the rough blocks, and much later (Social
Basis, pp. 266 ff.) collected the evidence for the presence of
imperial procurators at Synnada, but there is too little

indisputable fact on which to reconstruct the administrative

system of the quarries. One strong objection to the theory that
the blocks passed through an officina at Synnada before being

dispatched to the coast is that of about 77 marked blocks of
Dokimian or similar marble known,not one is from the area of

Synnada; this although Synnada has been very thoroughly worked
(1)

over from the epigraphic point of view •

NOTES

1) 32 have been recorded at Dokimion, 12 at Afyon, 8 in the

area of Altintasg (upper Tembris Valley), where there are other
quarries of the same type of marble, 1 at Seidler (N of Dokimion),
3 at Aksehir, 1 at Nuri Bey near Prymnessos, 1 at Izmir (from
Ephesos), 1 at Istanbul, 9 in Pome, 5 at Leptis (Tripolitania)
and 3, of dubious provenence, in Paris. The exact numbers are

somewhat dubious, as it is sometimes impossible to decide which

stones have been published twice over from independent and

differing copies.

References to these quarry marks have been collected in ESAR

iv, p. 653; see also GIL iii, nos. 12231-12235; JRS ii, 1912,
p. 252, no.6; JRS xviii, 1928, p.22, nos.232-233; IRT nos.794 a-e.

There are also 3 unpublished examples at Kurt Koyii, two at Afyon,
one at Dokimion, one in Constantinople and one at Izmir.
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Synnada

Inscriptions

119• IiALLA^, in a pile of stones on the SE of the village# Y/hite
marble fragment, H* 46 plus* w. 27 plus, th. 31 plus, lett.
3-3.2. PI.

__ tots^/
/? provingoiae^

JW~
_7arisZ~"-r

♦

120. SUIluT, in a fountain (Ba^ ^e^me). Llarble or limestone stele,
broken above, buried left and behind. H. 56 plus, w. 30 plus,
th. 20 plus, lett. 3* Below the inscription, two defaced
rosettes. PI. 20 .

7
yvfohKi Kojypi$<oi pv*

121. SUIRJT, in a fountain near the mound. Marble block, moulded

above, buried below, left and right. H. 43 plus, w. 148 plus,

th. lett. 5-8. PI. 2.0.

/\-vpp, X oiy kTof VCrll TTG- * CTu) [yo s
122. ANAYUHT (Alayxuid), in the wall of a yard near the cemetery.

Fragment of white marble moulding, broken left and right. H. 13,
w. 34 plus, th. -, lett. 1.7 - 2.6. At the right of the

inscription, incised cantharus with vine growing from it. PI. 20 •
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Gb« c-y]c-^&To TO epyov
(to-otJo c-iTi ToZ

|cjfj K 0(so%>) Ke -UK.ovofo.o'V

123- BE3ES, in a house, white marble slab, forming part of a

small arch, probably from a ciborium. The outer edges are

moulded and decorated with an incised vine-pattern. The curved

edge, also moulded, bears an inscription, while an eagle with
raised wings is incised in the spandrel. On the back, incised
Latin cross and simple incised border. Broken below and left.
H- 54 plus, w. 67 plus, th. 9, lett. 3-5 - 4.0. PI. 20.

) * f ~ /
v]?T€-p c-<rc-*"jS to-v aetv/os

Compare the incised peacock of MAMA iv, no. 105, from the

same area.

124. BEDES, in a house. 7/hite marble fragment of a string-

-moulding, broken left and right. H. 9, w. 13 plus, th. 21,

lett.3. PI. 2o .

uutfo

lAXe|

125- 3UIIUT, in the yard of a mill (with no. 126). Male figure in

white marble, nude except for a cloak fastened on the right
shoulder and falling down the left side. The left hand supports
a fold of the cloak, full of fruit. The head and right aria are

missing and both legs are broken off above the knees. H. 40 plus,
w- 25, th. 19. TJninscribed. PI.ZO .



Probably a figure of Autumn, from a group of the four
seasons, of. that on the arch of Trajan at Benevento; G.M.A.

Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus in Dumbarton Oaks (Dumbarton
Oaks Studies, II) vol.i, pp. 216,f. ; ii, p. 162, no.307, fig.123

126. SUIIUT, in the same yard as no. 125. White marble female

figure, fully draped, seated on.a cylindrical moulded base or

short column. The body is broken off at the waist. H. 53 plus,
w. 47, th. 30, uninscribed. The left side was left rough, as

if the figure had been intended to stand against a wall, or,

more probably, had formed part of the decoration of a sarcophagus
At a later date a barbarous representation of a lion was carved

on the back of the body. PI. •

Figures of this general type occur on "Asiatic" sarcophagi;
of. O.K. Morey, bardis, V, i, figs. 13, 109; M.Lawrence,
Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome., xx, 1951, p. 163 et al.
The scale of the present figure suits a sarcophagus, but the

column used as a seat is not known on the sarcophagi, where a

folding stool is normal*

In both this figure and no. 125, the workmanship is most

competent, as was to be expected near so important a centre of
the niarble-working industry as Dokimion.

127. SUIIUT-, in a cemetery. Lintel cut from a column of greyish-
-white Dokimian marble, with designs in relief on the front and

underside; broken right, buried left. H. 30, w. 70 plus, th. 28
uninseribed. Pl.Pi> •

For a close parallel, cf. MAMA iv, no. 95, dated 1063/4.
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128. SUTIUT, in the "base of the minaret of Ulu Cami. Several
decorated stones including a string moulding with key pattern,
a section of Roman coffered ceiling and pieces of Byzantine

lintels. Pl.l7^ •

129• Sunn*, in a house. Marble pier-capital or impost-block,

plain on the long sides, with a Latin cross on each short side.
H. 30, w. 49, 37, th. 69, 40, uninscribed. P1.7-G.

130. BEDES, in the wall of the Turbe. White marble lintel
>

with Byzantine decoration, broken right. H. 32, w. 70 plus,
th. uninscribed. Pl.lt'.

131. 3EDES, in the wall of the furbe. White marble slab with

Byzantine decoration, from an ambo or screen. H. 84, w. 97,
th. IS, uninscribed. P1.P6.

The Turbe contains numerous other pieces of Byzantine

decorative work, and it seems likely that much of this material '

was brought from a church, said to have been completely destroyed,
on the rising ground between the Tiirbe and the village of Bedes.

-, <• «

132. AGIII, beside the mosque. White marble capital, partly carved
with acanthus in very low relief, with a plain roundel, as if
for a monogram, on each side. II. 50, w. 53, th. 53, uninscribed.
PI • 2-2- ,
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133. ANAYURT (Alayund), in the wall of the Turbe • White marble
lintel with Byzantine decoration in relief. Broken left and

right. H. 31f w. 163 plus, th. uninscrihed• P1.P&.

134. ANAYURT, in the wall of the Turbe. Greyish-white marble

lintel, with Byzantine decoration in relief, broken left and

right, H. 28, w. 143 plus, th. -, uninscribed. PI. p6 .

135. ATLIHISAR, in a house. Pine limestone slab, from a screen,

with Byzantine guilloche pattern. In the intermediate spaces,

a bird, a rosette and a plant in relief. The lower edge has

a flat border. Broken left, right and above. H. 58 plus,

w. 37 plus, th. 3 - 4.4, uninsoribed. PI. p£> •
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PISIDIA

Apameia and Kelainai

The Site. The ancient topography of Apameia. has been very

thoroughly discussed by several modern writers^, and there
is no point in °>.erupting to go over it again in its entirety.

The account given in C3 is altogether convincing except
in three points (map, pi. 22 )•

Orgas; the Orgas .joined *fhe Maeander above the latter's

junction with the Marsyas, ai'ter flowing gently through flat

country (Strabo, 577). Pliny and I)io Chrysostom (who calls it

Orbas) mention it only in passing. The only possible

identification seems to be with the stream that rises at the

Menderes Diideni, within the bend of the Maeander to S of the

town, which corresponds perfectly to Strabo's description.

Ramsay's identification with the Norgaz Cay is attractive but

must be ruled out. Even if this stream ever reached the Maeander

in slimmer, which at present it does not, its gradient (about
1:60 according to CB (map opposite p. 397) or slightly less

according to the Turkish map^ is too steep for it to have been
the quiet stream described by Strabo.

Qbrima (ablative) given by Pliny as the fourth river of

Apaineia, may be due to a mis-reading, in a Greek source, of Thernia.

Ramsay applies the name, with some reservations, to the Menderes

Diideni, but it is unlikely that this, being one of the principal
natural curiosities of the area, should have been entirely
unnoticed in any other ancient source.
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Pliny's "fontes, Claeon et Gelon ab effectu graecorum

nominum diet!" may well be the two springs at the Menderes ---~=

Diideni described in GB (ii, pp. 407 f.). Ramsay's Gelon is still

recognizable, but has been silenced by the building of a rough
dam round it, his Claeon, when I visited it, was not in good

voice, possibly owing to some change in the water-level ox the
pool.

The Acropolis of Kelainai. Given the fact that Kelainai,

Apameia and the modern Dinar all occupy approximately the same

site, which is evident fx*om all the ancient accounts anj from
the extant remains, there are three possible sites for the

acropolis of Kelainai £pl.P7,C; cU~>rU^.t
1) The conical spur to the E of the modem town, on which

stand the remains of a Byzantine church. This site has been

generally accepted. Apart from the church, however, there is
no sign of its having ever been occupied; its defensibiiity
is also in doubt, as it i3 dominated by the higher hills to which

it is connected on the E.

2) The steep-sided but flat-topped hill, with remains of
a Hellenistic or Roman theatre, to the N of Dinar. This is

covered by a layer of occupation-debris at least 3 m. deep, with

pottery ranging from Phrygian to Roman. The sharp edges of the
hill suggest that it was once fortified.

3) A smaller flat-topped ridge with scattered Roman and
earlier pottery on the left bank of the Marsyas, at the foot
of the hill on which the church stands. This is less steep than

2), and is to some extent commanded by an outcrop of rock above
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the springs of the Marsyas•

Of the three hills, 1) is presumably the fibres r<^w-

ju^vC6s opes mentioned in the Sibylline Books (i, 262,
quoted OB ii, p. 454), as the mountain on which the Ark came

to rest. The presence of the church is thus explained.

Phrygian Kelainai depended for its importance, which was

considerable, lately on its position as a road-centre and in
particular on its command of the pass over Ak Ba^ just above
the town. It is therefore likely that the citadel commanded
the road directly and -was spacious enough to accomodate at any

rate a large proportion of the population with their goods.
This does not suggest the hill on which the church stands. A

comparison with G-ordium, where the fortified acropolis was simply
the old occupation-mound standing inside the walled town, or

with Amorion (p.144) -where much the same may have been the case,

shows that a Phrygian or Persian acropolis was not necessarily

very high. Indeed the hill on the right bank of the Marsyas is

considerably higher than the mound at Gordion, and quite high

enough to conform with Arrian's description of the citadel of
Kelainai (Anab. i, 29) as tfVcp* ohtcTcp~.es # ±a
not indeed sheer, but is considerably sceeper than the other

two and difficult of approach on all sides. One possible

objection tc this theory is provided by the words of Livy (xxxviii
13), "Maeander ex arceACelaenarum ortus, media urbe decurrens",
and by the evidence of Strabo (577-578). Strabo tells us that

the Maeander rose 3trc f Xo^c-v Tires t on which there

had been a city of the same name, though the population had been
transferred by Antiochus Soter to the later Apameia.



Livy has presumably confused Liarayas and Maeander, and the

phrase "ex arce summa" ia certainly an exaggerated description
of any of the possible citadels or of the source of any of the

Apameian rivers.

Strabo's account is in general very accurate, and his
statement on this point cannot be disregarded, as it seems to
indicate the hill. on which the church stands as the site of the

city of Kelainai. We should probably understand him to mean

that the whole mountain was known as hcifos , and that
Eelainai was situated somewhere on it. He may indeed not have

realised that Kelainai was within a mile or so of the later

Apameia. The fact remains that the hill in which the theatre

is sunk was densely inhabited in Phrygian times.

It is also possible, though unlikely, that there was a

fortified place of refuge higher up the mountain, which has still

to be discovered. One might compare Livy's account (xxxviii, 18)
of the flight of the Gauls from Gordion to a fastness in the

mountains some distance away.

The city of Kelainai should therefore be envisaged as

crowded on and around the Theatre Hill, which was fortified by
Xerxes and served as the acropolis. The hill on the left bank

was probably also inhabited, while the agora of Herodotus (vii,
26) lay around the springs of the Marsyas, on the main road and

protected to some extent by the acropolis. Herodotus

presumably derived his knowledge of the position of the agora

from the same source as his description of the westward march of

Xerxes, for the palace that the king built on his return from
Greece (Xenophon, Anabasis i, 2, 7) seems to have displaced the
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market-place at the springs of the Ilarsyas.
The Hellenistic city* Of the extent and nature of the city

of Apameia, "built "by Antiochua Soter (230-262) we have no specific
information from ancient sources. Livy (xxxv.iii, 13) tells us

only that it was "haud procul veteribus Celaenis", while Strabo
(577 ff-)» who is very vague over the position of Kelainai,

merely makes it clear that the Marsyas rose within the city of
Apameia and flowed down to the suburbs, where it joined the
Maeander. Indeed, it appears that the refoundation by Soter -

involved a change of centre rather than a real change of site.

Probably one or other of the hills beside the Marsyas was

retained as an acropolis and a large new quarter, with all the

public buildings and amenities to be expected in a Hellerfistic

city,^at the lower end of the narrow gorge of the Marsyas and
along the slopes of the hills on either side, facing out across

the Maeander.

Hellenistic and Roman Buildings; She greatest concentration
of architectural fragments is now in the gardens S of the modern

town; Arundell (Seven Churches, p. 103) also mentions ancient

walls near the source of the Ilica, at the foot of the Theatre

Hill.

The two arches over the springs of the Ilica (C3 i.i, p. 4-03)
are still visible, somewhat obscured by a modern parapet, and

by the damming of the stream to form a swimming-bath, so that

only the crowds of the arches can be seen above the water. Above

the Menieres Diidcni, near Incirli Pinar (Ramsay's Gelon). are a

number of small and unpretentious tombs cut in an outcrop of rock,
entered by small, roughly circular, holes, and having no

arcosolia or other features of interest (Pi.22),
* Pl.PTjB.
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Byzantine Monuments * As is pointed out in CB (ii, pp.445

ff.)# Apameia declined in the Byzantine period, as a result of
the decline in importance of the main road up the Maeander and

Lykos valleys from Ephesus• Very few of the Christian

inscriptions there are much later than the time of Constantino
(exceptions include CB ii, nos. 337 f»5 MAMA vi, nos. 237 f.).
The only Byzantine Building preserved, if one excludes small
rock-cut chapels such as that mentioned in CB (ii, no. 398) is
the comparatively large Basilica on the conical hill above the
source of the Marsyas.

Sketch plans of this church have already been published by

Arundel! (Discoveries i, pi. I } and by Weber (Pinair, Celeries,

p. 34, reproduced in Kleinasien, fig. 43 and Cabrol-Leclercq.
s.v. Apam^e), but neither is entirely accurate or complete.

The walls are faced with large, well cut blocks of an

intractable yellowish or pinkish breccia, well jointed on the

exterior. The blocks of the inner and outex* faces almost meet

in the centre of the wall, and although some rubble was pushed

into the interstices, no mortar appears to have been used, as

the core was not intended to carry any load.

The plan (pi. 13) is, up to a point, very typical of the

Anatolian basilica or barn-church of the period before the Arab
wars. The overall width is 25.70 m., the exterior width of nave

and aisles 16.20 m. Internally, the nave ana aisles iornn an

exact square of 14.20 m., and the span of the nave (6.35 m.) is

almost exactly double that of the aisles. The main arcades

were carried on very plain rectangular piers. Only three of the

pier-bases were visible, but it is fairly certain that there

were originally seven bays to each arcade, with an average span
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of about 2 in. between centres. The arches, to judge from one

preserved spring-stone (pi. V> ), were of slightly horseshoe form,
reaching their greatest diameter about 20 cm. above the spring.

There is a small door on the S side of the church, near

the W end. The apse is stilted in plan, and has a string-course
at a low level on the exterior.

The narthex, which communicates with the nave and aisles

through three doors, is divided into three sections by small
pilasters which must have carried arches spanning E-W. ■ The—
central and IT sections have exterior doors on the W, while in the

3 section the door is replaced by a small niche on the exterior

of the wall. To IT and S of the narthex are two chambers,

probably stair-case turrets each about 4 m. square, communicating

only with the narthex (see below)*
Arundell's plan shows a row of columns parallel to the W

wall of the narthex and 15 ft. from it, with walls projecting

from the facade to meet it. Unfortunately neither the plan nor

the description (Discoveries, pp./TS"/- ) makes it clear whether

these columns formed part of an atrium or of a porch of unusual

type, and the only trace of the whole structure that is still

visible is a single stone projecting westwards from the S end
of the facade, which appears to belong to the S flanking wall.

A somewhat curious feature is the thickening of the wall
on either side of the central outer door of the narthex. This

appears to be original and may have some connection with the

outer porch or atrium. According to Weber, this door, like that
between the narthex and the nave, had moulded jambs. A piece

of lintel lying on the ground nearby shows mouldings similar
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to those of the inner door. Weber also suggests that both these

doors had arched heads, but of this there is now no evidence.
Decoration, (see pi. 23 ) Apart from a large cross incised

on the S wall of the liarthex, and smaller ones on at least some

of the arch-springings, the surviving decoration 01 the church
is confined to simple mouldings. The moot elaborate are those
of the door-jaikhd and of the string-course round the apse. The

piers are absolutely plain except for a slight fillet at top and

bottom, and their bases (not to scale on the drawing) are

extremely simple. I was unable to find any of the pier-capitals,

except that of the responding pilaster at the W end ox the IT
arcade.

Restoration of the upper parts of the church. The walls
are nowhere preserved to a height of much over 2m., and none

of the windows is preserved. The roof, to judge from the

comparatively small amount of debris in the nave, was probably
of wood. There is no evidence either for or against the

existence of a clerestory; galleries are suggested by the

presence of stair-case towers.

Comment. The plan of the nave and aisles is typical of
the larger Central Anatolian basilicas of the oeriod before the

basilicas (1001 Churches, passim)•
The absence of a south door in the west wall of the narthex

is also perhaps an echo of a type common in Kara Da^, although
it takes a less extreme form in that the S section of the narthex

is not separated from the central section by a wall, as is usual
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there, (1001 Churches, e.g. fig* 24)and the narthex still has
a HW door.

The two chambers flanking the narthex are also an unusual
feature in Asia Minor. At here Agzi (Kleinas. Denkm. fig.ill),
projections N and S of the narthex house stairs leading to the

galleries; similar stairs, though leading from the aisles
instead of from the narthex, are used in St. Sophia at

Constantinople (A.M. Schneider, Die Hagia Sophia zu Konstantinopel

Berlin, 1939> fig.l). Kasr ibn Wardan in Syria (Butler, PUAES

1904-5-9 11$ B,i, p.30) has no narthex, but the 3^airs are

contained in a tower projecting N from the NW corner of the church.

There can be little doubt that both at Apameia and in the

problematic church no. 32 at Degile (1001 Churches, p. 210, fig.

164) the chambers flanking the narthex were used for this purpose,

but that the stairs, being of wood, have been lost.

The galleries implied by these stairs, if such they were,

are definitely a feature imported from the Mediterranean coast,

where they occur at Antalya (Papers of the British School at Rome

xxdi, <w,p.let pere Agzi (Kleinas. Denkm. pp. Smstf') and elsewhere.

Discounting Alahan^which belongs, in spite of its distance from

the coast, entirely to a coastal tradition, the only certain

example on the Plateau is Degile no. 32, which is completely
unlike anything else in Lykaonia. It is of course possible that
at Apameia the gallery extended only over the narthex, as it
does in (^anli Kilise (1001 Churches, pp. 404 ff.).

The line of columns seen by Arundell to the west of the

church may perhaps have belonged to an open columnar porch, such
as is used, in place of a closed narthex, in many churches in
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Syria and Palestine^'^• A modified form with only two columns
occurs in Cilicia and even in Kara Dag, but both in Syria and
in Asia Minor the columnar porch acts as a narthex and is not

used to supplement a closed narthex when thi3 occurs. A more

probable alternative to a columnar porch is the type of atrium
found in the lower church at Perge (Kleinas. Denkm., fig. 21),
which had L-shaped piers at the corners and, presumably, columns

along all four sides. This type of atrium also occurs at Korykos,
in the "Grabeskirche extra muros" (MAMA ii, pp. IjO f., fig.

130), and in the "Council Church* at Ephesos (Ephesos IV, i,

pp. 41 ff., fig. 21), but it is not a common form in Asia Minor.

normally the atrium had only three colonnades, being bounded
(l)

on the E by the narthex of the church , though in some

instances, where the narthex itself was fronted with columns,

it gave the effect of being a complete peristyle, (e.g. the

"Querschiffbasilika extra muros" at Korykos, MAMA ii, p. 113»

fig. 109). If the columns at Apameia did in fact belong to an

atrium, it must have been a small one, as the ground slopes
downwards quite steeply to the west of the church.

In s|)ite of the "coastal" elements in its plan, which are

not entirely unexpected in view of the geographical position
of Apameia, the church is in other respects a typical example
of a Central Anatolian basilica. The rectangular piers and the

apparent lack of any decoration based on the acanthus, the stilted

apse without lateral chambers, and the straight-forward basilican

interior, are all features that could be parallelled in dozens
of churches on the Plateau.

Dating. The only inscription recorded in the church is CB

ii, no. 397, a simple dated by liamsay, from the
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form of the letters, as"not likely to be later than the fourth

century"• But lettering is never a very reliable criterion
and is not to be relied on in this case any more than in others.

As there, is no church in Central Anatolia that can be dated

with certainty to the fourth century, there is a general and
not unnatural tendency for the earliest Plateau churches to be

ascribed to the fifth. In this case the style of decoration

is so simple as to be of little use chronologically, though it
is probably, permissible to doubt whether rectangular piers, as

opposed to reused Roman columns, would have been used at a

city such as Apameia until at any rate the later- fifth century.

The plan of the west end proves only that the builder had seen

some of the larger churches on the S coast, most of which also

appear to be of the fifth* The massive stone blocks of the walls

suggest an earlier rather than a later date, and are very

unlikely to be later than the sixth century. In view of the

lack ox dated parallels near at hand, greater precision than

this is impossible^ •

NOTES

(1) e.g. at Jerash; Gerasa, plans xxxvii, xxxix,xli; at Umm
idj Djimal, PUAES 1904-5-9, figs. 151,158,167,171; at Dar Kxta,
AAES 1899-1900, ii, fig. 79.

(2) Indeed, at Perge and Korykos^.JJfc is not absolutely certain
f hat the east colonnade of the did not serve as a narthex.

(3) Leclereq., in Cabrol-heclercq i,2, cols.2504 f., goes to great
lengths to make the church pre -Constantinian. Strzygowski,
kleinasien, p.56, does not commit himself to Weber's Constantinian
dating.
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Apameia

Inscription

My time at Apameia was largely taken up with non-epigraphic

work, and in any case the supply of inscriptions has declined

considerably of late. In fact I was able to add only one to
the existing corpus.

136. DIKICI, in a lane. Limestone block with recessed panel.
H. 94 (panel 55), w. 140 (panel 88), th. 35 , lett. 3 -4.
PI. 14 , from impression only.
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PISIDIA

Auollonla and Tymandos

In the Hellenistic and early Roman periods the only city

(see below) in the Kara Arslan Ovasi was probably Apollonia,
which stood on the slopes below the Turkish town of Uluborlu,

facing northwards across the plain. Ramsay argued (HGAM.p.401 n)
that the original site of the Hellenistic colony was at Olukman
in the plain below, but the large quantity of ancient stones

in the field-walls on the slopes, and the reports of ancient

building-foundations discovered there are enough to show that
Olukman was at best only an outlying suburb of Apollonia.

In the 4th century Apollonia took the name of Sozopolis

(MAMA iv, no. 149), and at some time in the early Byzantine

period the precipitous rock overhanging the town was fortified

(below); it remained an important fortress at least until the

Turkish conquest^^.
Turkish Uluborlu was centred originally round the saddle

to the W of the castle, while the numerous Greek population was

allowed to continue living in the castle itself until 1923,
when they were removed, to Greece (I.IAMA iv, p.xiv ).
Today the town is moving back down the hill towards its original

position, and many of the houses of the old Turkish quarter have
been abandoned.

The Castle. The castle of Sozopolis, which still dominates
the town, is protected on three sides by almost unscalable cliffs

some 200 m. high (well shown in KAMA iv, pis. 5-7). On the W,



facing the Turkish town, the slope is less steep, and it is
only on this side that any artificial fortifications are to
he seen fc

The walls are "built of reused blocks, with a strong mortar

core, and are about 3 a. thick. The size of the blocks varies

considerably, and parts of the wall have been rebuilt at various
times. A stretch about 180 m. long with two gates and three

towers, is preserved to a considerable height (pis .142 P7, E)-
The main gate, at the lower (S) end of the preserved section,
is a simple square tower with a vaulted passage running through

it; a little extra space inside the tower was provided by

large arched niches on either side of the passage; the vaults
are of mixed brick and stone construction (pl.?7/£), and the

upper parts at least of the tower were reinforced with timber,
embedded in the core of the walls. There is no indication of

how the gates were hung.

The second gate, just to S of the northernmost tower of the

wall, has been badly damaged, but seems never to have been

more than an arched opening in the wall. It is protected from
frontal attack by a sharp slope, as well as by the tower beside

it.

The towers are solid, having no internal chambers. At the
a

extreme N end wall about 3 m. thick projects at right angles
to the main wall; it does not appear to have formed part of a

tower, and its purpose is uncertain, though it may have been
used as a bastion to provide cross-fire covering the wall to the

S, or possibly to cover a sally-port on the extreme edge of the
cliff.
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Some foundations ;just to the S of the second tower may

belong either to an outer wall (cf• p. 19, ntf. S ) or, more

probably,to an earlier square tower, later replaced by the
present polygonal one. At this point the curtain-wall overlies
the end of an earlier wall running towards the E, which can be

traced for about 100 m. inside the castle; whether this was

originally the S wall of the castle, or an internal division
such as is found in some Byzantine and Seljuk citadels, is

(2)
uncertain • The extent of the castle do?m the hill on the S

is quite uncertain. There are faint signs of a wall running
E from the main gate, but this may have been merely a terrace
to support the road, for the outer wall seems to have continued
down the hill, which, although very steep, is not precipitous
at this point.

The castle as a whole would probably repay further study,

especially if some of the more critical points could be

excavated. Central Anatolia is rich in Byzantine castles, but

only a few, such as Amorion (p.146)t Kotiaion, Sozopolis and,

in so far as it is Byzantine, Ankara, show any signs of
deliberate planning, as opposed to mere plugging of the gaps in

almost impregnable natural defences. It would also be interesting
to know whether there are still any "remains of the old Hellenic

walls, consisting of very lax"ge blocks of stone" that Hamilton

(Researches, ii, p. 363) saw incorporated in the Byzantine work.

T.ymandos lay about 11 km. ENE of Apollonia near the modern
Yaztu or Yassi Viran (WE, p. 333; MAMA iv, p. xiii). The

question of its status as a city at various periods is still

open to discussion, since it already had a strategos in 140
(MAMA iv, no. 235), although the charter that gave it municipal



status (ibid. no. 236) appears to be of much later date^
Possibly it was reduced to the rank of village at some

intermediate time, as Orkistos appears to have been (KAMA vii,
no. 305).

It is probably fair to say that Tymandos rather than Apollo
nia was the natural centre of this plain. The advantages of

the latter were its ifMiensely strong acropolis and its control

over the road that became, under Augustus, the Via Sebaste from
Comama to Lystra. Today Uluborlu, perhaps weakened by the loss
of its Greek community, has given up much of its importance
and the greater part of its territory to Senirkent, the -modern,
representative of Tymandos.

Other inhabited sites in the plain included:

1)01ukman (WE, p. 352) about 4 km. N of Uluborlu; it was

perhaps a suburb of Apollonia situated on the direct line of
the Via Sebaste, if, as seems likely from the lie of the ground,
it avoided passing through Apollonia.

2) There are said to be ruins at Bozdunau^, 1 hour N¥ of
Gengali where the Via Sebaste met the shore of Hoyran Golii.

3) On the S edge of the plain there are the curious

rook-cuttings at Alcibar or Altincebbar (WE p. 403; MAMA iv,

p. xiii, pi,7). The purpose and date of these remains obscure.

Several other place-names in this area are known from

inscriptions. Plouristra,. probably near the modern Pise (or

Ba^koy) is known from a dedication to Men Plouristreus (MAMA iv,
no. 230; but see also HE s.v. Pissa), while the demos of Plinna
is commemorated in MAMA iy no. 137, which was first seen by
Sterrett (WE no. 597) near Iley (Ileydag) in the pass leading
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wea^war^s out of the plain. Arka (MAMA iv, no. 251; WE no. 586)
is unidentifiable. The name Banboula (WE no. 564) has been

recognised in the modern village Bambul, S of Tatarlx (MAMA iv,

p. 7i; it is not marked on the 1:200,000 map). Sterrett takes

Akena (WE no. 504; cf. WE no. 564) to be a place-name, but

the meaning of the text is uncertain.
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Apollonia and Tymandos

NOTES

(1) On the origin of Apollonia, Roman Rule, p. 1315* n. 20;
I have not visited Olukam; the presence of numerous inscriptions
in the gardens in the plain is to "be explained as due to the

presence of cemeteries rather than of a city. Ruge, in HE s.v.

XfS 1, writing "before the publication of MAMA iv, is

unnecessarily sceptical of the identity of Sozopolis with

Apollonia• -

(2) The most complete example in Asia Minor of a city-fortress
with internal divisions is at Alanya; S.Lloyd and E.S.Rice,

Alanya (Occ. Publ. of the B.I.A.A., no. 4), 1958, p. 11, fig.l.

Antalya had a similar division into quarters or wards;

Pamphylien u. I'isidien, i, p.8, fig.4. Alanya is almost wholly

Seljuk and Antalya (and Ankara, which is also planned on this

principle) at least partly so. At Trebizond, the castle, which

is almost entirely Byzantine, though largely later than 1204,
is divided into two parts, of which the upper was largely taken

up by the imperial palace. Here at Sozopolis the Palace of the

Archangel (no.141) was perhaps an inner citadel of this type.

(3) In view of both the -wording and the lettering, it is hard
to disagree with Mommeen's dating of the charter to Diocletian or

even later;especially when it is compared wifch the Constantinian
charter of Orkistos (Hermes xxii, 1887, p. 321)
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Apollonia and Tymandoa

Inscriptions

137* GENCALI, in a field 1.5 km* N of the village, 100 m. from
the dhore of the lake. Limestone miliarium, broken below. H. 114

plus, diam. (above) 58, lett. 3-4. PI. 'iM •

/imp. Caes. Septixai7us
/Sevr7us/Pius Per/tinax

I • • • # • •

Aug. Arabicus /Adiabe-^
nicus Parthi^/cus Ma-J7

5. ximus pont/if7ex /ro/a/x.7
trib. pot. vi. imp. xi. co</s.ii7
P*P* /p7rocos. et l/m7p .

Caes. M. Aur. Antoni-

nu/s/. Aug. cos. Part(hicus)
10. M&xi/wus restitue-

rurj^t pexy'^per} T.Atticiu-
m No/rban/7lira Strabonem* • • •

leg. Aug. pr. pr. mil. pass.
• • • # •

xxiix

Letters underlined were read by Pace in 1914.
11. 1-2 The traces of letters at the end of line 2 are

consistent with the reading given, but do not impose it. There

are remains of a second and probably later inscription on this

part of the stone, but they are virtually illegible and as far
as possible have been omitted from the drawing.

1.6 Pace read trib. pot viii^£..
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1*11 Reading based on that of Pace.

11. 12-13 Some of the letters are of minuscule form, as in

other milestones of Atticius Strabo (e.g. below, no. /65 ).
The dating is problematical. According to Cagnat (Cours,

p. 209) Caracalla did not become Parthicus Maximus until 199
or consul until 202, when Severus was trib. pot.x Imp, xi.

The reading given here for line 6 supposes a date in the latter

part of 193, which agrees with the date of at least two of the
other known milestones of Atticius Strabo (SERP p. 172, no. 56
= CR xix, 1905, p. 416,,no. 7; PIR(2) i, p. 269, no. 1331,3
= ? that mentioned in JRS xvi, 1926, p. 105)* It is possible

that the hand-written text from which these milestones were

engraved gave the tribunician power of Severus as vi owing to

confusion with Caracalla, whose sixth tribunician power

corresponded with Severus' eleventh. This would explain the

reference to Caracalla as consul and Parthicus Maximus, and
date both the milestones and the governorship of Atticius Strabo
to 202-3.

The praenomen of Atticius is given in two other milestones

(SEKP p. 173, no. 58; A.M. Ramsay, Report to the Wilson Trustees

for 1909 (privately printed 1910), no. 6) as C(aius). In the

other known examples the praenomen has been lost.

Published with differences by 3.Pace, Ann, d. R. Scuola Arch.

in Atene etc., iii, 1916-1920, p. 51, no. 39 = Ann. Ep. 1922,no.5•

138. ULUBORLTJ, in the Ismet Pasa school, said to have been

formerly in a mosque in the citadel. White marble architrave,
without upper moulding, plain behind, the front divided into

three fasciae, all originally inscribed. On the original upper
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surfacei a two-line inscription in Arabic characters. The stone

appears to be complete except at the lower left, but may have
been neatly recut. H. 30, w. 8S, th. 24, lett. (1.1) 3.2 - 4.0,
(1.2) 2.8 - 3.2, (1.3) 2.3 - 3.0. PI.24.

1.4 Frobably an ancient erasure. There was perhaps originally
a fifth line.

139. ULUB0B1U, in the outer wall of Sait 3ey's house on the NE

of the town. White limestone fragment, apparently complete below.
H. 32 plus, w. 33 plus, th. lett. 3*9 - 4.2. PI.24 •

- • J repo-v (_

140. ULUBOELU, in the wall of Sait Bey's garden. Fragment of
white limestone architrave, apparently complete above, upper

moulding defaced. H. 35 plus, w. 49 plus, th. lett. 14.9 -

19.5. PI.24 .

No facsimile; drawn from sketch. Probably part of the

inscription restored in IfAMA iv, no. 139.

1 hp T p w 0- UJ T "J p 1 Keti
— C-'iKovil )(p"u o- n 0 <f, 1 TTn us 1 kd 1 v y j_~ j-
--is.'o.* Tc's tJJv rrj>



141* ULUBORLU, in the wall of Sait Bey's garden. Fragment of

architraves apparently complete above, upper moulding defaced*
H. 38 plus, w. 30 plus, th. lett. (1.1) 9.5 - 10.0, (1.2) c.8.

"Jc-pi L

I.2 probably an architectural term, e.g. crfyvt ipicrT^ or
I pjU cT rjp»»o(.
142. ULUBORLU, in the threshold of Bahge Cami'i. Limestone block
H. 40, w. 67, th. 24, lett. 2.5-4.0. In the centre of the

inscription is what appears to have been an incised Latin cross,

later defaced by a circular sinking (depth 1.5) and a channel

running from it to the upper edge of the stone. PI. 2S ,

QijVot y€ o -uT<r
to rrkWri </

To *u R p X «< v ~
> c

y £ X © "V C* "*o %f S G ~
5. | olKoe-to «• Toy

eft s o/vv. k oc-t(oJ y ;7
II. 2-3 Normally, even in very late Greek, an imperial palace

here possibly the residence of some imperial official. The name

"Palace of the Archangel" was perhaps derived from its proximity
to a church of St. MichaelJ compare the Palaces of St. Theodora
and of St Zacharias at Constantinople (R.Janin, Constantinople

Byzantine, Paris, 1950, p. 144),
Date 653/4 or 645/6 (Galatian era); 647/8 orS39/40 (Actian era

Published, MAMA iv, no. 225.
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143* ULUBSRLU, behind a house on the new main street* Cylindrical
limestone bomos, with ox-heads and swags in relief. II. 85, diam*

41, 39-43, 46, lett. 3. Bl.PS.

144. At a crossroads about 1 km. of Uluborlu. Bomos with

pedimental top, slightly broken above. On the base-line of the

pediment a small boss. H. 93»plus, w. 40, 36, 42, th. 34, 33-37,

39, lett. 2.5 - 3.2. PI.2-5 ,

1.2 The last letter seems to be N, perhaps inserted to avoid
a hiatus before the vowel that follows it.

145. At a crossroads 3 km. S7/ of Uluborlu. Limestone homes,
broken above. H. 47 plus, w. -, 31, 49, th. -, 31, lett.

1.7 - 2.6. PI. 2-5 ,

£Aj"ap. A <r 14 i to £ —
oVSjp/

5.

leaf
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146. HAHMUT1AR, 2-3 km* from. Uluborlu on the road to Inhisar,

in a field wall, limestone block or stele, moulded below, broken

above and below* H* 45 plus, w. 63, th. lett. 3.5.P1.2.5.
© ~U % • wo V TO Qjl V £ I pj
fT|2>u ^As-'KI^V Ke yo W6u»v
itpoTcpoS ♦ fee

The main ep iCnvh was presumably higher up the shaft*

147* Uluborlu, in an orchard below the town. Limestone stele

with gabled pediment, slightly broken above. In the pediment,
defaced relief. H. 102 plus, w. 44, 40, 44, th. 38, 38, 43,
lett. 2.5 - 3.0. PI. 25 .

1/| TpeS«op0,s

cj)v<ri S7
O-u ToirA

^ Tk-j yvvot*
■y X V K X) W-T ^ p.K v (VA. q pJ
[xii3,v' -

T*Kcv<r^

iecvf

148. ULUBORLU, in the porch of Bahge Carai'i. Plain limestone

cylinder, inscribed on one end; broken left. Liam. 42, th. 42,
lett. 2-2.8. PI. 2? .

j™3 SJ £ K J. v<. ^ %
<T po cr-at c&i
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[- u> ypwiW) r,o yox
? h n-o ] rj°~ 6 v oV oS o ^ ^ g -

5. [. - - -J 5 T to T(,H0 ^ ^ -£nO-
? [0^jK'jS T.v/os K*ft-Vf>y»7-

jVtfi 4jc-~€r ot-oTotS iT foo[s]
[rJ^V Kficus TijV

v<xt. 0C-OV

143• ULUBORLU, in the Ismet Pasa School. Cylindrical bornos.
H« 161, diam. 27, 23-26, 30. Round the upper moulding, a series
of eyes; on the shaft, in relief, aedicula with seated figure
in cloak and Phrygian cap, holding a small object in either hand;
uninscribed. PI. 23 .

150. YASSI VIRAH, in a lane. Stele with pediment and lateral

pilasters; between the capitals of the pilasters, swag supported

by ox-heads; on the shaft, vine, bill-hook and defaced bust?
Faint traces of inscription in the pediment and along the upper

moulding. Broken above. H. 138, w* 55» 50~53» 55, th. 24.
PI .P? .

151. S XXLih.X'.ii. U- 4 in the wall of the Turan Primary School. Plain

block with vine and bill-hook in relief. H. 66, w. 99, th.

Uninscribed. P1.2&.

152. ULUB0R1U, outside the Iosque of Ala'eddin. White marble slab
with circular hollow decorated with radiating flutes meeting in
a central raised boss. At the corners, defaced mouldings

resembling capitals; across each end, rectangular area with



semicircular ends, left rough probably as seating for an

elongated "double column"« Probably the floor of an elaborate

ambo. Both long sides trimmed off at a later date. II# 27, w.

172, th. 123, diam. of hollow 126. Pl.Ps.
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GALATIA SALITTABIS

The Area of Amorion

Amorion was identified by Hamilton (Researches i, pp.449-455)
at Hergan Kale, now Asar (or Hisar) Koyii, 13 hm. E of Aziziye
(Emirdag). The correctness of this identification, which has
been generally accepted, is finally confirmed by no. 153,
erected by the agent at Amorion in change of collecting the

portorium dues on the frontier of Asia and Galatia, which ran,

until the Pibclehie.jmc reorganisation of the provinces, a little
to the E of Amorion.

Hamilton's description of the site is considerably fuller
than could now be given, and it is unfortunate that he does not

supplement it with a plan. The citadel mound, which represents

the accumulated debris of a large Phrygian ana earlier town,

is about 300 m. from IT to S, 200 m. from E to W and 15 m. high.

The walls, built of reused blocks including a large percentage

of Roman gravestones, can still be traced round most of the

circuit of the citadel. Within it, tnere are slight traces of
a small apsidal building, probably a church. In Hamilton's

time "all was ruin and confusion, though lines of streets and

houses were still visible".

The city stretched a considerable distance to S and W of

the citadel, but apart from some traces of its fortifications

and a large rectangular area like a military camp^" (perhaps the

"gymnasium" mentioned by Hamilton) no individual buildings can

be distinguished. A thorough survey of the site, for which I

was not equipped at the time of my visit, might reveal many other

t Pi. pa,A



points of interest. The extent of the site and the high quality
of some of the architectural remains found there (e.g. the

Byzantine capitals MAMA i, no. 433? vi, no. 416) fully bear out
the literary testimony to its importance during the Byzantine

period and particularly during the Arab wars (IIGAM, p. 231)»
when it blocked the E-W road through the plain between the

which
Sangarios and Emir Bagiwas the easiest route from the Cilician
Gates to Dorylai^n and Kotiaion. It is generally assumed that
the site at A^agi Piribeyli 28 km. ESE of Amorion was the Pissia
of the Notitiae (HGAM pp. 232 f.; MALIA vii, p. xix) although,
as pointed out by Keil (RE s.v. Pissia), there is no reason why

it should have been. Indeed, since Pissia is known only as a

bishopric of comparatively late date, a high proportion of

Byzantine inscriptions would have been expected there; out of

the 20 stones from Asagi Piribeyli published in i'aAHA vii (pp.
57 ff.) only one is of Byzantine type. An alternative, which

seems at least as likely, though also not supported by Byzantine

inscriptions, is that Pissia was the later name of Peisea (JHS

xviii, 1898, pp. 114 f.; HAMA vii, no. 133) > the modern Bise,

SW of Philomelion.

Two mounds, one S of Piribeyli, the other SW, as well as

a flat area W of the village, now used as a cemetery, are strewn

with late Homan and early Byzantine pottery. It was an obvious
site for a settlement, having plenty of water and lying at the
N end of the valley separating Emir Dagr from the hills that
surround the modern Yunak through which at least one road must

have passed ( p.. 168 f.)
Saiait, about 5 km. SSE of Piribeyli, is also a fairly large



Soman and Byzantine site (about 30 acres of miserably poor-

-looklng ruins just to the E of the mound on which the Dede

stands)*



The Area of Amorion

Inscriptions

153• ASAR, in the yard of a house below the SW corner of the
citadel. Limestone block, originally moulded above and below
on all sides except perhaps the left. Complete but mouldings
defaced. H. 96, w. 128, th. 57, lett. 5-8. PI.26 , from

impression only.

11. 2-3 For the formula cf. OIL iii, 447 (7149)» 7153*

Amorion is however the first certainly known inland station of
the portoria Asiae (see S.J.de Laet, Povtorium. Brugge, 1949»
pp. 75 f., 278 ff»). The mention of socii is of little use in

dating the inscription, as the portoria of Asia were still in

private hands until the late 2nd century (RE s.v. Portorium,
col. 393).

154. HAMZAHACILI, in the wall of the mosque yard. Upper part
of doorstone, broken below. H. 88 plus, w. 64, th. -, lett.

1.3-6.0. PI.26 t from impression only.

Q-v & vq -u o~ < c 5 K<A»

diis Ivlanibus Bellici.

Isochrysus sociorum

p(ublici) xxxx p(ortoriorum) A(siae) vilic(us) Amuri

f(ecit)



155. SAMII, recently excavated on a kill E of the Dede. Triple
dooi'stone of greyish-white local marble, broken below. H. 105
plus, w. 202, th. 34, 30, lett. 3»5 - 4.0. In the upper

panels of the doors 1) knocker, 2) key-plate, 3) four-
-petalled floweia, 4) bunch of grapes, 5} knocker, 6) key-plate
PI. .

A © ' £ ! yX-uxvro/T-U).
The inscription is complete.

156. AhAh, in a yard near the S» corner of the citadel.
Limestone doorstone with lateral pilasters, broken above. H.

143 plus, w. 68, 76, th. 52, 56, lett. 2.0 - 4.2. In the panels

1) boss, 2) key-plate, 3) defaced, 4} flower. PI. 26 *

from impression only.

d) (y!i f2>»os ?) t)pec-7>)S A~
K'uXoV IO-

c »r '
%J ui W i i « lO JVvV-

r| jv\ »*} 5 p * V,

157. asaSi PIRIBEYLI, near the too of the mound S of the village
b

Loorstone of fine-grained whitish marble, broken above, below

and left. H. 132 plus, w. 82 plus, th. 39, lett. 2.5 - 3.0.

In the panels, 1) draped male figure, 2) draped female figure,
3) and 4) ivy-scroll. On the lateral pilasters, vine-scroll.
PI. Pg • q $ £ l vV ~c -t' 5V ' YGS €• JaSvTn Koti Tc3 £lv$pi "v/o/ jV

158. A3AE, on the S side of the citadel* Limestone doorstone.
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H. 143» w. 72, 69, t>]i* 46, 42, lett. 3*5 — 5*0* In the panels,
1) ring, 2) key-plate, 3) and 4) objects resembling buckets.
PI. 1.1 .

Ao-uX»^v--

11. 1-2. The lapicide originally cut Aovv</vi3 but corrected
it to Aoa>X<<**^ » cf* Aov^i^vm in LIAMA vii, no. 556.

159. ASAfil PIRIBEYLI, in a lane. Upper part of limestone bomos,
*

with relief of eagle with wings spread; broken below and right.
H. 46 plus, w. 72 plus, th. 33, lett. 2-3* PI. 27 •

/S0»p Z<^T-|K~|OS MfVf-Xiev A-Uf> l<adl

Restoration exempli gratia. The surface of part of the

inscribed portion has broken away completely.

160. ASAR, in the wall of the citadel, on the S side. Limestone
doorstone, broken above. H. 150 plus, w. 70, th. 45, lett. 3*5.

In the panels 1) ring, 2) k^y-plate, 3) defaced, 4) four-
-petalled flower. PI.2G , from impression only.

OJ

161. ASAR, in a lane. Poorstone of grey crystalline marble.

H. 140, w. 59, th. 40, lett. 2.5 - 3*0. In the panels, 1) ring,
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2) key-plate, 3) mason's hammer, 4) bill—hook. Above the
door, pediment with acroteria; on the lateral pilasters.

11. 3-4 have been completely erased and replaced by the

signature of e. lurk, Ali Yllm(az) • On the base is an isolated
2, probably also modern.

162. ASAE, in an open space near the mosque. LlAhA vii, no. 297*
In my own photograph, admittedly not a very good one, there is
no sign of a cross in the conch over the door. The suspension
of the fish from a cross-bar can perhaps be explained by the

custom, still prevalent on parts of the Black Sea coast, of

carrying fish by means of a string passed through the gills and
attached to a piece of twig or reed about four inches long, which

serves as a handle and obviates the need of wrapping-paper.
The appearance of a fish so treated is exactly as portrayed on

MAMA vii, nos. 297-8. This does not fully explain the pairs
of fish in ibid., nos. 277, 279, suspended from bars resting

on single horizontal uprights.

vine-scroll. PI. 2.1.

L l

5. f'v-

163* ASAR, in an excavation below the IT?/ side of the citadel.

On the right side of a defaced doorstone, apparently reused in
the Byzantine wail and recently fallen from it. H. 51, w. 182,
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th. 90, lett. 4.5 - 7.0. Not illustrated.
A

Vjxc. T6K~OViK WV

The text is apparently complete and probably marks a

quarter of the city, belonging to the same series as MAMA vii,
no. 301. The letters are of similar form.

164. ASAB, in a yard. Coarse marble block in the shape of an

ossuary or small sarcophagus, with rounded top, decorated with

Aeolic half-columns and plain comer-pilaters. H. 36, w. 41,
th. 291 uninscribed. PI. 2.6 .
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LYKAONIA and TYANITIS

Geography : unlike Phrygia, Lykaonia does not lend itself
to treatment piecemeal, one valley at a time. Here the plain,
with varying degrees of flatness, runs unbroken from Amorion
eastwards to Tyana and from Laranda northwards to the N end of
Lake Tatta. The mountain ranges within this area are isolated
and with the solitary exception of Boz Dag have little effect
on the main lines of communication.

Strabo, in his account of Lykaonia (568), gives a grim

picture of waterless plains grazed by wild asses and by Amyntas*

flocks. The wild asses have been driven out, but the distant

descendants of Amyntas' sheep were until a few years ago

practically the only means of livelihood of the inhabitants.

The plain is bordered on the SE and SW by the main ridge
of the Taurus, which rises in places to over 3000 m.; the hills

of Morimene on the HE and those of Galatia on the NW from a lesser

but still perceptible barrier. The area thus enclosed is

approximately 100 km. square and stands for the most part about
1000 m. above sea level. It is generally flat or gently rolling,
and its flatness is accentuated by three ranges of mountains

rising steeply out of it.

Kara Dag (2271 m.), near the southern corner of the plain,
is a solid mass of grey and dull red trachyte surrounded by a

few conical outliers. Karaca Dag, further to the HE, is a long
ridge running NE-SW and dividing Lykaonia proper from Tyanitis.
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Boz Dag,on the west, a long chain of hills rarely rising more
than 500 m. out of the plain, cuts off the plain of Ikonion
from the rest of Lykaonia, hut can he crossed at several points.
From the top of Boz Dag on a clear day, one can see the whole
of Lykaonia spread out before on^s feet, with the salt-flats
of Tatta gleaming whitely on one hand, the highest peaks of the
Taurus rising in a solid wall on the other, and between them
Hasan Dagi, a great volcanic cone all the more impressive in its
isolation.

A belt of low rolling hills runs right across from Boz Dag
\/y

to Hasan Bagi and divides the plain into two main catchment areas;

the northern of these is centred on Lake Tatta, while the southern

one, drawing most of its water from the streams of the Taurus,

loses it in a series of lakes and marshes, of varying salinity,

that stretches from near Ikonion right across to Kybistra.

Lykaonia is a country Qf strange contrasts, of isolated

mountains rising from seemingly endless plains, marshes

alternating with wind-blown sand and pumioe-dust, desolate
saltflats and most surprising of all, the foothills of the Taurus

around Kybistra, where the hedges meet over the lanes and trout

swim in the clear, cold water of the streams.

The climate is a hard one, hot and dry in summer, bitterly
cold in winter, with a brief interval of warm, wet weather in

spring and early summer, when for a few weeks the whole landscape
is covered with grass, red anemones and white daisies. Autumn

is the best time to travel, when the sun has lost its heat and

the tracks are still dry.
Such rainfall as there is falls mainly in the spring, and
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in a good year will support a good crop of barley or wheat in
the damper parts of the plain. In antiquity the area under
cultivation was probably much smaller than it is today, but by
no means as small as it was a generation ago, before the advent
of mechanisation made it possible to grow a thin crop economically,,

Even drinking-water is scarce in many districts. At Savatra
the ancient city was supplied by underground springs in the floor
of a valley leading down from Boz Dag; but in the plain a mile
or two from Boz Dag the wells are over 50 m. deep and even then
the water is bad. Here aheep are still an important factor in
the economy, and twenty years ago, as in the time of Amyntas,

they were the only means of livelihood of the bulk of the

population. Even Boz Dag is changing fast, but it will be many

years before the courtesy and hospitality of its inhabitants

are exchanged for the suspicion and hostility of the Synnada

area or the commercialism that is creeping up the Maeander Valley.

Along the southern edge of the plains there are enough

perennial streams to allow a certain amount of irrigation.

Recently great progress has been made with schemes drawing their
water from the ^arsamba, south of Lystra, and from the streams
in the foothills east of Laranda. How much of this development
is in origin modern, is hard to say, but the great number of
ancient settlements in the Carqamba area suggests that it is not.
There is no natural drainage to the sea, and beyond the irrxgated

fringe of the plain there must always have been areas of
brackish or salt marshland where the waste water finally evaporated.

The principal ancient towns were those in the irrigated
areas. Of the seven cities of the Koinon of Lykaonia that are
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known to have struck their own coins in the 2nd and 3rd centuries

A.D., four can he identified with cex-tainty and three of these,
Laranda, Berbe and Ilistra., certainly had some sort of opportunity
for irrigation, while the fourth, Savatra, must always have

depended for its wealth on sheep and on its position as a road-
-centre. Of the other three, Dalisandos is quite uncertain,
while Hyde and Barata, if correctly placed by Ramsay at Karapinar
and Madensehir respectively (pp.230,242.), must have come in the same

category as davatra.

The Central Anatolian plain is, and always has been,

agriculturally poor, depending on subsistence agriculture and
semi-nomadic pasturage, but it had at all periods a certain

importance ir^ the road-system of Asia Minor. All the roads
connecting Pergamon, Ephesos and Constantinople to Syria and
the northern part of the Euphrates frontier took advantage of its

flatness, and in spite of the exactions of the Roman Imperial

posting system, must have contributed to its prosperity. Indeed

many of the ancient settlements in the plain, such as those at

Karapinar and Ortakuyu, must have existed largely because of
the roads on which they lay.

Ancient Roads in Lykaonia. The earliest east-west route

through Lykaonia of which we have detailed knowledge from
classical sources is that followed by Cyrus the Younger in 401,
which ran from Keramon Agora via Thymbrion and Ikonion to Tyana
(Xenophon Anab. i, 11 ff»). His road seems to be a modification

of the line proposed for the Royal Road by Professor Calder (CR,
xxxix, 1925, pp. 7 ff.). This line, through Laodikeia and
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Savatra to Kybistra, would have been excellent for couriers but
too barren to support an army. Between Ikonion and Tyana Cyrus'
road presumably ran along the south side of the plain, through
Laranda, this being the only route capable of supplying his
army with food and drinking-water, and it was probably a road
from naranda to the Cilician coast at Korykos that was taken by

Menon on his march to outflank the Cilician force holding the

Sates. Xenophon's distance of 50 parasangs from Ikonion to

1'yana suits this route well.

Strabo, four centuries later, says little explicitly on

the subject of roads, but his distances, 300 stadia from Tyana
to Kybistra (539) and 120 from Garsaoura to Xoropassos (563)
were presumably raeasured along roads, while his mention of
Bavatra (ibid.) as a town near Garsaoura can only be due to its

having been connected to the latter by a road.
Without straining Strabo's evidence too far, it is

permissible to conclude that he knew of two roads across the

plain, one from Garsaoura (Archelais, Aksaray) via Savatra to

Ikonion, the other from Tyana to Kybistra and thence either to
Laranda and Isaura or to Perta and Laodikeia Katakekaumene.

Cicero on his way to Tarsus in 51 B.C. gives no indication
of his route from Ikonion to Kybistra, and appears to have had
no interest whatever in the geography of his province.

Pliny and Ptolemy are equally unconcerned with roads, and it
is not until the fourth century A.I), that we have a connected

picture of the road-system of Central Anatolia, in the Peutinger

Table, which has suffered much from the usual defect of scribal

errors and far more from irresponsible emendation. The Lykaonian
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section of the Table omits a great deal and mangles some of the

place-names badly, but it is certainly correct in its main lines
and even the distances between stations are often accurate*

I have discussed elsewhere details of some of the roads

crossing the Lykaonian Plain (AS viii, pp. 223-234, a copy of
which will be found in the folder of plates). The purpose of
that article was mainly to show that the eastern part of the
road given by the Table as running from Abrostola to Tyana did
in fact exist, and that the distances and stations were probably
correct.

This does not of course mean that the remainder of the Table

is equally capable of verification, but it seems reasonable
that the Table should be given the chance of clearing itself of
tira grave charges of inaccuracy that have been made against it

(e.g. HGALI, pp. 52 ff., 357 ff.).
In the last fifty years our knowledge of the topography of

Lykaonia, both ancient and modern, has improved enormously, and
the Turkish 1 : 200,000 xaap, while a poor one by most European

standards, is an enormous advance on any of its predecessors.

As a result, we are now in a far better position to assess the

value of the Peutinger Table than were Ramsay, Anderson and Miller
in the early years of the century.

The Table as it stands is obviously incomplete. Among the
omissions in the section discussed here are several long
stretches of road, notably in southern Lykaonia, and a number
of individual station.s elsewhere. The long roads Ikonion-Side
and Isaura-Anemourion have no stations marked at all. But there

is only one part of this section of the Table where the general
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sense is not clear; that is in the road given as Ikonion-So.loi,
m

itself a very unlikely line, and^its junction with the south
coast road.

In the accompanying map (pi. 44 ), the whole of the

Peutinger Table for Lykaonia, together with the areas surrounding

it, has been drawn out to scale, showing the distances in Roraan
miles both according to the Table (Roman numerals) and as

measured on the 1 : 200,000 map, with allowance for bends (Arabic
numerals). A number of sections of road have been added, (in
broken line) as well as a number of probable stations not given

by the Table(in brackets).
The only additions for which I can find no positive

^ archaeological or literary evidence are.

1) The road from Ankyra to Ikonion (but see pp IHf)
2) That from laranda to SidaiaariaCp. 17S)«
3) That from Savatra to Kybistra(p. 17l).
4) That from Abrostola to Philomelion and Antiocheia(p.170).
The only conscious omiucions are.

1) The stations between Parnassos and Archclais, which are

out of order on the Table, as compared with the Antonine and

Jerusalem ItinerariesCpp. 1&6i).
2) The phrases in monte and in monte Tauro occurring

in the region of the Cilician Gates. It has been assumed that

Tarso was omitted here, because of its close resemblance to

Tauro, and that the distance XXX, given after Tauro, belongs to
another of the roads radiating from Tarsus, possibly that to

Sephyrion, though the distance is in fact too long(pp. 173
3) The junction of the road given as Ikonion~Soloi is
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problematical. I have brought this road down to the coast at
Seleukeia or Korykos. It is possible that there was a road from
Olba to Pompeiopolis, but it would be an extremely difficult
line, cutting across the lie of the country, and would not have
been the quickest route between the two. I have assumed that
Crunis XXIII, marked near Seleukeia, belongs to the coast road.

Detailed Analysis. To avoid confusion, each road is marked

on the map with a letter corresponding to the paragraph below, in
which the road is treated. The divisions are arbitrary but

correspond as far as possible to main through routes.

A. Given by the Table as Pesinunte xxiiii Abrostola xxiii

Amurio xi Abrostola xxiiii Tolosocorio vii Bagrum xx Verisso

xx Egdava xx Pegella xx Congusso xv Petra xx Comitanasso xii

Ubinnaca xxix Salaberina.

The only certainly identified stations are Pessinous, Amorion

and Perta (RE, s.v. Pessinous; above p. K6, below p.101 ).
Of the rest, Vetissos (Verisso) Gdahmaa (Egdava) and

Kouamitanassos (Comitanasso), are known from inscriptions that
do not entirely guarantee their locations. The demos of Vetissos

made a dedication to Meter Andeirene at Sari Kaya, and Vetissos

may have been either there or at rUliiklu 15 km. to the RE (11AHA

vii, p. xxiv). Gdanmaa or Gdammaua is mentioned in epitaphs
at qerkes Atlandi (MAMA vii, pp. xxii f.) and Qe^meli Sebir
(MAMA i, no. 339) and has been put at the latter (KAMA vii, pp.

xxii f.). Kouamitanassos is vouched for by a dedication (AS.
viii, 1958, Pp.2zTf), -which guarantees the name but not the

at/ Ortaiuiyu.
position. The size of the siteland its position exactly where
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the Table marks 0omitanasso leave little doubt that it was Kouamx-
baToaysos^

Of tne stations for which there is no epigraphic evidence

at all, Abrostola is the most problematic. The Table marks it
twice, once between Pessinous and Aiaorion and once between Amorion
and Tolosocorio (presumably the Tolastochora of Ptolemy V, 4, 7)*
On the map, Abrostola is provisionally put at Veledler (JhS xix,

18S9» P» 310), for lack of a better site. Apart from the fact
that it was in Asia (Ptolemy V, 2, 23) nothing else is known of
Abrostola. The Table puts it 24 m.p. from Pessinous and 23 (or
11) si.p. from Amorion, whereas Veledler is only 11 m.p. from
Pessinous. Anderson's site for Tolastochora (lj- hrs. IT of (£eltik)
is only 19 m.p. from Veledler or 24 from Pessinous9 and his
restoration (JHS ibid.) of the two roads as Pessinous xi Abrostola

xvii Amorion and Pessinous xxiv Tolastochora vii Bagrum is

satisfactory so far as it goes, though it brings TolQ30corio

too far west in relation to Vetissos if the latter is correctly

placed at Siiluklu• On the whole it seems better to leave

Abrostola as the junction and put Tolosoccrio further east.

But the whole problem deserves another examination on the ground.

Bagrum, the next station, is quite uncertain. Vetissos and
Gclanmaa have been mentioned above. Sarlkaya is rather more on

the line of the road than Siiluklu, and this may be in its favour
as the site of Vetissos. Beyond Gdanmaa, two alternatives are

open. The road either headed straight for Perta, via Azak and

Zjtvarik, in which case one of the distances given by the Table
is too long, or it kept further to the south and passed through
the valley between Sarnr^ and Kernek, in which case the distance
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(55 m.p.) is correct, but no site is available for Corpusso

except a miserable mound near Sarnl^, which can hardly have been
more than a farm. On the whole, the direct route is much the

more likely of the two; working back from Perta at Giymir (p.201)
it would have crossed the pass by Zengicek Kale (p.191 ) and
descended to Zivarxk, which is 15 cup. from Perta and must on

this theory be the Cohansso of the Table.(p. 190 ). Psebila,

put at Zivarlk by Hams ay, could equally well be at Toprak Kale
further to the north (pp. Wt) •

The only ancient site of any importance between Zfvarlk and

^e-|meli Zebir (Gdanmaa?) is at Azak, 20 m.p. from the former and
11 from the latter (MAMA vii, p. xxiii). If Azak is Pegella,

the error in the Table distance from Gdanmaa to Perta can be

localised here.

3eyond Perta, the road struck boldly across the Lykaonian

plain heading for Salaberirxa, 20 m.p. S of Archelais, according
to the Table, on a road passing round the W and S sides of
Hasan Dagr to Tyana (section C). There is a perfectly possible
site for Salaberina at Giderig near Tagpinar; the intermediate
stations Comitanasso and Ubinnaca have been put at Ortakuyu
and Malxr Hk. respectively (AS viii, pp. 227 ff.). A road from
Archelais via Koropassos to Savatra and Ikonion probably crossed
this road at Kouamitanassos or Ubinnaca (section G).

There^are no milestones that can be attributed with certainty
st/Tet>cn

to theVAbrostoIa - Salaberina, though several of the group at
Obruk (AS viii, p. 230, nos 1, 4, 5, 9, 17, 32-34, 38, 39)
probably belong to it. The distance given in one of these (loc.
cit. no. 33), if restored as \p , corresponds very closely to
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the actual distance from Abrostola. A milestone at Zivarik with

the distance ^>C- (loc> cit. no. 15) corresponds equally closely,
hut may have belonged to a road from Ankyra to Ikonion (Section
B). It is dangerous to try to account for distances on these
milestones too closely, as many of them have probably been
carried some distance. The importance of both Obruk and zlvarlk
in early Turkish times makes the stones there particularly suspect.

Section B. This road is a composite one, consisting of
one from Ankyra to Ikonion not given by the Table, and one from
Ikonion to Anemourion giyen in abbreviated form as Yconio-Taspa

xxiiii Isaria xv Animurio.

As Anderson concluded sixty years ago, there must have been

a road of sorts from Ankyra to Ikonion, although there is no

positive evidence for it (JHS xix, 1899, p. 117). Its point

of junction with the "Pilgrims' Road" Ankyra-Archelais must have

been at Ahiboz, where the Pilgrims' Road turned east (JHS xix,

p. 103, pi. iv; milestones at Ahiboz AS iv, 1954, p. 120,
nos. 7a, 7b). The line suggested by Anderson, down the W side

of Karaca Dag to Kozanli, seems likely. Beyond Kozanlx there
are two possibilities. The road may have run through ^e^meli
Zebir and Zengen, where a milestone (MAMA i, no. 372) bears the

distances J7xv (from Ankyra?) and _/liv (from /l/con(iun).
The distance Ankyra to Zengen is 126 m.p. (by the map; MAMA
loc.oit. gives it as 129^) while that from Ikonion by the
shortest route 46 m.p. or, via Laodikeia, 51 m.p. The secondary
inscription MA also appears to be a distance. The stone is not

such a 2t, iur
ofYoharacter that a Turk would be likely to carryVfrom its
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original position. From Zengen to Ikonion the natural route
would "be straight across the plain to the Bagrikurt pass and
then along the line of the modern road via Dokuzun Hani•

The alternative line from Kozanll to Ikonion would have run

more or less along the line of the modern road, via Qorca Hk.,
Inevi and Zivarik. The distance is about the same as by the

western route; two milestones (AS viii, p. 230, nos. 8, 15) at

Tutup and Zivarik respectively, give distances that are almost

exactly right on the assumption that the fork at Ahiboz was the

caput viae. That at Tutup, reading ^ip is 119 m.p. from Ahiboz,
or 119 from Amorion by the south Lykaonian road (Section D);
that at Zivarik, reading pe , is 105 from Ahiboz, but 103 (or 107,
according to the position assigned to Vetissos) from Veledler

on the north Lykaonian road (Section A).
From Ikonion to Anemourion the Table's indications are

terribly fragmentary; Yconio - Taspa XXIIII Isaria XV Animurio.

The road may have run through the plain as far as the Qarsamba
river or, more probably, cut into the low hills to pass through

Lystra and Kavak. Taspa could be a mistake for Lystra (Lycaonia
cols. 87 f.) but is more likely to have been further S, as

Lystra is about 39 m.p. from Isaura. Between Lystra and Isaura
there are no particular natural lines0, the presence of milestones
at Kavak (CIL iii, nos. 6958, 12215) suggests that it lay on

this route (see also Section E). It is likely that the road

went to E of the direct line, crossing the (^ar^amba at
Apasaraycik and approaching Isaura (Zengib|r Kalesi) from NE.
Further west the Qar^amba flows in a gorge and the surrounding
country is much rougher.
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From Isaura a road is marked to Anemourion. Here there is

no natural line at all, and the road must have been a steep and

winding track linking up a series of little cities and villages#
It can hardly have been a through route in the sense that any

individual traveller would have started at one end of it and

finished at the other, but it would have provided an outlet to
both the sea and the Plateau for the inhabitants of cities such

as Germanikopolis (Ermenek). The one distance given by the Table
on this stretch xv m.p., might belong to the stage Isaura - Astra#

(Tama^alik; WE, pp. 46 f.). Sterrett, one of the hardiest
and least complaining of travellers, gives a very discouraging
account of this area (WE, pp. 79 ff#)#

Section C. ^/Tncyra/xxx ITitazer xxi Aspasi xii Aspona x

Garmias xii Corveunte xxii ^Archelais/xx Salaberina xvi Caena
xvi Tracias xvi Tyana.

The text is corrupt, as the most superficial comparison
with the Antonine and Jerusalem Itineraries shows clearly.
Neither Ankyra nor Archelais is named on the Table, though both
are marked by vignettes. Perhaps as a result of this, the copyist
has reversed the order of the intermediate stations and has

omitted enough of the distances to make his total distance 107

m.p. as compared with the 149 m.p. of the Antonine and 160 of

the Jerusalem Itineraries. The northern section of the

Itinerary road has been convincingly worked out by Anderson (JHS,
xix, 1899, pp. 100 ff.), ana there is no point in simply emending
the Table to give the same stations and distances. It is

possible that the road shown on the Table is not in all respects
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the same as that of the Itineraries. For instance, it is not

necessary to assume that the Garmias of the Table is the same

as the Aliassum of the Itinerary. It may also have passed along
the E shore of Lake Tatta instead of taking the higher route

via Parnassos (Parlasan), although Aspasi could easily be a

mistake for Parnasi. Between Parnassos and Arehelais the fact

that Nitazer in various forms appears also in the Itineraries

suggests that the Table took substantially the same route as

they did, but it is quite uncertain whether this was along the
lake-shore or up the better-supplied but marshier and less direct

Beqenek 5zii (AS, viii, 1958, pp, 233 f.). A milestone of
Macrinus and Diadumenian now about 10 m.p. NW of Archelais (AS,
loc.cit. no. 2), referring to the building of a new road,

suggests that two separate roads were in use at various times.
The milestone almost certainly stood on the lake-shore route

(i.e. the modern road Koqhisar - Aksaray), though it is oust

possible that the two roads joined one another not at Archelais

but near Cimeliveysfakili, where the milestone was found, in
which case it might belong to either.

Archelais stood on the same site as the modern Aksaray,
where a large mound with good quality Roman pottery has recently
been exposed by the demolition of some old buildings.

Beyond Archelais the Peutinger Table route differs entirely
from that taken by the Itineraries, both of which give a road
round the N and E sides of Hasan Dagi. The Table's road runs

3 for 20 m.p. to Salaberina, where it meets the North Lykaonian
Road coming from Abrostola (Section A). This route is taken by
the modern road Aksaray - Bor - Tarsus; although much of the
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country along it is bare and inhospitable it is not at all
difficult. The first stage, from Archelais to Salaberina,

has been described in AS viii (p. 225), and the site at GideriQ,
4 m.p. S of Ta^pinar, corresponds closely to the position
given by the Table for Salaberina. From here the road must have
struck S to round the spur on which the Byzantine castle of

Keqikalesi stands. The next station, Gaena, was probably in
the region of Qiukurkent or Uluoren (below, p. 252 ), while
Tracias is likely to have been at Klnlkorenleri, 6 km. S of

Ortakoy, where the map marks both ruins and a mound. From here
there is an uninterrupted run to Tyana (Kemerhisar or Kilisehisar)»
This section from Archelais to Tyana is given correctly, in

principle, by Miller (Itineraria Bomana, cols. 662 f.), working
from Kiepert's map. As worked out on the Turkish map, the

distances correspond to those of the Table, but the site at

Kftiikorenleri requires investigation.
The Table marks no connexion from Tyana to Aquis Calidis.

which it puts on a road from Ikonionuc Tarsus (Section D). The

distance from Tyana to Faustinopolis is given by the Antonine

Itinerary as 18 m.p., by the Jerusalem Itinerary as 12 m.p. and

by a milestone near the site of Faustinopolis (GIL iii, no.12213)
as 23 m.p. On the map, it appears to be nearer 26 m.p. Caena,
which appears on the Table between ^Archelais/ and Tyana, is
given by the Jerusalem Itinerary at the same point as the Aquis

Caiidis of the Table, and it has been argued that the Table is

therefore wrong (HGAM, p. 360, Lycaonia col. 101). Since the

existence of Aquae Calidae is vouched for by the so-called

Cappadocian Itinerary (GIL vi, no. 5076), and since Caena does
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not appear in the Antonine Itinerary, it is likely that the fault
lies with the Jerusalem Itinerary rather than with the Table.

It must surely he accepted that when a section of the Peutiriger
Table works out on the ground, with regard to the overall distance
and when reasonably suitable intermediate stations can be found,
that section is substantially correct. The section Archelais -

Tyana fulfils that condition, whereas the distances given by
the Jerusalem Itinerary between Tyana and Podandos are far too

short«

Tracias is also objected to (HGAU, pp. 34-8, 449), but

the arguments put forward are not conclusive. Pryzes and Tracias
show no sign of being the 3ame place. The Dratai of Ptolemy

(V, 6, 17) may be the same as Tracias; it was in Tyanitis, add

lay, according to Ptolemy's coordinates, half way between Tyana
and Salambriai, the Salaberina of the Table.

is
Section D* Thisfa combination of several of the roads given

by the Table

i) Amurio xx Laudiciaca Tacecaumeno.

ii) Synnada xxxii Jullae xxxv Philomelo xxviii laudiciaca

Tacecaumeno xxiii Caballucome xxxii Sabatra.

iii) Yconio - Aquis Calidis xii Paduando xx Fines Cilicie

xxv In Monte Tauro xxx ....

iv) Paduando xxii Coriopio xi In Monte xii ....

i) This road is given in a very truncated form, with no

intermediate stations. The one distance, xx m.p., may well refer
to the first stage from Amorion (As^arj p.146) to A^agj^ Piribeyli
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where there is a gap between Emir Dag and the hills around Yunak,
/ A \

as well a large ancient site (p.147)* Once through the gap,
A

the road would have had an easy passage, via Atlandif (Aralleia ?
of MAMA i, no. 292), to join the Synnada - Savatra road at
Laodikeia Katakekaumene. Another road, not given "by the Table,

from Pessinous to Philomelion and Antiocheia, is generally

believed to have passed through the same gap (MAMA vii, p. xix).

D ii) The Table makes the total distance from Synnada (p. 111)
to Philomelion (Ak^ehir) 67 m.p., as against 65 by the map (via
Selevir, Cay and Ishakli). Julia (Jullae) should be a little

1 ''

to the west of the modem §ay (which is 34- m.p. from Synnada),
rather than at Ishakli as proposed in JUS viii (1887, p. 490),
where the total from Synnada to Philomelion is estimated at 59

m.p. and Social Basis (pp. 296 ff.) where it is estimated at 52

m.p.. Concrete evidence of the exact site has yet to be found,
but the municipal inscriptions built into a bridge between Qay
and Bolvadin (JRS ii, 1912, pp. 241 ff.) can probably be

assigned to Julia, as Polybotos (Bolvadin) appears not to have
been a city before the Byzantine period (CERP, p. 69; RE s.v.

Polybotos). (wv- wt HiXUu.fk r«
Philomelion is always regarded as securely fixed at Ak^ehir

(RE, s.v. Philomelion).
From Philomelion to Laodikeia by the modern direct road

is about 60 m.p. as against the Table's 28 m.p.. Lageina, the
modern Ilgin (ITALIA vii, p. xvii f.), 31 m.p. from Philomelion
and 29 from Laodikeia, has evidently been omitted.

%
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At Laodikeia, now Ladik (HAM i, pp. xiv f.), this road
was joined "by one from Amorion (Section D i).

From Laodikeia to Caballucome and Savatra, two routes were

possible. The more direct, as well as the easier, is via Kinik,
Cogens and Tutup, and thence over Tutup Beli to Kulak Hurat Hani
and across the open plain to Ak Ba:§ Beli, a very gentle pass
over the S arm of Boz Bag that leads almost directly to Savatra.
The distance is about 52 miles. The second route, crossing the

Bagrikurt pass, SE of Laodikeia, drops into the plain of Ikonion
at Bokuzun Hani, where it turns east for Akba§ and Savatra, a
total distance ox about 55 m.p., as in the Table.

In a previous article, I provisionally located Caballucome
at Kulak Murat Hani, a large Bonan site immediately S of Tutup

Beli (AS, viii, p. 231) where the road probably crossed Fakra Dag,
the western arm of Boz Bag. This identification has been

adopted on the map (pi.4^); Tutup, at the N end of the same

pass, fits the distances better, being 23 m.p. from Laodikeia

and 30 m.p. from Savatra. The mound at Tutup is however much
les3 impressive in size than that at Kulak Murat Hani, and the

quality of the pottery is much lower (p.139). The question of
which of the two routes round Fakra Dag was used would be
resolved if Caballucome were at Tutup which lay on the northern
route. But Kulak Murat Hani could have been on either. On the

whole, the northern route appears to be more probable simply
because it ran through a populous area (p.189 ) whereas the

southern one did not. There is no milestone that could decide

the question finally.
A milestone at Tutup bears the distance-figure , which
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corresponds well with the distance from AmorIon, and equally
well with that from Ahiboz (AS viii, p. 230, no.O? above, Section

B, p* A&5). Between Caballucome and Savatra there is a

considerable number of milestones, some of which, such as a pair
in a cemetery 13 of Kulak Hurat Ilani (AS loc.clt* nos. 2 and 3),
help to confirm the line of the road. The majority, however,
have obviously been carried, and have little topographical value.

Beyond Savatra, the modern Yalibayat (JI1S xxii, 1302, pp.

367 ff., SSRPt pp. 157 ff.) the Table falls us. It has always
been assumed that the road continued via Gene (Kana), Karapinar
(Hyde?) and Bregll (Kybistra) to the Gilician Gates and beyond,
but although this makes very good Bense, no milestone s are known
to prove it. The road presumably approaches Kybistra through

the gap in the marshes near Kortu used by the modern Konya -

Eregli chaussee. Beyond Bregli it may well have taken the direct
line to faustinopolis via lont and Kxlan, rather than the more

roundabout route taken by the modern road. The site of

Faustinopolis is proved with reasonable certainty by the

Itineraries, which put it 25 or 26 m.|j# from Podandos (Pozanti)
on a road to Tyana, and by a milestone (OIL iii, no. 12213) near

Beyagll, marked Faustinianae Gol(oniae). apparently a locative,
wit/h. r 1 » ■

as well asya distance from Tyana. The exact site was looated by
Hamsay at Beyve (hycaonia* col. III). ««« > pi'-^c ?f)

1) iii) The Table takes up its account again at Aquae CaXidae
14 m.p. beyond Faustinopolis at the modern Qiftehan Kapllcasi
(Lycaonia, col. 110)• From Aquae Calidae to Tarsus it appears

to show two roads, one via the Ciiician Gates, the other via
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CoriopiQi apparently further to the east. In addition to the
stations and distances, an attempt is made to represent, both

pictorially and by the legends in Monte and in monte Tauro,
the mountain range through which these roads pass.

Miller (Itineraria Romana cols. 665 f., 693) has attempted

to split the roads as far back as Kybistra ,taking the western
one over the main ridge of the Taurus to Namrum and the eastern
one through the Gates. The Kamrum route, as he admits, involves
a pass over 3000 m. high, and this is unthinkable.

But the Table here requires a little emendation. The

distance from Aquae Calidae to Paduando. the modern Pozanti

(HGAM, pp. 348 f.) is reasonably correct, and it should be here

that the road forked. The western route appears to be Paduando
xx Fines Cilicie xxv in monte Tauro xxx /Tarso7. In fact the

road is not connected up to Tarsus on the Table. The distances

are far too great, 75 m.p. as against 40 on the map. As Fines
where

Cilicie were presumably at the Gates'^ a rock-cut inscription
(CIL iii, no. 12118) marks the frontier, the distance from

Paduando can be emended from xx to xv, corresponding to 14 m.p.
15 rtl.p. \s--j

by the Jerusalem Itinerary and^the modern road. But there is
still an excess of 30 m.p., which can only be the xxx coming
after in monte Tauro. The original form was probably fines
Cilicie xxv (in monte Tauro) Tarso xxx, the words in monte Tauro

being merely descriptive. Tauro and Tarso look very much alike,
and the copyist probably omitted Tarso to avoid what looked, at
first sight, like a dittography. The distance xxx remains

unexplained, but may belong to one of the other roads radiating
from Tarsus.
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Porsuk £ay, which it has followed from near Ulukl^la, into a
valley leading to the Gates. The railway, on the other hand,
continues to follow the river, through a gorge quite as

impressive as that of the Gates. This gorge may he the one

taken hy the eastern route of the Tahle, Paduando xxii Coriopio
xi in monte xii /Tarso/. Here again the words in monte are

probably descriptive, but have suppressed the name of a station
the missing station should be Mopsucrene (sic GIL vi, no. 5076)
12 miles from Tarsus by the Jerusalem Itinerary (which has

Mansucrinae),

Coriopio, 23 m.p. from Tarsus and 22 from Podandos, should
be near Bucak Railway Station. While it is possible that

Coriopio represents Koropissos in Ketis, badly misplaced (HGAM,
pp. 358, 363), the exactness with which the distances fit the

route makes this unlikely. To anticipate criticism, I should
add that I have never seen this route except from the windows

of a train, which spent much of its time in tunnels. The map

does not mark a continuous waggon-track along it.

Section E. Antiochia Pisidia - ^Pappe/ - ,/Lystra7 -

/Laranda7 ad Fines xvi Tetrapyrgia xviii Pompeiopolis xx Soloe.
This route is a combination of the eastern part of the Via

Sebaste, Antiocheia - ? Lystra, which is partly shown by the

Table, of a road Lystra-Laranda, which is not shown, and of a

road Laranda - ?Seleukeia, shown as from Ikonion to Soloi.

From Antiocheia to Pappa the line of the Via Sebaste is

well marked by milestones (JHS xxii, 1902, pp. 109 f.). From
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Pappa (Yunuslar) to the ancient site at Hiziloren the course of
the road is defined by a narrow river valley, the Bagirsak Bere.
At Kiziloren the road split, one portion going to Ikonion by

roughly the same line as the modern and Seljuk roads (ppJSli).
Another branch probably struck across the mountains to lystra

(SEEP, pp. 241 ff.), and this, rather than the road to Ikonion,
was the Via Sebaste proper. Beyond Lystra there was a road,

probably that used by Cyrus (p. 158) along the SE side of the

Lykaonian plain to Laranda (Karaman; p. 24£>)« Milestones of
this road (or of the road from Ikonion to Isaura, Section 3)
have been found at Kavak (CIL iii, no. 12215) and in a bridge

over the §ar§amba, apparently at Dineksaray (CIL iii, no. 12218).
Beyond Laranda the road is shown by the Table as running

to Soloe (i.e. Pompeiopolis)• But the Table is very confused
at that point3marking Soloa once and Pompeiopolis twice. On
general grounds it is much more likely that the road was intended
to run either to Seleukeia, via Klaudiopolis, or to Korykos,
via Olba.

Ad Fines would presumably be on the watershed 15 or 20 m.p.

from Laranda.

Tetrapyrgia could be anywhere.

Section F. Yconio 1 Barata xxxix Tyana xxvii Addavalis xv

Scolia xxii Cibistra ix Tetra - Mazaca Cesarea.

This road also is incomplete, owing to the omission of the

stations between Barata and Tyana. It appears at first sight
to have run straight across the plain to Tyana, probably via

Karapxnar (Hyde?; p. -2,30), but this view necessitates the finding
of a suitable site for Barata either 50 m.p. E of Ikonion or
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39 m.p. W of Tyana. On the whole Ramsay's view that Barata lay
at I»Iaden 5>ehir under the IT end of Kara Dag (p. Z4-2), although

by no means conclusive) seems more likely) especially as

Maaen^ehir fits the Table's position for Barata well; putting
Barata at Madensehir, the rest of the road becomes clear# It
ran straight across the plain to Sidamaria (Anbar; p# 131),
squeezed itself between the hills and the marshes to Kybistra
(Eregli; RE Supp. iv, col. 1123) and struck WW across the plain
to Tyana. The distance from Kybistra to Tyana, 41 m.p., is
near enough to the 39 m.p. given by the Table for the stretch
Barata - Tyana. Strabo's distance of 300 stades from Kybistra
to Tyana (539) confirms the existence of the road, which is in

any case an obvious natural line with no difficulties.

Beyond Tyana the Table's distance to Andabalis should be
emended from xxvii to xvii (It. Ant. has xvi, It. Hier., xviii,

while the actual distance from Tyana to the ruins at Eski Andaval

is 18 m.p.). Ramsay dismissed both Scolla and Cibistra as

corrupt (HGAH, p. 306) but later decided (Lykaonia, col. 128)
that Sengibar Kalesi above Ye^silhisar was the Kysistra of
Ptolemy (V, 6, 14). In the Table, b and z are almost identical
in form and it is not surprising that the copyist should have

confused Kyzistra with the better-known Kybistra. The distance

from Andabalis, 37 m.p. fits almost exactly, and Yesilhisar

(Develikarahisar) is practically the only spot in this plain
fertile enough to support a large settlement. Scolla may

therefore be reprieved and located provisionally in the area of
Hirnik Han, 15 m.p. from Andabalis and 21 from Yes§ilhisar. Tetra
may have been in the region of Yavasg Hani about 8 m.p. beyond
Yegilhisar.
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Section G. This route is compounded of the Table's road
Yconio xx Pyrgos xxiii Sabatra and of a road Savatra -

Koropassos - Archelais inferred from Strabo.
From Ikonion to Savatra the total distance given by the

Table is correct, and it is therefore probable that the

intermediate station Pyrgos is not misplaced, although no

suitible site for it can be suggested (AS, viii, p. 232).
Koropassoa was almost certainly at Ak Han (pp.22£&), which accords
well with Strabo's distance of 120 stades from Garsaoura (i.e.

Archelais; RE s.v. Archelais, 2), reckoning 7.5 stades to the

Roman mile, as in the distance from Kybistra to Tyana (Section E).
The connexion from Archelais to Kouamitanassos (or Ubinnaca)
and Savatra is inferred from general probabilities and from the

fact that Strabo in his account of this area mentions only

Garsaoura, Koropassos and Savatra, as if his informant had passed

along a road connecting all three.

Section H. Yconio - Junction with road from Antiooheia

lxxx Sidi'.

The first stage of this route, between Ikonion and Pappa,
has already been described (Section E)• At or not far beyond

Pappa the Side road branched off to the left calling at Mistea

(Beyqiehir; AS, ix, 1959, pp. 119 ff.). Beyond Mistea, the
modem road, via Akseki, is neither the straightest nor the

flattest line. A more direct and natural route, to judge solely
by the map, is via Uskeles, Qetmi, Berebucak, Cukuroren, Baslar,3 i i

Eynif Hani, Beldibi Hani, down the Dcirmak just to the west of
y

Sirt (lanekoronski's site for Pednclissos), and finally down

\



the haras <^ay. The northern part of this route, as far as
(^ukuroren, was covered by Jiithner's expedition (iJenkmaler,pp• 47
ff.). At least five Turkish hans are marked on various maps,

but the road to which they belonged seems to have turned
westwards from a point N of Sxrt and continued down the valley
of the Kargi Qay. Eamsay (ABSA ix, 1902-3» p. 261) was told
of a route over the Taurus via Ibradi that was suitable for

waggons, though Anderson (ibid.) maintained the contrary. The
road proposed here keeps to the west of Ibradi, avoiding the

rough country between .Ibradi and Sirt. The total distance is

about 87 m.p. from Mistea to Side, as opposed to 114 m.p. by

the modern road via Akseki.

Section I. A road from Mistea to Isaura, not given by the

Table, is established beyond doubt by a series of milestones

scattered along the Seydisehir valley (WE pp. 179t 182, 186 f.;
benkmaler. pp. 38 ff.J JRS xiv, 1924, p. 76, no. 110). There
are also signs of a road along the shore of the lake ROT of

Mistea (JHS, xxii, 1902, pp. 109 f«).

Section J. The existence of a road from Laranda to Kybistra
can be assumed on grounds of probability, even though there is
no direct literary or epigraphic evidence for it. It would

have run via Derbe and joined the Savatra - Kybistra road at
Sidarnaria (p. 232.) or possibly, following the same line as the
modern railway, at Buyecik a few miles further east.

Section K. The Pamphylian - Cilician coast-road is
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mentioned here only in passing, though estimated distances are

marked on the map (pi. 44 )• The correct location of the
stations is not guaranteed.

i
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LYKAONIA

Ikonion and the Ikonian Plain

At Ikonion (Konya), there are now virtually no remains of

antiquity outside the well arranged and excellently documented
museum. The church of St. Amphilochius (1001 Churches, pp. 403f.)
has heen destroyed, and nothing except the sherds on the
enormous mound known as Ala'cttin Tapesi now indicates the site
of a city which.)from pre-classical times on,was the richest and
most influential in trie Lykaonian plain. This is largely

explained by its great prosperity under the Seljuk Sultans, a
wave of building activity in the last ten years has done far
more to hide the earlier remains than to reveal them.

The ancient road-system radiating from Ikonion has been

overlaid, rather than accentuated^by the Seljuk net-work, but
there is no reason to disbelieve the general accuracy of the

roads given by the Peutinger Table (4Uocv<l)%
Silie. The town of Sille, 9 km. NW of Ikonion, now has

only a fraction of the population that it had forty years ago,

when it was inhabited largely by Greeks. The church of St.

Michael (RA, Ser. IV, ix, Jan.-June 1907, pp. 20 ff.), is still

standing. In its present form it is certainly very late as

carved slabs, unlikely to be earlier than the 10th century, are

reused in the walls. A pair of small churches, leading out of
one another (pi. 28 ) are cut in the rock above the right
bank of the stream a little further to the east. Both are

irregular in plan and very irregular in roofing. That on the
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west has some remains of painting, including a number of

standing figures of saints on the arches of the roof, and a

Koimesis over the door (pl.P^jC). All the colours have faded

very badly, except the blue ground-colour, which has darkened
almost to black.- The floor is honey-combed with burials.

Takall I)a^. The road running westwards from Ikonion was

protected by a castle on the summit of Takall Dag, better known
as the Hill of St. Philip, a steep conical peak about 8 km. WTTf
of the city.

The only recognizible attempt at scientific fortification
is a round tower, some 10 m. in diameter, on the SW, which was

the only approachable side (pl.Pg.C). It is built of small,

roughly shaped, blocks, with a core of rubble and good mortar.

The remainder of the circuit takes advantage of natural cliffs,
and appears to be of two periods, one contemporary with the

tower, the other apparently older. To this older phase belong

two patches of wall (pl.PS, -D ) built of rough polygonal lumps
of trachyte, up to 1 m. long, with a little mortar, which

suggests that the original castle was probably Byzantine work,

put up in a hurry, rather than earlier, as Hamilton deduced from
the polygonal stones and, at first sight, absence of mortar.

On the summit there are traces of what may have been a chapel.

Several cisterns are preserved, two of them with vaulting of

pitched bricks at the end and radiating bricks near the centre.
The castle appears to be substantially of Byzantine date,

though it may also have been occupied in Seljuk times.
The ancient road may have passed along the foot of Takali

Bag, keeping to the H edge of the valley that provides the

natural route westwards from Ikonion, whereas the Seljuk road
•fc P1.P95Bj showing the N aisle,

Pi , P9 j Aj shows the "BE corner of the E church.
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followed by the modern chaussee, ran along the south edge.
The two lines meet near Degirmen Koyii, where Mr. Hall and I
found a milestone of ITerva in 1957. From here one road must

and
have gone on to Kiziloren^Yunuslar (Pappa-Tiberiopolis), while
another (HGAM pp. 359 f*> MAMA vii, p. xviii) probably struck
NW acx-oss the mountains to Qigil and Ak^ehir (Philomelion)•

The Plain of Ikonion. Going north along the road from

Ikonion to Laodikeia Katakekaumene, the traveller has a

continuous range of mountains on his left and a flat and dreary

expanse of plain on his right. Dotted about this plain were

a number of ancient villages, of which that at Kulak Murat

(Haci I.Iurat) Hani was probably the largest; it ha3 been

tentatively identified with the Caballucome of the Peutinger

Table (p. 171 ), and is probably the source of several

inscriptions found nearby at Egribayat, which will be published
in MAMA viii (nos. 325 ff.). The site is about 400 m. in

diameter, and is grouped round a substantial mound. The pottery

is mainly Hellenistic and Roman, and numerous Roman Milestones

have been recorded there at various times (see the offprint from
AS viii in the folder of plates, p. 230).

Two other old hans further south, Zencirli Han and

Zazaddin (Sadettin) IIan£, also appear to be ancient sites, and

the former may be the Salarama of no. 167. There are said to

be foundations of a church on K£n£k Tepe, NE of Divanlar, and
there are certainly remains of a small settlement, with Hellenistic

pottery and a very rough relief of a horseman, at the foot of
the hill. The village of Acidort stands on an ancient site and

Sut$e Hk, E of Zivecik, is said to be the source of some ancient

* ?1. M .



stones* But the plain was on the whole a poor area* Only on

the western edge, where streams run into the plain at Meram and

Sille, does it preserve any sign of greenness in summer*
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The Ikonian Plain

Inscriptions

165• DIVANLAH, in the porch of a house. Greyish-white limestone

column with flat panel projecting from one side, huried "below.

H. 142 plus, diam. 33 (panel 90 x 45)» lett. 3*0 - 3*5. Above

the panel, wreath of leaves and fruit. PI. 27 •

/l7mp Caesar L. Se
• •

Zp*7imius Severu/s7
/p7ius pertinax Au^gV
/A?rabicus Adiabe

•

5 • cus Parthicus
w ,

/m7aximus pon/t7
/i/ fex maxiti^us/
trib. potest/ati-7
• • • •

Zs v7i imp. xi Zcons7
10. Z"-l/ i:*- p(ater) p(at)r(iae) pZ^ocosZ

Zet7 Imp. CaZesarZ
fwarcus AuZrel-7

• • • •

Zius7 AntonirZujZ
/ Ajyg. cos. ParZtiii^Z

15 • Zcus £/ aximus /res-7*
.. . ^

Ztit/uerunt p£er/
ZC..7 A/t7ticium sZtr-/
ZZb/onem legatu/IZ

• • • • t

Augg. pr(o) pr(aetoi*e) m.
« • • • • • •

20. pa3sus vac
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11. 9-10 The restoration given here follows S-uKP. p. 172,
no. 56. But see no. 137.

Bate A.D. 198 (or 202/3 ?)

166. GrOcU, in a house. Upper part of altar, in blue-flecked
j

white marble, broken below and behind. H. 12 plus, w. 22, th.

9 plus, lett. 1.2 - 1.7, PI. 2.7 •

■ | p "-J V ^3 £ \) -

r*j ^ ^ n
\. \ /

k (f J /\ o V K. t 0\! .

i 5 A J, p (S 7
167. ZIITCIHLI, in the right-hand side of the door of the han.

Creamy-white limestone bomos, concealed below. H. 72, w. 44,41,
lett. 2.5 - 3.0. On the shaft, defaced relief. PI.2-7

TT V X €-« Vel J\ J \) ~

X C- » v c v 0v yd X {*
A, t (t) 2.^ d e A> <:*.<P

Published JIIS xxii, 1502, p. 368, no.141.

168. TuMEK, in the steps of the school. Bluish marble slab or

defaced stele, probably buried on all sides. K. 85 plus, w. 60
plus, th. -, lett. 2 -3* Pl.x?.

j^AvfiqjXf <9$ M ev€-din"
pes tfs*' /-WyyA <d. 7~
p c-if« s Kit Aypnx '|oS) Mc- -
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f i. *
^

V6 d rt j^A G5 dy <cc~T ~

5 # A"< X f <?t X v A -

x«v r'ilrbs Xx"
jW.

There are faint traces of an earlier inscription, of which

only the letters /xfdptv below the end of 1.6 can be deciphered.
The sigma in line 5 is engraved over a partly erased omikron or

theta, and some of the confusion at the end of 1+5 is due to
the presence of partly erased letters.

169. KARAKAYA, in a stable. Grey marble column, broken below,

buried above. H. 90 plus, diarn. 33» lett. 2-3* Above the

inscription, Latin cross in relief. PI. *2-#

170. Between GOCtJ and SAKYATAIT, at a well. Grey limestone stele
with pediment and recessed panel, broken above. H. 105, w. -,

59, 72, th. -, panel 4d x 34, lett. 3-4. PI. 28

(r V ~y, p ' <r Tw E > & & t ~
O "V . TT" p f O" fX) » "T* g UJ
2 f >k% C- A —

<j)c$ ot-\T0*C ds<tc~
'

- ' \
5. Tt<rT7v

^ f r oC Tw v v/ ^ /w f p "
to f v To %> |la Vi1 p-

S> P * v ■ <• L « 0 —
f

,

XI £ » M J. P 'lpwV »
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171* ZIVECIK, in front of a house* Grey limestone stele with
moulded panel* H* 133* w* 37, th* 20, panel 120 x 32, lett*

2.5 - 4*0* PI. W
G V K»(-

r^Kirt

f V\at |3 rj S Ke
TTie-r^cS ^^(os

5. Z.joTikQS npes (ft-u'iFpos)
[VJt.t^s

c V . '
1/iiaS ^OVKtOTJ
J t
SvfpTrtr^ »i

J f-> cf *]

io* rov
(TiVT^X^V TV-U-
T^i v ^ujerot
|\a v i/j |U i/| S X ^ "
p * v ( »'eIS •

1*6 Cf* MAMA i, no* 173» Calder in Studies«»«> Ramsay> pp. 84
**•» MAMA vii, no* 88*



172. Z3TVECIK, in a yard. ?fhite limestone stele with steep

pediment. H. 80, w. 29, 25, 35» th. 16, lett. 2-4. On the

shaft, a cross. PI. 2-7.

[->[-"] ni>

fU-e' & ijs)Y^07^j r»ir"i'l'A(»<rT'lSi)s
y<n p j X 6-oS S- .
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LYKAONIA

Fakra Dag.

The northern "boundary of the plain of Ikonion is formed

"by a 'narrow range of hills running out from the mountains
between Zizima and Laodikeia in an easterly direction, to join

Boz Dag' between Egribayat and Kernek. Strictly speaking, it
should be called Pakra Dag, but it forms very much a part of
Boz Dag, The ancient road from Ikonion to Laodikeia must have

crossed it where the modern chaussee does, at Bagrikurt, while
a second road, running E from Laodikeia to Savatra, passed along
either its IT or S side (p. 111 )• The country immediately S

of the hills is bare and inhospitable, and has never proved of

any archaeological interest. On the N, however, there is a

row of three large classical and pre-classical sites, Petin HK.,

Tatlikuyu UK. and Tutup. All are of Bronze Age to Roman date,
with very little sign of Byzantine occupation. Tatlikuyu HK.
is the largest (about 300 by 200 m. and 15 m. high) and appears

from its pottery to have been the most prosperous. Gokge HK,
4 km. further IT, half way between Gogeng and Camili, is a miserably-
poor Iron Age and Roman site. -^=*5

At Takali Kuyu, 5 km. NE of Tutup, there is a small and

poor Byzantine site, possibly a monastery, with remains of several

isolated buildings and a few carved lintels. Apart from Egribayat
on the S side of the hills, which is here treated as part of the
Ikonian plain (p. 181 ), the district is very poor in inscriptions.
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LYKAONIA

The Northern Boa Dag

The northern arm of Boz .Dag, unlike the central and

southern sections, is low and easily crossed at most points.
Prom the pass between Iilernek and Sarnig, which cuts it off from
the central Boz Dag and from Fakra Da^, it runs NNE for about

25 km. before losing itself in the plain, where its line is

continued by the outlying peak Kara Da^, not to be confused with

many others of the same name.

The modern villages, many of which were also ancient

settlements, are scattered along its skirts wherever water is
obtainable near the surface, and are in general both fairly-

prosperous and extremely hospitable. Both the hills and the

surrounding plain are almost bare of vegetation in summer, and
one can spend days travelling from village to village without

seeing a tree.

Z^varjfk, now a nahiye and for a long time the most important

village in the district, appears to be the ancient Kongoustos,
the Congusso of the Peutinger Table (p.. 165 ). A high mound that

stands near the centre of the modern village is covered with
and. Hellenistic

Iron Age^pottery, but it appears that the Heu.er.i -jgIlater
settlement lies under the modern one. Hot only is it unlikely
that a well-watered site such as this should have been abandoned

And early Roman
in Hellenisticy-times, when the population of the district as a
whole seems to have been increasing fast, but some at least of

the ancient stones there are said to have been found locally (e.g.
no.186)•
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Behind zivarik, at the top of the low pass leading to

Zengicek, is the small Byzantine fort of Zengicek Kale (pis. SO ,

P9,E). The fort itself consists only of a small rocky hillock
surrounded by a wall of rough stones and mortar, parts of which,

*
including a tiny tower at the NW angle, are preserved to a height
of 7 m. At the corners and in the tower, the wall is reinforced

with large tree-trunks (cf. the gate at Sozopolis, p. 133 )»
The foundations project 45 cm. beyond the wall.

On the weakest side, the north, where the ground is level
for some distance from the fort, there are signs of a low bank,

originally no doubt accompanied by a ditch and palisade.
To SE of the fort, a small hollow is occui^ied by the remains

of a fairly extensive settlement, among which a few poorly-
decorated Byzantine door-lintels can be distinguished. The pottery
is Byzantine, and includes a high proportion of glazed ware

unlikely to be earlier than the 11th century, as well as

fragments of "Late Roman" plates that can hardly be later than

the 7th^1J.
The site is not a very desirable one even from the point

ox view of defence, and the main purpose of the fort must have

been to hold the road across the pass. It does not give the

impression of having ever been a city, and the location of

Verinopolis there, with Psebila at Zivarik (SERP, p. 249), is

unconvincing^^.
Along the west side of the hills there are few if any ancient

sites apart from that at Zivarik and a miserably poor mound near

Sarnig. At Toprakkale, to the II of Boz Bag, however, there are

remains of an extensive site on and around a mound, probably

* PI,P9_,F.
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partly natural, which reaches a height of 20 m. at one end.
At the top of the mound there are slight remains of a defensive

wall with a circuit of over 400 m., but the whole site, including

the skirt of the mound, must be at least 600 m. in diameter.

The pottery includes much Iron Age, good Hellenistic and Roman

and some Byzantine, including late glazed wares. The ancient

name of Toprakkale was probably Senzousa^^,
Kara Da^, even further to the N, is an isolated hill rising

very steeply some 100 m. out of the plain? there are said to

be remains of a castle, with a wall of mortared stones on the

SE and traces of house-walls inside.

On the E side of the Northern Boz Dag, Akgasar and Zengicek
are both ancient sites, and the former has a castle of sorts,

which I have seen only at a distance.
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Northern Boz Da^

NOTES

(1) "Late Roman red" pottery occurs at Antioch up to the mid-
-seventh century (Antioch.IV, i, pp. 57 f.,)» at Emporio on Chios
it was still in use at the time of the destruction of the

Byzantine citadel, about 570. The introduction of glazed wares,

and in particular of sgraffiato eartiieiiwafe^ which is practically
the only form of Byzantine glazed pottery commonly found in
Central Asia Minor, is a more difficult problem; at

Constantinople it has been dated about the middle ox the 11th

century (D.Talbot Rice, Byzantine Glazed lottery, Oxford 1230,

p. 33), but at Seleukeia on the Orontes, A. Lane (Archaeologia
lxxxviii, 1937, pp. 34 f.) suggests a ninth to tenth-century
date for what appears to be a similar ware. But its presence

in quantity on a site such as Zengicek Kale is not likely to

go back much before the Turkish invasions.

(2) The whole question of the sites of Verinopolis and Psebila,
which are known only from the Notitiae, hangs on a resemblance
of name between Psebila and the Pegella of the Peutinger Table,

(HGAMt pp. 344 f.j lycaonia, col.94; JHQ xix, 1899, p. 131»

RE, s.v. Pegella). Pegella (p. 163) is unlikely to have been

as far east as Boz Dag, and while Ramsay's location of Psebila
and Verinopolis is attractive, (because a bishopric is required
in the N Boz Dag) it is based on no real evidence at all.

(3) MAMA i, p. xvi (viii, no. 295), a boundary stone of Anzoulada
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and Senzousa, half way between Akoren (p.22G) and Toprak Kale;

Anderson (JHS xix, 1899, p. 134) gives a more detailed

description o£ Toprak Kale, when the site was better preserved.
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Northern Boz Dag

Inacriptiona

173. ZIVARIK, in a house. Greyish-white marble bomos, broken
below. H. 33, w. 26, 20, -, th. 22, 17, -, lett. 2.0 - 2.5.
On the shaft, defaced relief. PI. P »c .

Apparently a dedication to a mother-goddess of Senzousa

(above, p. 11z ).

174. ZENGICEK, in a house. Grey marble bomos. H. 68, w. 24,

22, 27, th. 19, 15, 20, lett. 1.5. On the shaft, vine with

grapes in relief. PI. 27

175. AK£ASAR, in the wall of a house. Grey marble bomos, broken
below. H. 46 plus, w. 25, 22, -, th. 20, -, ~, lett. 2-3. A

small basin, with lip, hollowed out ofnthe upper surface. PI. 29

ju AA I ^ £ v J 0 Xi C
1 C-vX^.

M A

Mifwrp!-
OS o

MA wf-v

/
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176. AKCASAR, in a yard. Grey marble slab, probably part of a
b b

sarcophagus, with tabula ansata; broken on all sides. H. 52
plus, w. 60 plus, th. 17, lett. 2.7 - 3*4. PI. 7.9 ,

[*- - - ~jj v e o s He- rTpU
|"m e<r<r]t>ex1vat 3/-\p
[evyl^p' »>,,",,T''r7
rr-ihuis

5 • jjo Sjc- tohc 5 \<LvvTj<tfii /
T>:j pev r1

.Oi'OV'.

177. TEKIE, in the steps of a house. Coarse greyish white marble

block. H. 98, w. 63» th. 25, lett.4. PI.2,7.

Av^ $ <r it

5.

. j r *
i I ^ ft 2 <i» ^6 '

{j to y X V w *0T y ~9-'G ^
,J f v'

1.5 The middle of the line is partly concealed by a post.

178. ZIVARIK, in the wall of a house. Pedimental stele of

greyish-white marble, with lateral pilasters, broken above and
below. H. 63 plus, w. 58, 53> -, th. -, letters 3* In the panel
between the pilasters, female figure in relief within aedicula.

PI. 27,

TVt-^ Mpeic~u<r( 0vy->J -
\ / ■ . i

Tp1 jiA v > 7 s yyp, _
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179* ZENGICEK, in the wall of a house. Grey marble fragment,

probably from a sarcophagus, with tabula ansata; broken all
sides. H. 42 plus, w. 72 plus, lett. 2.5 - 3.0. PI. 29

77 © v fr v..o v»os U<\4- M f c~Tp> o«

v e . Evxdp'Tos £7T&c~k <?
y

TV, v' f"e> At V H< o( I T -
i ' *

0 v iT~ I p >P Afiv/ ^

Qr] VV T.} C-
f ^ p v '] P 1 5
[tip"]

1.2 The last three letters could not be photographed, but

the copy is clear.

180. ZENGICEK, in a lane. Grey marble column, cut off above,

probably complete below. H. 145 plus, diam. 34, lett. 2.5 - 3«0.
PI. *-*»

r j• £ i* w <w w *ar- v «v -»it i

b J
c- 7" t'f X X ^ V €v 7Tt>( rj —
Te v U r™T s'| *

5 . c4'P -7 FoX t KA 2 i/«- -

Tc<c TI^CV -

pvjteS

181. ZENGICEK, in the wall of a yard; upper part of stele, with

pediment and acroteria; in the pediment a boss; broken above
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and below. H. 38 plus, w. 55, th. -, lett. 3»5 - 4.5* PI* 3O
H o/ i u> MdpKC'V

• •

jvv e-v/ e i ^ v Sp / ec- ^ * [oj
£r<* vk| t'j s J
[x<',"3

182. ZENGICEK, in the wall of a house. Grey marble bornos, with
shallow sunk panel; broken right and behind. H. 67, w. 55 plus,
th. 30 plus, lett. 3-4. PI. 30.

M • 0 f i5 ^ •" 1,3 v ^ ^1

(|>|3o^to[v AiT.tI rTpcovf
\/evfvr P -

,} s v/ f v v £ - - -
5 • v "V V & V

Jl ,Tc % U) Oc- - ^ 4 'c' « ^ X
R-c$Vevc«^ <■= * < f71' .

183* ZIVARIK, in the wall of a house. Coarse grey marble block,
broken right. H. 87, w. Ill plus, th. 54, l«tt. 3.2-4.0.

Inscription in tabula ansata; on left, rosette in lozenge. PI•3d.

Avf ■ A \ £pc £4 S «-ivosJ
% x rr i <rj. <, ipiT/1 ~ ~ - 4
Tol To l"j - X'Jp"* C ' ^J
di cipc\f£s v k jjtTec^b. Cr v </«*<?-c £' -J
^TO K° 7T,1 Cp,ci/

184. ZENGICEK, in the foundation of a house. Mottled grey and
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white marble stele, with sunk panel, said to have been brought
from the Kale; cut off above. H. 67 plus, w. 39, th. 22, lett.

2.7 - 3.0. PI. 30.

c- - J
It7 p (~r £ v
i<A V ^ ^ $ X
f>'v p ' 4° ^

5. 'v°
p c S 1 tk (fjt£_
tfftf •

185. MAYDUS, in the wall of the cemetery. Grey marble slab,

part of a sarcophagus, with inscription in tabula ansata; broken

left, right and below. H. 48 plus (panel 27), w. 45 plus, th.

14, lett. 1.7 - 2.2. On the upper border, constantinianum.

PI. 31 |f , ~i <*

M e hctdTi -

Kc-u iu>j-

prp • yXxTJ k i a'f( '"i i d. *
[kAi yv/J "}<r >'u>

5. pV'V-7- ]«*>*" £ -
[_ X c' Cf f] a V' 4)C ~

^ yj VuJ fTj p 9 ^l/u'
fKp^Tj<=p^>
[? ©C-c toJ a(\f C~ err rj C~€ V

to. Lr^'irJ c<r-uvc-u /

10. LKC"V l]^t0 Tto T'?x^
v'fc c poi

|?€S^rc rApioni -exempli



186. ZIVARIK, in a house; dug up Hearby the previous day.
Coarse marble slab, broken below. H. 36 plus, w. 37, th. 10,
lett. 1.3-2.1. In the lower left corner, incised Latin cross;

in the lower right corner, cross under semicircular ciborium(?),
roughly
PI. 31.

roughly chipped at a later date. 11. 2-6 have rule^guide-lines.
A

Ac-vt'.^s ToSe |aL'71,'}Tk)5 JIoXV/K^CT, ||
k^wcs «*; fa**/* i r*\\
^-uXoyc-o wcaff tfevjte ik*; sc- k* r c v/,u> v//

187. ZENGIC1K, in a yard wall. Coarse grey marble block. H. 59
w. 40, th. -, lett. 3-5. P1.3!

t
cress o

h to *• v ~

o v<xC-

/

11. 2-3 Presumably for

188. HOYPUS, in the steps of a house. Rough slab of grey marble
broken on all sides. H. 44 plus, w. 27 plus, th. -, lett. 1.7 -

4.0, with ruled guide-lines. P1.3<-
crc SS

}c 1/ i s

(c v -rd-$& x
frosty

1.2 Perhaps ' fjf&ov io (j
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LYKAONIA

Perta and Central Boa Da/£

From the neighbourhood of Meraek the central section of
Boa Dag" runs in an easterly direction for about 20 km., forming
a bold massif rising some 500 m. out of the plain* The S end
of this massif is marked by the pass of Ak Bajg, which provides a

very easy crossing from the plain IT of Ikonion to the main

Lykaonian plain. At its NW corner lay Perta, the modern Giymir,
which was the largest settlement in the area, ranking as a city
at least from the early 2nd century A.D., if the dedications to

Trajan and (?) Hadrian (nos. 139 f.) are, as would seem likely,

municipal, There is now no doubt that the site of Perta was at

Giymir rather than at any of the neighbouring villages, though
its inscriptions are scattered widely, some having been found
as far off as Obrak, 12 km. E of Giymir, where they were used

(1)
to build the Seljuk han • A roughly circular raound, about
8 m. high and 100 m. in diameter, stands on the outskirts of
the modern village, and there are signs of ancient occupation

over a much wider area, including a large building with marble
columns about 100 m. IT of the mound, which was being robbed out
in 1956. The mound itself was fortified, presumably during the

early Byzantine period, with a wall and probably a ditch. The

pottery on the site is mainly Roman, with some Iron Age and

Byzantine.

Mernek, on the S edge of the valley dividing the IT and central
sections of Boz Da^, was a thriving village in antiquity; in
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1956 there were still signs of a church (pp,204£)» at the upper
end of the modern village, and of a castle on a knoll a short

way further to the S. The castle is roughly oval in plan, about
90 m. by 50 m., with walls of large rubble 2.30 m# thick. In
spite of its very ruined state, it is possible to make out
semicircular towers at some points* which may, like those of
the Hendek in the plain of Sebaste (pp.16£,), have had no back
walls# There are also faint traces of a small ditch

immediately outside the walls# The pottery is late Roman or

early Byzantine, which suits the style of fortification well#
At Zulmandanin (Zulmandar) Hani, in the same valley, about

6 km. ENE of Mernek, there is a large occupation site, which

appears from its pottery to be late Byzantine and early Turkish,

mainly the latter. As such, it is hardly likely to be the
Zemrouta implied by a dedication to Zeus Zemroutenos said to

have been brought from there to Akoren (JHS xix, 1899, p» 281,
no. 165). Zemrouta is more likely to have been at Zengicek

(p. 132 ) or Memek#

Qbruk. The road given by the Peutinger Table (p. 165 )
crossed the plain, probably from Zengicek, to touch at Perta,

and then set off due E in the direction of Hasan Bagi. 12 km.

beyond Perta lies Obruk, which is principally remarkable for a

large Seljuk han, a collection of Roman milestones in the

cemetery, and a curious lake, locally known as the Sea of Obruk,
in a circular depression perhaps 50 m. deep, with very steep
sides. The water is said to be undrinkable, but the banks

provide good pasture in a dry summer. Obruk certainly lay on

the line of the Roman road, and may have been an ancient
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settlement, but any remains of this are obscured by the once

large Turkish village, which has now dwindled to a few houses.
One further site in the area is worth a fairly lengthy

description, as it does appear to have been visited before.
Ballrk Oren. A small Byzantine settlement, possibly a

monastery, stood on the E edge of the flat summit of Ballik Bag,

5 km. SW of Perta.

The only remains are the church, which appears to have

stood by itself, and a huddle of smaller buildings about 70 m.

further west.

Plan. The church is almost completely ruined, but parts

of the plan can still be made out (pi. 32-). While many of the

details are doubtful, the main lines are sufficiently certain

to show that the roof probably consisted of a dome over the

central area, sexaidomes over the minute apse and the IT and S

exhedrae, and barrel-vaults elsewhere. The scheme appears to

be a later modification of that used in St. George at Ortakoy
in Cappadocia (Kleinas. Denlcm.f fig. 48), where however the apse

is much larger and there is no narthex.

Construction. The walls were built of small, very rough,
blocks of local grey limestone, set in a weak whitish mortar (PIPiC/A),
No mouldings were to be seen in situ, but the architectural

members lying in the ruins included a piece of very rough white
limestone double-column, (67 x 30 cm. in plan), a fragment of
white marble octagonal column (diameter 22 cm.), a scrap of pre-

-Byzantiue v/hite marble architrave, and a door-jamb -which

appears to have belonged to the W door (?1,2^32)
It is said that columns and traces of wall-painting were
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formerly visible.

Hearby lies a fine slab decorated with crosses (pl.PlQ,13>) •

Date. In the present state of our knowledge, the only
indication of date is the very poor construction, which may

indicate a very late date though there are reasons for thinking
that the standard of construction in 3oz Dag was probably lower

than elsewhere simply because of the lack of good stone,

The plan is obviously derived from early origins, a series of
fifth and sixth century churches in Lycia briefly published by
R.M. Harrison (ILIT, 20/8/1960), as well as Bladen Sehir no.9

(1001 Churches pp. 79 f«) have a true triconch plan in which

all three apses open directly off the domed space. St. George

at Ortakoy is perhaps of the sixth century, while the tiny rock-
-cut church near Kxziloren (Denkmaler pp. 106 ff., Kleinasien

pp. 147 f»), in which a barrel-vaulted chancel separates the

east apse from the dome-space, is not likely to be very much later,
The church on Ballik Dagif seems to come at the end of this series,

though it can hardly be later than the Turkish conquest.,
certainly

and is~jffar earlier than the introduction of the three-apsed plan
into the Balkans, where it became very common in the 14th and

(2)
later centuries • The mouldings of the lintel are very similar
to the "concave moulding" used at Madenfjiehir and Degiie,

"especially on r.he late churches at Maden§ehir" (1001 Churches,
P» 479)» but it gives no positive indication of date.

Other Churches in Boz Dag. At the upper end of the village
of Mernek (above, p.,202)» a sizeable church was being robbed
out in the autumn of 1956. The plan (pl.51 ) was recoverable
in its main lines from the robber-trenches, though most of the
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a

blocks and whitish mortar. One of the rectangular piers,yplain
monolith of coarse bluish marble, 65 x 23 cm. in plan, was

apparently in situ. The church must have been a basilica or

barn-church of the familiar Kara Dag pattern. The quality was

poor throughout, and there was no sign of any decoration.
There are scattered remains of many fine churches in the

Bos Dag cities, notably a large number of "double-columns" and

rectangular piers that are considerably superior to any-

comparable pieces in Kara Dag" (pl.P10.,C.T>,E), Some of these should
be of very early Byzantine date.

Moulded voussoirs, almost unknown in Kara Dag (1001 Churches,

p. 477), occur, built into the Ean at Obruk. The mouldings on

them are all of late type (cf. the lintel on Ballik Bag, p. 204 ) •

lintels tended to be very ornate, with a greater variety of

patterns than those of Kara Bag (pi."PiOK). One at Takali Kuyu

(p. 180) is reminiscent of a Karaca Bag type (SEEP. pi. viii),
having a central cross flanked by partly stylised vine-scrolls.
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Perta and Central Boz Bag

NOTES

(1) This was the conclusion arrived at "by Hamsay (CR xxiii, 1909,
p. 7), and it has been borne out by subsequent visitors to the
area, including Sir William Calder. Two of Ramsay and Callender's
other conclusions (CR, loc. cit.), firstly that there was ail

ancient city at Obruk (on which seepp.202t.), and secondly that
the inscriptions mentioning Perta, of which one is given in full
and the other in part, served as milestones, rather than structural,

columns, seem much less likely.

(2) G. Millet, L'Ancien Art Serbe; les iSglises, Paris 1919,

ppj. 152 ff., gives several examples, and derives the plan from
Athos. One difference between these Serbian churches and that on

Ballik Dagx is that the former almost always have large, domed

nan,hexes carrying bell-towers. Numerous other examples of the

plan are given by A.Deroko, Monumental and Decorative Architecture

in Medieval Serbia, Belgrade 1953, PP« 214- ff. of Serbo-Croat

text, p. 350 of English summary. Por the later spread of the

type NE across the Balkans see Millet,op.eit., pp. 196 ff.}
P. Henry, hes jLhliaes de la Moldavie du Nord. Paris 1930, gives a

whole series, of which only one, the Holy Trinity at Siret (ibid,
p. 50), is likery to be older than, the 15th century.



Perta and Central Boz Dag

Inscriptions

189. BUHUIT KUYU, by a well. Block of greyish-white marble, a

apparently the upper part of a large moulded base. Later
re-used as a voussoir. Gut off above, below, left and right.

H. 32 plus, w. 83 plus, th. 73 plus, lett. 3« PI. 3o .

A Wo K p -Q p I iV & p O X> A Tp V d. -

t-: J
Part of a dedication to Trajan.

190. HACINUMAN (Haci Logman), in the wall of a house. White

marble architrave block, broken right, cut off left and above.

H. 35 plus, w. 53 plus, th. 35, lett. 7.0 - 7.5. PI. 3i.
A *u |T~0 vC p T*o p [_0 S
-- Zc~. [---

Part of the same architrave as MAMA viii, no. 259, and

probably of that published in CR xxiii, pp. 7 f. Probably a

dedication to Hadrian.

191. BURUN KUYU, on the steps of a house. Grey-white marble
bomos. H. 41, w. 24, 22-23, 25, th. 22, 20, 22, lett. 2.0 - 2.
PI. 31.

T7 As

M,0pA^ro-v
A'm

6vXilv/



192. GIYMIR, in a house. HGugh marble bomos, with sinking in
upper surface representing a patera. H. 32, w. 18, 16, -, th.
-, 16, lett. 1.5 - 2.5. PI. 3s.

A rr o X X *-

ye-*
>

£*r | j O lO

rr^Mi^s Nj/~J
5.

ya t

193. BURUN KUYU, on the steps of a house. Very rough marble
altar. H. 38, w. 17, 15, 17, th. 14, 12, 16, lett. 2-3. Pl,3i

0e«3
y ^ I <r -

Tw)

c- ^ X(V
5. {at c" u) -

WEJ_
V v, &' * SJ

194. ZULMANDANIN (Zulmandar) Hani, in the wall of "a cemetery.
Gabled lid of ossuary, in greyish-white marble, with acroteria
at the corners. H. 20, w. 57, th. 49, lett. 3*5 - 4.0. PI. 33

M >1 vc$ Wpo^
-r- y

«. A

The inscription is apparently complete.
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195. MERNEK, in the steps of a house in the lower mahalle.

Greyish-white marble block, broken or buried above, right and
behind. H. 27 plus, w. 152 plus, th. 46 plus, lett. 3.5. PI.33

f ] ACfi [--J [ < % J Tov A « ycf
yZ y^u^fUsAS kite's •

yi,t^V rc-vSe-(iA&iiW" " J'"" L?
cwcf.po^^ c(>.[-]>«'yS/'.< Tf ll^eXo-n l<rr)"-

1.4 The two (or three) letters missing seem to be an erased

error•

196. MERNEK, in the yard of Mustafa Kurt. Crystalline grey

marble column with female figure in small sunk panel; cut off

above, probably when reused in a church, since there is a setting

for a small metal cross low down on the back. H. 259 plus, diam.

35 - 44, lett. 3.5 - 4.0. PI. ?io,

(r -v<|) fjjvt i j ?{r pvc —
- >. e" * i ' ~

Ti T i*i

I3 rvir'}s

ii£vJ yj p *tmJ-
*>

rrn

197. KtJCtJK BORUK (or Burnak) in the street. Octagonal pillar
. *

of bluish marble, with dowel-hole in upper end for attachment
of a moulded coping or capital. H. 134, w. 56, th. 58, lett.

3-3.5. On the face to right of the inscribed face, incised

cross, presumably of later date. PI. 33

\ 'tK •*. c nj 1 o V

\\ pyc-Xk -
cv npw"
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oi TM C ✓ < Cv f

5 • (tUovi-
o i> 1L(~ -

Xf-JKCU
/

^CHI¬

OS tnJ.-
10. cj} pcS c-1-

res c -

5
K "Tun/ * -

/ >

$ I to V -

P CrT (1 - l<f4
15, l-taj. (ft.(

?vloU*Ce«P MA/1 A v/'ui ^ r\o 'iClf ^

198. KttCUK BORUK, lying loose on the E side of the settlement
o

(yayla). Limestone stele with pediment and lateral pilasters.
Left side and mouldings cut away, H. 183» w. -, 47 plus,
th. 28, -, lett, 2 - 3» In the pediment; spindle and distaff,
female figure, unidentified object. Below the inscription;

wreath with two ivy leaves growing from the top, two incised
crescents. PI. 33

Te ijuo Q 00
h 4> c* < p ° v h G* 0
fc-uydr p i r-r

5. o s Sc- ^ Tc-tTo
f-vV6 f/j

£ Xc* 7 H
K^ K^cv 'c_us
K i XC ^ |vv Gv C "•> S

I.2 or, rather than T'/ -

II.6 ff. Cf. MAMA viii, nos. 234 ff, and CB, i, no. 95.



199. GIYMIR, in the wall of a house. Coarse grey marble stele,
broken in two. a) broken above, below and left. H. 54 plus,

w. 44 plus, th. -, lett. 2.5 - 3«2. b) broken above and left.
H. 70 plus, w. 44 plus, th. 20, lett. 2.8 - 3*5» Below the

inscription, crescent and leaf. PI. 3 A •

ex A y d Q of V y (■ \ to S
iT^c-iKp cATto-u s r<?<-

t ' > _

jvv^jS

5. py] A^>Scs
yet <**4 zhi.

OS ^

(|, , c|- via- l<?5sf ,

200. BU7.uk BORUK (or Burnak), by the mosque. Grey and white
marble column, broken below. H. 73 plus, diam. 37 - 39, lett.
2.5 - 3.0. Pi. 33 .

fx] c-j>* focrevf-v

p>Xu,^ yf

T.rcs 'A rrc XXux -

v<c*u N €-&-py.c
Tu> Kerf i

V

T"j 8vy <^T/5i
• 1

j>vj



201. GIYMIR, in a yard. Plain ossuary of greyish-white marble,
without lid, said to have been dug up on the mound. H. 23 (int
12), w. 48 (int. 35), th. 33 (int. 18), lett. 2.5 - 3.5, with
traces of red paint. PI. 33

Q-uoiAi'jS jS<rXX"j5
(- oL 7~tO K<Ai y v "of i K i (kMi ?)

"fig. kcv «rO

The text is complete. The leaf was not cut in the stone

but merely added in paint.

201. GIYMIR, about to be built into a house. Grey marble homos

y/ith rough back, the sides marked put with guide-lines showing

that, if completed, the thickness would have been the same as

the width. H. 74, w. 32, 26-28, 36, th. 37, 32, 37, lett. 2.5

2.7. PI. 33

A [---5-jH
C "1
AL" ci - -
Air1 '

5. -u'luJ yX-vK-v. l*J
TcO

y at p \ ✓

11. 1-3 appear to have been intentionally erased. / #
1.4 Probably not MdK f>> ^ (y , as the upper left corner of

the omega Y/ould still be visible, if the spacing was maintained

203. GIYMIR, in a yard; grey marble stele with sunk panel.

Mouldings at sides cut away, whole stone recut as a column-base
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H. 72 plus, w. 43 plus, th. 23 plus, panel 40 x 30, lett. 3»5 -

4.5. PI. 34 .

Zc~ ~

X fVKCl'

I

TTotrpi Kk<
5» TVt^.

I r'

V(- K (-V.

204. GIYMIR, in the wall of a house. Marble stele with lateral

pilasters, broken above and below. H. 27 plus, w. 48 (panel 3o),
—v. .vTssasta

th. -, lett. 2.5 - 2.8. PI. 34.

Bj pe-ts I i c c~ t -

S uj V i o V ITiL cr i —

« p d To -v £ 6 X e- v -
/ ^ IWMW *.

K CO ^ to *<<* f 1 X ~
I

5. Tk hy.cyt] fl'
X^P-,V-

205. GIYMIR, in the wall of a yard. Greyish-white crystalline
marble fragment, broken all sides. H. 24 plus, w. 41 plus,
th. 20 plus, lett. 3-3*8. PI. 34

a v p • 13 x js eS a p [T-k K g—j
kev/r^ ro Hr Vi](uf0VJ
c_\< ruA «S uO [v T^Tk

»*» K<A [cs-yTtZ
5. Cr-ir*)5 e*■(-«<■'J

Restoration exempli gratia.
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206. GIYMIR, in a lane. Greyish-white marble column, plain above,
broken below. H. 27 plus, diarn. 27, lett. 4-5.5* PI# 34 <

ficiT(ow-
V ol X"w y X "

Jpu t< l>T-iTfcO

207* BURUR KUYU, by the well. Undecorated limestone cornice-

-block, complete, hollowed out above to make a trough. H. 29,
w. 182, th. 54, lett. 3*5 - 4.0. PI.^ a

j\l f- rTwp K'^rTc pes C-i\OtqC~<A Tc |uv.^iHO/ <5 A* 101/
The inscription was completed on a separate block.

208. KOgAS. Upper part white marble column, broken below, upper
moulding damaged. H.30, diaai. 33 plus, lett. 2.5* Pl.3^,

il 0 W I f-v C- V s .

1.1 The name is completely lost. The inscription must be a

mason's mark. The marble is probably not from Bokimion. Masons
were cheaper to transport than their materials.

209. MERNEK, in the wall of a house. Grey marble stele with

lateral pilasters, probably broken above. H. 92 plus, w. 33,
th. c. 20, lett. 2-3. Guide-lines above the first three lines.

PI. 3b .

K-u p (d K c -
A lT It —

t

VK v ) -

>

H (9 v y ^ Tp' |U -
'

p > v.
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11. 1-2 Error for iUpi <iv2s ? Or the first line may be
missing.

210. MERNEK, °n a dung-heap. Coarse marble stele with sunk panel,
broken above and bottom right corner. H. 75 plus, w. 66 plus,

th. 33* In the panel, <vr«mcginM*i«r>airic PI. 3>U
[o ><A Z -J 7
?ri °~t [I**]

r-'] y A y -
f t

K V " c<T*j ") -
rkiT'°'

/Up. H^p«-
/

7 K V'l jU */f| -
s p\\y.

211. HACINUMAN, by a well, limestone slab with large panel
outlined with cavetto moulding. K. 171, w. 62, th. 24, lett.

3.5 - 5.0. Below the inscription, Latin cross, upside-down, in
relation to the inscription. PI. 3<T

r>~c5> C- v 0*L

K^TlX1 -

T<t /\ v-j f O -
r"\ 5 O T")s

* \ rj (T
|Vv "}5 ,

11. 3-4 The name is certain.



212. GIYMIR, in a stable just W of the mound. Marble stele with
flattened pediment, below which is a Maltese cross in a circle,
then inscription in moulded panel. H. 85, w. 24-37, th.

panel 45 x 14-18, lett. 1.9-2.9. PI.35
T\ i^vVeS
K (r £.u>eroi\/-

Sp®s ~
iXXcS "Tto i-

5. G-vepye -

Ttrf K/i fKc/icr-
Vop • ft.KTbpi
K e ^ t/Xc y\~U~
d>co crT—

10. qerJ-r ^wvj-
s

7 Iftu'es

213. GIYMIR, in the wall of an oven. White marble stele, broken

below. H. 28 plus, w. 24, th. 17, lett. 1.8 - 3.2. PI."35.
Cjrcvs

y^-u pes

p d. ere "D -
t

Kuspi/js 4

5. V±L

214. KQCi^S, in the wall of a house. Marble stele with roughly
pointed top. H. 72, w. 24, th. -, lett. 2.5 - 3.5. PI.35.



117

C£0£S

TT^p Pesos
d \fW^

215• GIYIilR, in the wall of a house• Grey marble block, broken
left. H. 18, w. 40 plus, th. -, lett. 8 - 9.&. PI. ^5-

cross A ev-oss .
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LYKAONIA

Savatra and Kana

The southern section of Boz Da^, S of Akbasji Beli, is quite
a formidable little range, 30 km. long from NW to SE, 10-15 km.
wide and often more than 500 m. above the plain. Two passes,

Divanlar Beli and Goqu Beli, lead over it from the Ikonian plain
to Savatra. On the east of the mountain a road, not shown on

the Peutinger Table, must have run along the edge of the plain
(p. 172) and this must have been the principal reason for the

prosperity of Savatra and Kana, the two cities situated at the
eastern foot of the mountain.

Savatra, described by Strabo (568) merely as a

near Garsaoura, was the more important of the two, striking coins
from Trajan to Philip (HIT(2), p. 714). Its situation at the

modern Yalitbayat is assured by the presence there of a large
number of1 inscriptions (JHS xxii, 1902, pp. 371 ff; SERP, pp.

158 ff; MAMA viii, nos. 226 ff.; below, nos. 216 ff.) including
at least three mentioning the name of the city (below, no. 216).
The site was described by Cronin (JHS loc.cit), when the yayla
of Yalibayat was still too small to have swallowed up the

remains of its predecessor. It is now a flourishing village,
almost a town, and in a cursory examination I saw nothing ancient

apart from individual blocks and inscriptions, and a system of
stone-lined shafts connected by an underground channel, which

appeared to be an aqueduct or collecting-channel tapping the

springs in the bottom of the valley behind the village. This



2.1 <3

the villagers were cleaning out in the hope of reusing it. To

judge from the Christian gravestones used in the lining of the
shafts (nos. 222, 224), it was probably of Byzantine date.

Kana, the modern Gene, was identified in 1904 by Ramsay

and "tiallander (SERPp pp. 161 ff.). The site has never been

adequately described, and ray own two visits, with Professor
Calder in 1994 and with Mr. Hall in 1957, were both too brief

for a proper examination of it. The Roman site was probably

on the edge of the plain, where the modern village stands,but

there is said to be also a castle and extensive signs of
settlement on and around a steep rocky hill just to the SW. Like

Peri;a, it apparently issued no coins, and the earliest certain

evidence of its having been a city is a dedication to Trajan

(SEEP, p. 162, no. 18, revised in MAMA viii, no. 211).
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Savatra and Karia

Inscriptions

216, YALIBAYAT, in a yard. Greyish-white marble slab, moulded

above, broken above, below and right. H. 65 plus, th. -, w. 55

plus, lett. 4 - 4.5 (all measurements approximate)• PI. 36.
T. Flavium T.f.

Titinianum bu-
*

le et popul. Sav-

atr. fi^iuuj oppidi. leaf
11. 3-4 Savatra is also recorded epigraphically in J IIS x±ii,

1902, p. 371, no. 144; SKRP, p. 158, no. 2; MAMA viii, nos.

228, 231.

217. YALIBAYAT, in the yard of the school. Grey-blue marble

stele. H. 115, w. 44, 37, 44, th. 34, 29, 35, lett. 0.8 - 1.1.

Below the inscription, recessed panel with male and female

figures. Pl|f. 35,
C-

,

[...JjfilfOV 1 KJ, CT^xfi$<AeTfr(firu>
To v r^tr'lS e(%p-ucr-<r 0Osj

5 [? CM 5Jo s TwvS* j3pcTot«r* '<J i <? c~<rof> c-vet c-t TTtJ&C [crj
1.1 Ancient erasure.

1.3 For another imperial high-priestess cf. JRS xxii, 1902,
p. 371, no. 144.

1.4 The last word might be (H)poKAos 9 but the reading given
is closer to the traces on the stone.
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218. YALIBAYAT, in a house. Stele of greyish-white marble,
with pediment, said to have been found in the ruins of the "Kale".

Slightly broken above. H. 38 plus, w. 19,22, th. 9» lett. 1.2 -

1.8. In the pediment, a crescent. PI. 35-

l p o s.
The inscription is complete.

219. YALI3AYAT, outside a house. Grey marble column-drum,
reused as a gravestone. H. 99, diam. 40, lett. 3*0 - 4.5* PI* 36

d \ ii c u p V' s
A X f

7"V} YX VK V

juo'v er\»v jiiu)
5. O Xvw iT«^$»

. ;

M Jvt <<• Sev'S T

|WOV fio-u

y\ v K -vTof T
10.

220. YA1IBAYAT, by the school. Grey marble column, roughly
finished. H.133» diam. 30-34, lett. 2.3 — 4.0. Below the

inscription, pedimental niche with crescent in pediment and two
defaced figures in niche. PI. 36.

h'Vot.Vi'oS

^ U 7o j*"*- ®"
K^« ~i~V fj yXv-
KvT^tTc'iS ycv-
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t

5. Cfir-iv
t t

221. YALI3AYAT, in a yard. Grey marble slab, very roughly cut,
broken below. H. 58, w. 61, th. 8, lett. 2.5 - 6.5. PI* 36.

TtO y>> Vd vTti"
To.- f' ° ^v' ^ I?'
R f- 3 I oi v UJ ^uJCT^V-
Vat T'3 I % 1^ <1 V "

5. r'Tf
y «t p t ✓

<x vfr c*T*~f ce v ,

fVt tfw "^ .^i-vyw. vvyft-li'i t
£ *• OS?

222. YALI3AYAT, in a house; said to be from the aqueduct (p.^iS)
Grey marble block, probably the upper moulding of a statue-base,
moulded front, left, right, cut off behind. H. 17, w. 47, 35,
th. 27, 19, lett. 1.2 - 3*5* The stone was subsequently reused
as a gravestone and inscribed on the bottom surface. PI. 36

T to y v -
' C

Tto -vf i -
— — > >

U? t » VO d V 1*^
rj |u '•) T p A "v p •

5* HrfTtop Tlif)
s ^3'c)

/
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223* YA1IBAYAT, in the valley behind the village. Rough marble

block, with projection at top, apparently complete, but split
down the centre. H. 142, w. 55, th. 23, lett. 2.8 - 4.5. PI.

d p iTto v

\%'sd <5 V j» < 'O
cx) v^'-j
\ - c ^

K<*< Tt3 VIU)
#•

5. t*3 ^5
f I CTui

Tidpd (^5-uj

dve cr~ rjerd
10* r"K

224. YALIBAYAT, in a shaft of the aqueduct (p.2!8). Coarse
marble block, buried below, broken above and behind. H. 70,
w. 29, th. 40, lett. 2.5 - 3-5. PI. 36.

Tw Tns -

C* K pf |

|V\ V t*| jW V —

S t

5. T"co iTpto-fe-
vT£■ p tO Mo~
ucr ioS <5 -

ferfes c<v ~

f«3 V oC\^ —
I

10. r-

rjv e-rqX-
r)V
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ta x"j 5 )(d T~

jX-'V
<ryc. ;■> Vu-vrv ma-^cc.

trosa

225• GENE, in the steps of a house by the mosque; elongated
boulder of blue-grey marble, inscribed.in incised panel at one

end. H. 124, w. 46 (panel 25), th. 40, lett. 2-4. In the

panel, a spindle. PI. 37,

A v p ■ K -v C~ *J
\/>}cri jlf |_v)
X (- vT «^S

X t t. » . i
Ot 1M O' e<-v -

5. ru Uve-erTn-
>

Co' v « v *1 S

11. 1-2 For Kv^f^.os ?*
i .

226• GENE, in the wall of a house. Fragment of white limestone,
broken above, below and left. K. 42 plus, w. 30 plus, th.
lett. 3-5. The inscription appears to have been on a slightly
raised panel. PI. 34

[rw yjAvKf-

|K'f
5.

Hestoration exerapli gratia.
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227• GERE, in the wall of a yard. White limestone pedimental
stele with rough panel, broken above. H. 124, w. 37, th. -,

panel 33 x 24, lett. 1.5-4.0. PI. 37
cross

A SI
< •' ~r- *"*

CcoSS, Qpot ' °v
(. / , v
at y t 0 V K o* 1
t v S fc ? o V

« ?• •

{ uj | V~j C "V ' (' C
. > • L -»« •

This appears to be SEEP, p. 163, no. 22, or a duplicate of
it. In SEEP, 1.4 is given leSertpcs , with a fifth line ©-upcrov
and the caution that "the reading in line 4 is hopeless". The
stone is very worn indeed.

228. GENE, in a house-well. Grey limestone block, probably

complete. H. 82, w. 63, th. 89, letters 3-7. PI.37.

jic/ pSs 7Tp^e<r/l-vT(pcs)
s-c «•. «s.l <>. «.»_> i *•>& ,

1.2 This appears to be Armenian.
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LYKAONIA

The Plains South of Lake latta

Between Boz Dag and Archelais (Aksaray) lies a vast area

of what is, archaeologically speaking, rather unproductive country
The northern parts of it, bordering on Lake Tatta, are flat and

marshy, but as one goes further south the flatness is exchanged
for dry, rolling downland, always dominated by the vast mass of
Hasan Dag£ at the eastern end of the plain.

The topography is simplified, in a way, by the complete

absence of cities and the extreme scantiness of the literary
sources. The Peutinger Table (road from Perta to Salaberina,

p. 143) and a few brief references in Strabo and Ptolemy, are the

only lines that one can follow, except for chance epigraphic
discoveries.

In the NW corner of the area, the only reasonably certain
identification is Anzottlada at Akoren (Qguzeli), known from a

boundary stone (p. 193^^,5) * The site is miserably poor and windswept
and most of its inscriptions (JHS xix, 1899, pp. 280 f; MAMA

viil, nos. 288 ff; below, no. 233) are of Byzantine date. Two
other sites along the fringe of the marshes by the lake,
Herkenli and Tuzun HK., are described by Anderson (JHS xix, 1899»
pp. 131 ff.).

The NE comer also, though rich in pre-elassical sites,
lias only one classical village to which a name can be fixed;

Koropassos, described by Strabo (558) as 120 stades from

Garsaoura (Archelais), can be placed with reasonable certainty at
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Ak Kan (p. 177 ; FOA viii, p. 14), on the Seljuk road from Konya

to Aksaray, where there is a mound good Hellenistic and Roman

pottery* Another Roman site a little further to the E, near

Yapilcan, is very poor indeed.
The three ancient settlements at Ortakuyu, Lialxr HK and

Gideriqs, which can probably be equated with the Goruitanasso.
Ubinnaca and Salaberina ©f the Peutinger Table, have already
been described in AS viii, pp. 225 ff., and there is no point

in repeating the description beyond saying that Grtakuyu is
part d eke .plain.

probably the largest ancient village in the centralj'Ardistama, as
pointed out in HGAH (p. 344) is given by Ptolemy (V, iv, 8) as

a city of NW Lykaonia. The location of it at the modern Arisama,
not far from the SW corner of Hasan Dagi, (HGAM, loc. cit), is

thus not in accordance with Ptolemy's position and rests only on

the resemblance of name.
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The Plains South of Lake Xatta.

Inscriptions

229. HABMAN CUKURU (H. of Ohruk), on the steps of a house.

Coarse greyish-white marble bomos, probably brought from Boz Bag.
H. 80, w. 33* 26, 33, th. 32, 27, 34, lett. 1.8 - &«&«===i>l. 37.

ciY-p %'<-
10.

230. ORTAKUYU, in a stable. Greyish-white marble bomos, broken

in two, upper half chipped left. H. 49, w. 22, 19, 23, th. 20,
17, 20, lett. 1.? - 2. On the shaft; left, female figure, right,
male figure, between them a snake. PI.37,

K 'XX«C K- '(-OS

A

llpfv! {t A1

[_A K X i« i u,

YyC-td
1 l~K u (Yj ! V J I c % iS/o'O ~

Qft fj p ! o V (■ q K -
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The drawing is from two separate impressions, neither of
which shows clearly the exact relation of the inscription to
the edges of the stone•

231. PAYI KUYUSU, a yayla 7 km. S of Qrtakuyu, in a well-head.
White limestone, broken above. H. 145 plus, w. -, 49, 61, th—,

36, lett. 2-3* Above the inscription, arched niche

enclosing standing draped male figure. PI. 37.
j ijovX(t'V XfDKcv A*c)

232. OHTAKUYU, lying loose on H side of the village. Grey-blue
marble slab, broken above. H. 58 plus, w. 54, th. 20, lett. 2.5 -

3.5. PI. 37

233. AKOEEN (Oguzeli), by a mosque. Limestone slab with moulded

border, broken above. The upper part was probably filled by a

large cross, of which only the foot remains. II. 105 plus, w. 82,
th. 29, lett. 4-6. PI. 3d.

5.

C vpss V QoL
k I -

re

OS vfOS A ~

5, Qjuf"T«OV
A -V y/dro-u

CroSS 7
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LYKAONIA

Hyde

Hyde is known from Pliny, Hieroclea, ecclesiastical sources

and coins. Pliny puts Ide on the boundary of G-alatia and

Cappadocia, which fixes the longitude fairly certainly, Hierocles
(675) gives it after Barata and before Isauropolis while the
coins (HN (2), p. 713) indicate that it formed part of the

second-century Koinon of Lykaonia, and bore the epithet Iliera.
This combination of circumstances led Ramsay (HGAM, pp. 339 f.j

Lycaonia col. 82 ff.), to put it at Karapxnar, SE of Kana, on

the modern road from Konya to Ere^li and probably on the

ancient one Laodikeia-Savatra-Kybistra (p.1'72 ). No epigraphic
: ■ $ '■ '

evidence has been forthcoming, and the conjecture has remained

unconfirmed since. In favour of Karapxnar, it can be said that,

in spite of an almost complete lack of inscriptions, it was

obviously an ancient settlement of importance. A very large
mound in the town, with pottery ranging from Early Bronze Age

to Roman, a good water supply, and the presence of several fine

early Turkish buildings, combine to prove this. It is the

natural road-centre of a large, if not very prosperous, district.
If Ramsay is correct in associating the epithet Hiera with

curious natural phenomena, the country to the east of Karapxnar
has enough of them for several holy cities. A dreary but

strangely fascinating waste of sand and pumice dust, with wind-
-eroded pinnacles of rock dotted about it, begins on the eastern

outskirts of the town (pl.THjA). A little further out is Ak Gol,
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a lake of undrinkable "bluish water sunk in a depression with

almost vertical sides, rather similar to the one at Gbruk (p. 2OX)
South of this, another lake, known as Tuz Mekesi, lies in a

great round bowl of pumice, and forms a ring about a bare conical
hill that rises considerably higher than the edges of the bowl.
On the summit grows a single stunted tree (pl.'PlhB). The country
further to the S, between Tuz Mekesi and Anbar (Sidamaria) is

a near-desert of pumice, scattered with other, less spectacular,

volcanic cones. Most of this area is useless to man or beast,

but it must have left a very powerful impression in the minds

of ancient Lykaonians, and might well be the origin of the

sanctity of Hyde.
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lykaoitiaC?)
Sidamaria

The name of Sidamaria, known only from a dedication to
Hadrian (IGR, iii, no. 273; Catalogue Constantinople, i,
no. 113» gives full reference^), was situated at the modern Anbar
or Anbararasi. Although apparently a city, it cannot have been
of any importance, though it lay at the junction of two important
roads (pp. 176, 178). After this, it seems probable that it
was included with Laranda in the original province Galatia, and
then belonged successively to Antiochiana, Cappadocia, the
Koinon of Lykaonia, Diocletianic Isauria or Pisidia and finally

Byzantine Lykaonia (possibly Cappadocia Secunda, though the
natural frontier at this point should be the marsh between

Sidamaria and Kybistra),
The modern village lies with its back to a large mound

covered with Roman and Byzantine pottery. A net-work of
catacomb-like passages cut in the mound appears to be a late

Roman or Byzantine place of burial, though apart from a stone
disc with roughly incised decoration, rolling in a groove to act
as a door, it contains nothing of any interest. The rolling door
is a common feature in tombs of the Roman period in Syria and

Mesopotamia.

There are now no remains of buildings above ground, but the

quantity of ancient stones in the houses is impressive (cf. WE, p.

15).
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Sidamaria's principal claim to fame is the great sarcophagus

now in the Istanbul Museum (Catalogue ... .^'Constantinople. i,
no. 112; Sardis V, i, pp. 40 ff.) but the character of the

remains on the site suggests that work of this quality was quite

exceptional there.

At Kale Koyii, 4 km. to the SW, "important ruins" were

reported by Callander (SEEP. p. 164); in 1957 we were unable

to find any signs of ancient occupation. There seems to be no

positive ground for regarding it as the site of Kadena (Social
Basis, p. 105).
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Sidamara
-_rr

Inscriptions

234. Between KALE KOYtt and KARAA&AO, in the foundations of a
b

culvert just to the west of a Selouk bridge. Whitish limestone

block, broken left, possibly also right and above. H. 83» w.

60 plus, th. -, lett. 4.5 - 5.5. PI.

fVij o^v Hoi K0*» E <J~
Tf-iWois K^]r<f<rKf va( cr-<*i/

jp. K fuj* 1 ? /u5 i' X e( ' U3V, 1 co
jjY- m ^tpt f- |0»- fc~~rjv(''cfS&vi f^c-cr-

5.13^' eK/3o/> <=<✓ Xj c-ty ■ 6<<r-'

[c'.e-fri rq TcG />W
[ct I r K CO -V <7 f / / njc- <//-*( K'CT-
i X'X#

Restoration exempli gratia.

235• AKCASAHR, built into the porch of the mosque. Creamy-
limestone block, broken left and above. H. 34 plus, w. 51 plus,
th. -, lett. 3* Remains of panel moulding below and right. PI. 3S\

r*v a, c jw. y [_vi k^' a <?
K OS ^ 1 Ov ' TA 6 O S CM

^

(\liypO~U K l X ot'
rv^.s /) ^ri]rr»fr7'^T^

5. V X y/* ' cTuZS C-VG-KiCrV
Domnenis appears to have been married twice, to the

unnamed father of Prima and to Niger the father of her other

children.
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236. KABAA&AC, in a yard. Brown limestone stele with rounded
%

top. H. 54, w. 34, th. 20, lett. 1.5 - 2.0. In a sunk panel,
male figure in cloak and boots giving loaf (?) to child similarly
clothed. The inscription has ruled guide-lines. Pls»39,Pf.

f. t\i0 viut ov
* *

\

faf-wiXio-u
X dia piv>-

1«2 r^^lTnsTv was probably intended.
1.3 The gaps are caused by natural holes in the stone.

237. ANBARABASI, in the steps of a house. Grey marble block,
buried below, chipped at both sides, broken behind. H. 28 plus,
w. 124, th. 75 plus, lett. 3«5 - 4-0. PI.Vi

VJtp j- — j

r^s p], 'AS,»<t,Sw ?Tn
fjij Kiel j" Pi""-

1.1 There are distinct signs of letters in the second half
of the line, but none in the first half, where there is no room

for them on the stone.

1.2 The names Nestor and Kastor are both common in Lycaonia.

lagnilla or Larnilla, neither apparently known, would fit the

traces, and appears to be the name of the owner of Adrandos, not
a metronymic; cf. AS ix, 1959, p*99, no.52.

1.3 Adrandos is not otherwise known.

238. KARAA&AC, in a lane. Grey limestone slab, said to be from

Hiiyuk Burnu, broken above. II. 117 plus, w. 92, th. 15, lett. 4.



Above the inscription, three tall Latin crosses (?) PI.39.
cross

W^cr> S [jip(6cr/3-CTC'poO]^' VKo~
vooS

The drawing is not based on any facsimile and is accurate

only as regards the shape and decoration of the stone#

239# KAVUKLAR, in a garden opposite the school# Blue marble

slab, broken in two# a broken above and right, h. 45, w. 46,
th# -, lett. 3-6* b broken above and left, h# 40, w# 36, th# -,

lett. 2#5 - 5#0. The two pieces almost join. Inscription in
tabula ansata, with incised "arcadirtg" above. PI# 33.

cross £ v OrL [»^ * <' €-
<LT€ <$ otvo jjsJ 0 <~v\<£/3 ((-crt Jtos)
'jpXiSU«(»**) ro v/v a

OYPl cross

11. 4-5 .Apparently an abbreviated ethnic* rovvS©*vp« (T1$) ?

240. AiTBAHARASI, in the steps of a house. Blue marble slab with

tabula ansata, broken above and right, buried left. H. 83
(tabula 51), w. 50 plus, th. 16, lett. 7.5 - 9.5. At left of

tabula, a wreath. PI. 39.

C fQ[* 5* * ,T
Qc-o <r Cc-fi'c$ ">J
jipe cr

241. KAVUKLAR, in a garden opposite the school. Blue marble

slab with geometric design, broken above and left. H. 73 plus,
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w. 51 plus, th. — , lett. 6-7. Above the inscription, Greek
oross in circle. PI 3*1.

^ I dl X £ / X X k ■*

?M

242. ANBARABASI, by the mound; blackish limestone slab. K. 196,
w. 96, th. 16, lett. 6.5 - 9.0. Below the inscription, which
is incised, upside down, in a tabula ansata, is a large latin
cross with semicircular base, flanked by two plain bosses and
the letters A and W in relief (22 and 9 cm. reap.). PI.37.

i

^a. v f) j*-^ <i
1. I £T I v I o "V

243. AITBABABASI, in a lane. Blue marble slab with rounded top.
H. 169, w. 64, th. 15, lett. 2-3. Inscription in tabula ansata;

above, Greek cross in circle; below, Latin cross.

M

ve cfycTtcr -
T>2v 'AC-tiov
kAi ExsixdQil s.

1.1 fhe first letter was perhaps intended to be a form of
chi-rho monogram, or may have been an engraver's error.
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LYKAONIA

Derbe

The site of Derbe must be sought somewhere in the area of

Sidrova, some 18 km* NE of Laranda* This was suggested by
Honigmann (on Hierocles 675), and confirmed by a dedication found
in 1956 at Kerti Hiiyiik, 7 km. NE of Sidrova* In publishing this

inscription (AS vii, pp* 147-151; offprint in folder of plates)
(baPibc)

I provisionally accepted Kerti HkVyas the site of Derbe, in spite
of the absence there of other stones or any evidence for

Byzantine occupation* In 1958, making a flying visit to Sidrova

itself, Mr. Gough and I were shown a further inscription, the
the epitaph of Michael, bishop of Derbe (no. 245), as well as

the site, 4 km* NNE of the village, from which it was said to
have been brought. This is still known as Devri §ehri, and our
suggestion that "Dervi" was the correct Byzantine pronunciation
was indignantly rejected. The "City of Devri" proved to be a

flat site, not a mound, about 500 m* in diameter* The pottery

ranged from Hellenistic to Seljuk, and there were a number of

large rough limestone columns lying on the surface* One possible
reason for the flatness of the site is that the ground-level
around it has been raised by the deposition of silt from Ibrala

Dere during winter floods; certainly the whole area is marshy,

though drainage works are now in progress, and occupation levels,
revealed by what are said to be old saltpetre workings continue
below the level of the surrounding marsh.

The evidence for Devri §ehri having been the site of Derbe
is strong, but cannot be regarded as quite conclusive until yet
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another site, mentioned by Ramsay (Lykaonia, col. 88), as "a

very large mound rising bodly from the plain" (apparently that
marked on the Turkish map 5 km. EITE of Sidrova) has been

investigated. It is an almost invariable rule in Lykaonia that
a city should be looked for on and around a large mound capable
of being fortified, and there seems no reason why Derbe, which
took a prominent part in the power-politics of Lykaonia in the
first century B.C., should be an exception to the rule. For
older placings of Derbe see RE (s.v. Derbe).

The territory of Derbe probably included all the eastern
end of the Karaman plain, being bounded on the NE by that of

Sidamaria, on the SY/ by that of Laranda and on the NW by that
of Barata. The soil of the plain is heavy and, if proper use

were made of the water of the Ibrala Dere, could be very

productive. The hills to the SE, towards Ibrala, are barren
and were probably as sparsely inhabited in ancient times as they

are today. Derbe must have lain on a road from Laranda to

Kybistra, probably via Sidamaria (p.1'78).
Other ancient sites probably to be assigned to the territory

of Derbe include a curious fortified settlement near a yayla
south of Earaagag, which appears to be the Cinasinoren of the

Turkish map. At the centre of the site (pi.4-C ) is a tower
of rubble and mud about 10 m. square in plan. Around it lies
a roughly rectangular enclosure about 2 hectares in area,

protected by an outer wall of rubble and mud with no surviving
facing. The area within the wall is filled with a tangle of
rubble walls, belonging to houses with small yards attached,
while outside it further houses, apparently with larger yards



or gardens5shade off gradually into cemeteries* A number of
plain but well finished Byzantine double-columns are still lying
on the site, while other pieces from a church have been removed

to Karaa^ag* The pottery is Boman as well as Byzantine, but
the layout of the place in its present form can hardly be earlier
than the Arab Wars*
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Derbe

Inscriptions

244. ASIRA1T YAYLASI, in a well belonging to Tahir Atceken.
> >

Limestone block, broken left. H. 35» w. 100 plus, th. -, lett.
3.0 - 3.5. PI MO.

n Sc-IVot ---- jetCO-U 0vyVr ?p
. J w p ^ ^ i 1 w T*tO f

'ai v $ p i KT^ JiJcr o CnC'-jve

To^J CjlLl—inl
245. SIDROVA, in the house of Kerim hlrat. Blackish marble slab,

broken left and below. H. 69 plus, w. 64, th. 10, lett. 3.5 -

4.5. The main inscription is enclosed in a circular medallion

(diain. 37), the final word in a separate medallion in the

upper right corner (diam. 11). The slab has a raised border

(w. 8). Pid* fn-

In the larger medallion

I vS(l K T( uvv-os) S/ e-KX!-

f-(') & t S Gee<j> iKg —

GToircs

en ktkcitcs A "

5. epf^is q ^ e p -

In the smaller medallion
I O V V I —

> to ✓

For another bishop at Sidrova, see JH3, xxii,lS02,p»357,no.ll6
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Barata

Barata was placed by Ramsay (hycaonia, col. 82, 1001 Churches

pp. 17 ff.) at Maden gehir, in a hollow at the northern foot
of Kara Ba^; while the proof is not conclusive, depending mainly
on the order of Hierocles (675) and on an incomplete road

Ikonion - Barata - Tyana, given by the Peutinger Table (p.17of.),
it is sufficiently certain to cause no grave misgivings.

The whole valley of Maden ^ehir is full of ruins, and the
lack of any inscriptions of the Roman period commensurate with
the dignity of a coin-striking city such as Barata (BMC Lycaonia

etc., p. xix), is not surprising in view of the great development

of the place in Byzantine times. One tomb with a pyramidal roof

(1001 Churches, pp. 230 ff.) is almost certainly pre-Byzantine,
and while there are plenty of parallels for the existence of

imposing tombs far from the nearest city, its presence does

suggest a settlement of some size.

The description of Maden §ehir and of the upper site at

Decile in 1001 Churches cannot be improved upon without
excavation. All the buildings standing fifty years ago have
suffered further damage, and some have been completely destroyed;

dure

Bliss Bell's accuracy and clarity of description sb impressive
and stand# the teat of being read on the site. Apart from a

more accurate general plan there is little hope of adding much
to our knowledge of the Byzantine city. A few of the churches
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may be mentioned simply to show how much has been lost since 1909*
Ho. 1. Most of the late vaulting of the N aisle has been

destroyed, but the rest of the church is still in a fairly good
state.

Ho- 4. Nothing except the HE corner and part of the apse

remains. It was formerly one of the better preserved churches.
No. 5. Stone-robbers were at work in the narthex; of the

rest, only the outline of the apse and some of the columns were

visible.

Ho. 8. is now a shapeless pile of rubble.

Ho. 9. The dome has fallen and the plan is no longer

distinguishable•

Ho. 31* Has suffered less than most (compare pl.P1! ,B with.
1001 Churches fig. 120).

Ho. 32. The interior has been gutted and the upper part of
the W facade destroyed (pl.Pl2,A ; 1001 Churches, fig. 173)

Several other churches seem to have been lost entirely,
or at least are not readily identifiable on the general plan.

From its position on the H side of Kara Da^ it is probably
fair to assume that most of the territory of the city lay to the

north of the mountain, while the plain to S, E and W belonged to

Derbe, Laranda and Ilistra. On the NW lay the great marsh of

Plnarbafi, on the HE a scatter of hills that might well be worth
further exploration.

Klzfl Kale, at the SE corner of the marsh (11 km. NY/ of

Maden gehir), is one of the most interesting sites in the whole
area. It stands on an isolated conical hill about 100 m. high
and is mainly remarkable for She Iron Age Monument described by
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Ramsay (1001 Churches, pp. 505£f»)« The fortified settlement
on top of the hill appears from its pottery to be entirely

Hellenistic, while the Greek inscription on the "throne" (no.2-47)
and a very badly preserved church at the summit testify to the

continuing sanctity of the site.
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Bcrata

Inscriptions

246. EGIBSEZ, in the wall of a house. White limestone homos
with cylindrical top. H. 86, w. 44, 39, 43, th. -, lett. 2.5-
3.0. On the shaft, in relief, ivy-plant growing from vase.

PI. 4/0-

d V 2 Qrj ' "V X '1 ■

247. KIZIL DAG, on a horizontal face of trachytic rock SE of the

"throne". W.of inscription 48, lett. 4-6. Incised above the

inscription, five pairs of jumping-weights, the pair on the e

extreme right less neatly cut than the rest. PI. Lj I

The inscription is probably complete, but it is possible
that three or four letters are missing at the end of line 2.

It appears to record victory (on five occasions?) in some local

games, rather than a suicide.

j \ Xo-U T- I.O Vt

5. Ac-VTTos o kc*

v""U

f v r v X •.
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Laranda, Ilistra, Posala and Kod.vlessos

Laranda, the modern Karaman, emerged in the 2nd century
A.D. as the metropolis of the Koinon of Lykaonia (HN(2) p. 714),
and had probably been the main commercial centre of the south

Lykaonian plain for some time before that, since it lay at the
end of one of the easiest routes across the Taurus (p. 175 )•

The name Karaman, given to it by the Karamanoglu dynasty
in the 13th century, has still not entirely superseded the
earlier Laranda (Turkish Larende or Darende). Traces of pre-

-Turkish settlement are negligible apart from the very high

mound at the W end of the town, on which the Karamanog'lu castle

stands. The town is a pleasant one, fairly well watered by

streams, and has several old Turkish buildings, of which Ibrahim

Bey Imareti and Hatuniye Medresesi are probably the finest.

Ilistra, the modern Ilisira, 17 km. W of Laranda, is known

from Ilierocles and the Notitiae, and from an inscription at

Karaman (SERP p. 177, no. 72), as well as from its coins (HN(2)
p. 714).

The modern village lies beside a large mound, with a flat

top about 150 m. in diameter, showing signs of having once been
fortified. Most of the pottery is Roman, as are most of the

stones in the old mosque, but there are no inscriptions to be
seen.

8 km. further to the WNW, Kasaba (Gaferiyat) which,
confusingly, is the administrative centre of the nahiye of Ilisira.
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is also situated around a mound with a fair quantity of Roman

pottery. It has been identified by Ramsay with the bishopric
Pyrgoi (HGAH, p. 346; Lyoaonia, col. 80; cf. p. 117 ). Apart
from two pieces of sculpture in a local style (nos, 251 153)
and one quite illegible epitaph there were no other Classical
remains, while the greater part of the walls, which for lack
of evidence to the contrary I assume to be Turkish, has been

pulled down.
Posala was recognized by Ramsay (Lycaonia col. 73) as the

modern Bosola (Ozyurt), where there is a low mound, as well as

an early mosque. Numerous ancient stones are scattered about
the village (inscriptions WE nos. 18 f.). Losta or Zosta (now
Akar Koy) a little further to the W, is also an ancient site
and the name is presumably ancient. The villagers say that the
ancient stones there come from a chure' inside the village,

rather than from the small mound just to the R.

godylessos. The large mound Giidelisin Hk. must have been

the site of Kodylessos, mentioned in an inscription found

30 km. further to the west (Denkmaler, no. 282). The similarity
of name is too close to be accidental.

Many other modern villages in southern Lykaonia retain their

ancient names. In the area between the Qargamba and Kybistra
alone, Illetre Oreni, Losta, Mandasun, Masara, Davgandos, Kflbasan.,
Cinasxn, Orzala and Ibrala are probably all ancient names in

origin, although one or two of them contain elements that appear

to be Turkish, or rather always contained elements susceptible
of Turkicisation.
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Saranda, Ilistra, Posala and Kodylessos

Inscriptions

2^8. ORIAOBAt in the porch of the mosque. Whitish limestone
homos, broken below and behind. H. 72 plus, w. 58, 43, -,

th. 56 plus, 44 plus, -, lett. 3.0 - 4.5. PI. 4'•
AVktoS (fipos/T-
Tvov 'Ak-uXXif

i pi r' yv [W i k • 7

2&cf IMNDASU1T, in the wall of a house. Limestone block, broken

above. H. 60, w. 42, th. 40, lett. 5.0 - 7.5. Pl. ,4'-
"(KuT-Us

* »

n»c v

e iT e, .-•) e~ f- v
* f . «

ISO. MANLASUIT, in the wall of a house. Trachyte pedimental stele,
with rosette in pediment, broken above and below. II. 70 plus,
w. 43, th. -, lett. 4-6. PI. 4i.

otv t* C-~f .

} Oi/ oil' £>P

d"vT^$
5 . U t > at %

pA]ITw?> PjOOM
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251. KASQBA, by a well. Trachyte lintel hollowed out to form a

trough. At the centre, Greek cross enclosed in a circle. Buried
right. H. 33, w. c. 155, th. 73, lett. 4.5 - 7.0. Pi. 4

o'i »(oi ''>•"}5 S€*tr i' o1 vf}£.

^v Ui r° Ht} v '«15
The •underlined letters do not appear on the photograph.

252. KASABA, in the cafe. Greyish-white marble bearded male

figure with hair to shoulders, himation leaving right shoulder

bare; in the left hand, fold of himation (or snake?), in the

right, patera. Back and sides rough. H. 59, w. 18, th. 19.

PI. Pfz.

253* KASABA, outside the Belediye. Grey-white marble figure
of lion; headquarters and fore-legs broken off. H. 64 plus,

length 57 plus, th. 43. On the left shoulder, female figure in
low relief, holding circular wreath in raised right hand.
PI. P .
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The Ibrala Valley

The Valley of the Ihrala Dere, which rises in. the Taurus
E of laranda and finally loses itself in the marshes near Derbe,
has been inadequately explored; Sterrett's visit (WE, pp. 14 f.)
was short and unproductive, and my own acquaintance with the

valley is limited to a day at the village (nahi.ye) of Ibrala,
27 km. E of Laranda, and at Manazan 5 km. further up the

valley towards the.east. The valley, though narrow, is a

pleasant one, but the country on either side of it is bare and
desolate•

At Ibrala, we found no remains of ancient settlement

except a church, now used as a mosque. Since this stands in
the middle of the modern village, which is a large one, the lack

of other remains is not surprising. The whole area between

Laranda and Tyana, with the exception of Sidamaria, is very

poor in inscriptions, and the absence of surface pottery at

Ibrala is explained by the superimposed debris of Turkish

settlement and by flooding, which is said to have deposited,
within living memory, up to 2 m. of gravel and silt over the

immediate area of the church. There is no reason for attributing

any particular ancient name to the place, which is hardly

likely to have been more than a village; though the name

Ibrala (locally jjronounced Iprala) may well be of ancient origin.
The Church (pis.41,Pi5 ); as it stands, the church is

of at least two, and probably three, periods, of which only the
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first is certainly of Byzantine date. The timber roof, which
is very recent, effectively obscures the original exterior
outline, and the interior is almost entirely plastered, so that
the phases described below are to some extent conjectural.

Period I. To the original building belong the lower parts
at least of the outer walls, the inscribed apse flanked by

vaulted lateral chambers, the W doorway, the E and S windows,
and the niche on the exterior of the N wall. The existing four

interior piers may be original, and if they are, their spacing

suggests that there was originally a third pier on each side,
at the centres of the present N and S dome-arches. This should
mean that the church was originally a basilica or "barn-church",
but none of the vaults, apart froxa those of the chambers

flanking the apse, is certainly original.

The outer wall was strongly built of large limestone blocks
in courses 30 to 30 cm. high. Although the courses do not all

run straight through, the whole of the lower part can safely
be considered of one build. Most of the upper part of the E
wall has been rebuilt, using the original stones, and the IT and
S walls have been extended upwards to support the eaves of the

modern roof. The original walling presumably has a core of
mortared rubble, which is now not visible. The E and S windows

are double, with central "double-columns" and rough mouldings
at the spring of the arches. Of the two, the E window is

slightly the more ornate, having a moulded sill, horseshoe arches

and a simple arched hood-moulding (pl.Pt^E).
The niche in the IT wall does not appear to be a blocked

window. It is 55 cm. square in elevation and 25 cm. deep, and
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has a "broad projecting moulding on all four sides (pl.?15,F).
Its use is uncertain#

At the E end of the N wall there are signs of a horseshoe

arch springing from a projecting moulded corbel (plJHSsJ^. The
lowest voussoir is in position, while another has been used to
block the scar - in the wall caused by the demolition of the arch#

The interior is entirely plastered except for the chambers

flanking the apse, which have their original vaults of large,
well cut voussoirs (average interior width 35 cm)# Each is lit

by two small slit windows in the E wall, one low down and one

at the level of the vault-spring# The position of these windows,
and the presence of two corbels in each of the chambers, suggests

that they probably had light wooden floors suspended half-way

up the walls, to provide extra storage space. The triangular

recesses at the angles of the apse are roofed with stone slabs

set just below the spring of the vault. The apse itself is

stilted in plan, or of slightly horseshoe form. The small

window in the semidome is off-centre and probably secondary.
The roofing of the nave and aisles has certainly been altered

at least once and it is doubtful if any of it is original, as

the vaults of the present aisles are about 1 m# lower than those

of the chambers flanking the apse. The original church was
cf

probably a basilica or "barn-church" with four baysyarcading on
either side, though the possibility that there was a dome,

probably one bay further E than the present one, cannot be
excluded. It can hardly have been built later than the sixth

or seventh century (see below) and neither the existing square

piers nor the flat architraves of the bays to E and W of the



dome-bay correspond with local practice of that date#
Periods II ( and III?). The roofing of the nave and aisles,

and perhaps that of the apse, appears to be secondary. At
present it consists of a modified cross-in-square system, in
which the barrel-vaults of the IT and S arms of the cross are

replaced by seiai-domes. The semi-domes are intersected by the
otherwise continuous barrel-vaults of the aisles. The result

is curious but not unpleasant, but it has an air of being
Turkish rather than Byzantine. The flat architraves supporting
the bays to E and W of the dome, which span about 180 cm., are

very unusual. Unfortunately, it is impossible to see, under
the plaster, what they are made of; it is not unlikely that they
are of wood, in which case they may well be Turkish. The dome
is said to be of brick, in which case it also is likely to be

Turkish, but the drum on which it stands is high enough to have

been pierced with windows, which is on the whole a Byzantine

feature.

It is probable that at least part of the present roof belongs
to a second Byzantine phase. The scheme of roofing as a whole
is too obviously that of a church to have been designed entirely

by a Turkish church-converter. But there is no means of judging
whether this hypothetical later Byzantine church was a cross-in-

-square of the normal type or a basilica of some kind incorporating
a dome. A rough cornice on the exterior of the S side suggests

t
the latter. The E end of the church at this period seems to
have had a separate roof with a shallow pitch down towards the

east, the sloping line of which can be seen on both IT and S walls,
at a higher level than the cornice mentioned above.

* PI. P13C .

T Pi .? B, A, D.
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A thorough analysis of the building would require the removal
of a good deal of plaster, but even an examination of the
exterior of the vaults, inside the modern timber roof, might be

of some use.

Comment. The original building is of great interest as

forming a link between the churches of Lykaonia and those of

Byzantine Isauria. The plan of the east end has closer
bke

affinities to those ofYlsaurian churches at Alahan, Dag Pazari
and CambazlK than to anything on the plateau. In these

examples, as at Xbrala, the chambers flanking the apse are
fcx.:

accessible both from the aisles and from the chancel, and

(except at Da* Pazari) the apse does not project at all outside
the east wall of the church. Many other churches in Isauria and

Pamphylia have similar east ends, except that the side-chambers

are accessible only from the aisles; the only church of this

more common type in Lykaonia or Cappadocia is at Uluoren (pp.259
ff.)# which is unusual in many other ways.

My only reason for thinking (p.252) that the original church

was of basilical plan is that the span of the dome-bay is equal
to twice the span of the E and W bays plus the thickness of a

pier. If this conclusion is correct, the present rectangular,
almost square, piers are probably formed from columns or the

more usual elongated rectangular piers (cf". Apameia, pl.2S ),
(2)

with an outer skin of masonry added at a later datex . It is

even possible that, like most Isaurian churches, Ibrala was

originally roofed partly with timber, though the thickness of
the walls makes this improbable.

Ibrala, while geographically part og Lykaonia, lies only
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20 km. in a direct line from DaJ; Pazarl, the northermost city
K.

of early Byzantine Isauria, so that the presence there of

strongly Isaurian features in a church can occasion no surprise.

The date of the church at Ibrala is uncertain, hut all itB

recognizable features, such as the plan of the east end, the

heavy blocks used both in the walls and in the only certainly

original parts of the vaulting, suggest an early date, probably
the fifth or sixth century. At the latest, it cannot be later

than the seventh.



NOTES

(1) Alahan, main church; P.Verzone, Alahan Konastir, Turin,

1956, pi. 2; A.C.Headlam, Ecclesiastic* Sites in Isauria
K

(Hellenic Soc« Suppl. Pap, ii) London 1892, pi. I.- Dag Pazari;

Headlaia, op. cit.. fig. 10, where the nave is wrongly restored.

Cambazl^; MAMA iii, pp. 36 ff., fig. 62.

(2) Occasional examples of basilicas with almost square piers
do occur in Asia Minor, e.g. a church at Uzuncaburg (2A, S IV,
viii, 1906, p. 34, figs. 26 f.), and at Kaya Sar&ig in Kara Dag
(1001 Churches, pp. 273 f.» fig. 233).
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LYKAONIA

Dalisandos, Korna and Nea Isaura

The evidence for placing all these was discussed many times
over by Ramsay. Dalisandos is by far the most difficult of the
three, and I can add nothing to what has already been said (HGAM,
pp. 366 f., RE s.v. Dalisandos, Honigmann on Hierocles 710).
Korna is somewhat more certain. In Ptolemy it appears as in

Lykaonia NE of Laranda and SW of Tyana, in the order of Hierocles
as between Isauropolis and Savatra; this diversity of expression
is too wide to be of any use in fixing the true position within
a day's journey of Kara Dag. Ramsay (Lycaonia col. 79) abandons
Hierocles and locates Korna at Dinorna (SE of Lystra) on the

grounds that Ptolemy shows it SSE of Ikonion and SSW of Darata,

disregarding the fact that Ptolemy's coordinates for Ikonion

are quite out of agreement with those for Lystra, Perta, Savatra

and Isaura and that Barata is shown a full degree too far east

to correspond with his own location of it at Maden gehir.
Nea Isaura may be affected by the discovery of Derbe; Strabo

( )» puts Derbe on the edge of Isaurike, and this involves

the extension of Strabo's Isaurike to include the mountainous

country east of Palaia Isaura as far as Laranda, and even further
if Strabo's words are to be taken literally. Ramsay's location
of Nea Isaura at Efeafba has been questioned (JHS xlviii, 1928,
pp. 220 f.; cf. JHS 1, 1930, pp. 269 ff.) and the problem now

requires reexamination from scratch. The extension of Isaurike

to the east widens the field considerably.
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CAPPAUOCIA SEGUKDA

The South Side of Hasan Da

The Peutinger Table's road from Archelais to Tyana (pp. 1G7i.\
passing through Ciderig, rounded the SW corner of Hasan Dagx

just below the Byzantine fortress known as Ke^ikalesi (1001
Ghurenes, p. 496, fig. 370), beyond which a short, broad valley
runs back into the mountain. Within this valley there are today

three villages, Qukurkent (or Kegikalesi), Karankap? and Uluoren,
all ancient sites. At Karankapf, evidence of ancient occupation

is limited to some meaningless walls of rough stone on the edge

of the modern village, but Qukurkent and Uluoren both had
churches in a fair state of preservation. One of these three

settlements, probably Qukurkent, which is, and probably always
was, the xaost prosperous of the three, must be the Caena of the

Peutinger Table, 16 m.p. from Salaberina.

Qukurkent. The church published in 1001 Churches (pp. 382
ff.) still stands in part, though it has suffered much since

Miss Bell's visit. On the south side, the foundations have come

to light of what appears to have been an aisle corresponding to

that on the north, as well as the lower part of a polygonal apse (pi,43.),
Bliss Bell's description and plan make it clear that the apse

which she saw was rounded, and her standards of accuracy were

so high that she is very unlikely to have been wrong on this

point? the explanation is probably either that the apse was

rounded, but stood on a polygonal base, which as a moulded string¬
course on it shows, originally stood well above ground level,
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or that the polygonal apse belonged to an earlier building on

the site. The south aisle, however seems to be part of the

building as it stood at the time of Miss Bell*s visit; her plan
shows one jamb of the opening that led from it to the S transept,
and she mentions that the "S wall of the nave has fallen and

been rebuilt"•

Uluoren; the church is mentioned in 1001 Qhurches (p. 301 n)
without many details, and does not appear to have--been- published
alsewhere.

It v/as still standing, in September 1956, a little to the
N of a new mosque, then under construction. Any future visitor
is likely to find no sign of the church except for stones built
into the mosque.

My visit was made in the evening, and it was only several
weeks later that I found out that my photographs, taken with

inefficient flash apparatus, were an almost complete failure.

The survey was complicated by a modern house straddling the outer

wall of the K aisle, and by the recent destruction of the W wall

and of any narthex that may have lain outside it. Goats were

stabled in the remainder of the N aisle, and the chamber to the

N of the apse was full to the roof with chaff.

The main features of the design are, however, clear. The

church was a basilica or "barn-church", with nine columns on

each side, spaced about 2.05 m. between centres (pl.4&). The

columns were slightly oval in section (not "double-columns" of

the more usual sort), and had rectangular capitals decorated with

shallow straps (pi. 43 ). The arches, each of about seven
their

voussoirs, were of horseshoe form, reachinglgreatest span about
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20 cm. above the spring.

The apse had a curious offset at either side (pl.?13,c),
up to the level of the spring, which was marked by a projecting

moulding. On the E it was flanked by a small chamber having a

flat-lintelled door into the aisle and a small window on the E,

and roofed with a vault sxjanning E-W. The vault was of large,
well cut stones, and certainly original. The east wall of this
chamber was not bonded into the apse but appeared to be

contemporary with it, and at the point of junction there was a

small triangular recess or niche on the exterior. There

was no positive evidence of a similar chamber S of the apse.

The exterior facing of the SE corner of the apse was unbroken,

but this was to be expected on the analogy of the EE corner.

None of the facing of the interior of the apse was preserved.

The roofing of the E aisle was preserved in part. It was

markedly inferior to that of the chamber N of the apse, and

obviously not original (pi. 4-3 ). The ribs were of cut stone,

50 to 70 cm. wide, but the intervening spaces were simply packed
with unmortared rubble, laid flush with the ribs on the

interior.

Eone of the vault of the nave had survived, though a single
moulded block, lying on top of one of the arches, probably marked
the spring. The rough piers of mortared rubble shown on the

plan just E of the S arcade must have carried an inner vault of

later date, such as is found in Maden Sehir no.l (1001 Churches,

pp. 41 ff., fig. 2) and Eski Andaval CKleinas.Denkm,, fej ■

The walls were built of blocks of local pink and grey

trachyte, with a core of mortared rubble. The blocks varied
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considerably in size, but were accurately fitted. There was

some joggling (pl.Pl2jC). Anathyrosis was used in some places,
for instance on the W face of the pilaster at the W end of the

S arcade, where it met the W wall. The floor was of stone slabs,
up to 150 cm. long and 30 cm. thick.

Comment. Uluoren is, as pointed out in 1001 Churches, the

only basilica in the area of Hasan Dagl. It probably shares
with Ibrala (pp.2b0ff.) the distinction of being one of the only
two churches on the Plateau to have an inscribed apse flanked

by side-chambers on the model of the churches on the S coast.
The triangular recess at the junction of the apse and the N

side-chaiaber is a distinctive feature of Armenian architecture,
(1)

at any rate from the end of the 9th century . It must, in

origin, have been simply a division between projecting polygonal

apses, but in Armenia it was often used for merely decorative

purposes, as for instance in the cathedral at Ani. While direct

Armenian influence at Uluoren is of course possible, it can.

hardly be relied upon sufficiently to form a basis for dating
the church. As indications of date, it is worth mentioning
that the masonry of the original church, especially the vaulting,
is in general solid and good, though not up to the standard
of Qukurkent (p.253 ), and that most of the load is carried by
the facing, not by the core. The size of the church, the

quality of its original masonry and the fact that it was later

partly re-roofed suggest that it was probably built shortly
before the Arab wars. But no single one of these three factors
is in itself Of much value, and as nearly all the evidence for
the dating of Central Anatolian churches is based on hypotheses
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not susceptible of proof greater accuracy

cannot at present be aimed at.

NOTES

(1) There are more than a dozen churches with these niches

published in Strzygowski's "Baukunst der Armenier and Europa", of
which the earliest appears to be St. Hripsime at Vagharshapat,

dated, according to Strzygowski (op. cit. i, p. ? } to the

years immediately following 618. G. Tschubinaschwili, in a short
article on "Armenian Art" in Encyclopedia of world Arttii i,New York
1959, cols. 716 ff.,gives a list of dated 7th century Armenian

churches, which does not include St. Hripsime, and I can only
assume that he regards the date as uncertain. Since 1918 when

Strzygowski's work was published, so much has been written in

Russian and Armenian disproving his conclusions, that anyone not
familiar with those languages is dependent on summaries such as

Tschubinaschwili's (see his bibliography, loc. cit. ). Two

churches that he mentions as certainly dated, which have niches

of this type, are Shirakavan (last years of 9th century) and
Ahtamar (915-921), but the type persists at least into the 13th

century.
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South Side of Hasan Dagi
Inscriptions

The whole of this area produces very few inscriptions;

the following is a representative of the -commonest local type
of Byzantine epitaph.

ISA- gukurkent (Kegikalesi), in a lane. Pink trachyte slab with

Greek and Latin crosses incised in panel. The inscription is
inverted. H. 166, w. 81, th. 27, letters 2.5 - 4.5» PI. 4/

^ v A v -
6"o v ' Is
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